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5010 Idlewood Drive 1409 8th Avenue 
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WACCAMAW RECORDS 
A Statement of Purpose 
by 
Ashley P. Cox, Jr. and Catherine H. Lewis 
Both partners in this enterprise have been engaged in one way or an other in research in Horry County (Sq 
history for more than 30 years, and know from experience the difficulty faced by those who try to trace 
families who lived in the Waccamaw region. Now retired, we have decided to join forces to make Horry County 
records more readily available for family research. 
Ashley Patterson Cox, Jr., whose parents migrated from Horry County to Georgia more than sixty years ago, 
has had a long career in journalism and child care. He was most recently administrator of the Georgia 
Industrial Home in Macon. For years he has accumulated records related to the Cox, Todd, Patterson, Marlow, 
Blanton, Williamson and related families and maintained an extensive correspondence with others similarly engaged. 
Catherine Heniford Lewis was for nearly 28 years county librarian (i&., director) of the Horry County 
Memorial library headquartered in Conway, SC. A charter member of the Horry County Historical Society, she 
has been associated for many years with The Independent Republic Quarterly, published since 1967 by the 
Society, as an editor and contributor. She has written and lectured frequently on the history of the county 
and has assisted many people to get family research in Horry County started. 
We will be happy to hear from searchers about their needs, but we have begun with the following: 
1. OBI11JARIES FRQM HORRY COUNTY NEWSPAPERS (1861-1914) Abstract 
2. HORRY COUNTY MARRIAGES ABSTRACTED FROM NEWSPAPERS (1861-1912) 
3. HORRY DISTRICT COMMISSIONER OF LQCATION PLAT BOOK A. B. C.1802-1831 
4. INDEX TO THE 1860 CENSUS OF HORRY COUNTY 
5. WORLD WAR I DRAFI REGISTRATIONS. HORRY COUNJY. SC labsqactsl 
6. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS. y , 1 (Kingston Lake to Waccamaw River) 
7. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS. y, 2 (Hwy 701 to Kingston Lake) 
8. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORPS. y, 3 (Hwy 701 To little River) 
9. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORPS. y. 4 (Loris west to little Pee Dee River above Hwy #9) 
10. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS. y , 5 (Hwy 90 from Conway to NC line) 
11. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORQS. y, 6 (Hwy 9southto19/917, Loris to little Pee Dee) 
Each publication costs $15.00 plus $2.00 postage and handling each. We will be happy to have your orders 
and your comments, including recommendations for future publications. Send order with check to 
WACCAMAW RECORDS 
5010 ldlewood Drive 
Macon, GA 31210-2936 
1992 
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This is the eleventh WACCAMAW RECORDS publication, designed like the others to help those who are 
engaged in family research in Horry County, SC. 
It is the sixth devoted to cemetery records, always an excellent source of information. It is our 
intention to cover the county eventually, but for this publication we have focused on the area below Hwy 9 and 
above 19/917, west of Loris to the Little Pee Dee River. Twenty-one cemeteries are included. Hyou know of 
cemeteries we have not found, please send us the information for checking and inclusion later. 
Though frequently difficult, working in the field has been enormously gratifying to us. The field work has 
been done by Cathryne and Ashley Cox and Catherine Lewis. We have either cataloged from scratch, or verified 
and updated previous catalogs. We cannot always establish the names of cemeteries to our satisfaction, but by 
locating them on the map we hope to avoid confusion. 
Directions for finding the cemeteries are provided, as well as a map showing their locations. These are 
followed by an alphabetical list of names, each identifying the cemetery in which it was found. We debated 
this format, knowing that it would be helpful to have cemeteries listed separately so that the researcher can 
associate families, etc. These are available from WACCAMAW RECORDS at the cost of $1.00 a page. Write to us 
if you would like a copy of an individual cemetery catalog. 
We would like to express our gratitude to Mrs. Laura Quattlebaum Jordan whose students made the original 
catalogs of many of these old burial sites back in the 1970s. We have acknowledged the student by name, if 
known. Mrs. Jordan placed their work in the Horry County Memorial Ubrary, where we have had access to them. 
Although we have taken none of them for granted, it has saved time to have them to check. 
Some catalogs were done by members and friends of the Horry County Historical Society and we are 
grateful to them also. These have also been verified and updated. 
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CEMETERIFS AND TIIEIR LOCATIONS 
Blanton Cemetery, established in 1891, is on Highway 19, between 389 and 916. Cataloged on 16 April 1991 
by Catherine Lewis, Cathiyne Cox and Ashley Cox. 
Bullard Cemetery near Lake Swamp Church is apparently abandoned. About three miles southwest of Finklea 
Crossroads tum toward two-story home. The graveyard is in a pine grove behind the home. Mrs. Doris Cox 
Gore of Tabor City, NC, helped with location and it was cataloged by Ashley Cox in April, 1991. 
Calvary Free Will Baptist Church is north of Hwy 917, just off dead end with SR897 (Calvary Church Road). 
It was cataloged April, 1991, by Cathryne and Ashley Cox. 
Cedar Creek Cemetery/W is also called Stroud Cemetery. It is located on SC 23 between 9 and 430. It was 
cataloged on 22 April 1991 by Ashley and Cathzyne Cox. 
Dorman Cemetery is located on the Madge Blanton farm. It was found with the assistance of Mr. Jerry 
Jordan. Cataloged in May, 1989, by Catherine H. Lewis, Cathzyne W. Cox and Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
Elliott Cemetery is off SC 23, 2.2 miles south of Hwy 9 at Floyds Crossroads. It was cataloged in April 
1991 by Catherine H. Lewis, Cathryne W. Cox and Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
Floyd Cemetery is located to rear of a baseball field at Floyd's Middle School on Hwy 9. It was cataloged 
16Oct1990 by Cathryne W. Cox and Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
Hammond Cemetery (Hammond/PM) is located on the first improved road NW of Pleasant Meadow Church. It is off 
Hwy. 410 between Hwys 9 and 476. Cataloged by Ashley P. Cox, Jr. on 16 April 1991. 
Heniford Graveyard was located on the John "Jackie" Heniford place about 1/4 mile south of Live Oak Church on 
the Bayboro Road about 3 m. west of Loris. The catalog was made by C. B. Heniford, Geneva Heniford Quinn, 
Lessie Heniford Edge, Dorothy Heniford Nealy, and Catherine Heniford Lewis in the fall of1975. Shortly 
thereafter (1976-77) the cemetery was obliterated. Some stones were recovered and relocated. 
Lake Swamp Baptist Church Cemetery is located at the junction of roads 792 and 917 a short distance west of 
Finklea. It was cataloged 10October1990 by Catherine Lewis and Cathzyne and Ashley Cox. 
Live Oak Baptist Church Cemetery catalog was prepared by Catherine IL Lewis, Cathryne W. Cox and Ashley P. 
Cox, Jr. This cemetery is located on the Loris to Bayboro Road (Hwy 45) about 3 miles west of Loris. 
Mills Cemetery is located at the intersection of Hwy 9 and SR142. It was cataloged by Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
in the spring of1991. 
Mincey Cemetery is located on SR 59, one mile north Hwy 917, between Pleasant View and Lake Swamp churches. 
It was cataloged on 16 April 1991 by Catherine Lewis, Cathzyne Cox and Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church Cemetery is located just south of Hwy 9 on SR59. It was cataloged 16 October 
1990 by Catherine H. Lewis, Cathryne W. Cox, and Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
Old Graham Cemetery is no longer used. Northwest of Finklea off 792 near the home of Woodrow Williamson. 
It was cataloged in April, 1991, by Ashley P. Cox, Jr., with the assistance of Mr. Williamson. 
Old Strickland Cemetery is abandoned. It is located on property owned by Ms. Leatha Strickland, about one-
half mile from Pleasant View Church (917and19) on the south side ofRoad266. Cataloged by Ashley P.Cox, 
Jr. on 16Apr1991, it would not have been located without the assistance of Mr. William Lee Strickland, Route 
3, Box 228, Nichols, SC 29581. 
Pleasant Meadow Baptist Church is on SC401 between Playcard and Fmklea Crossroads. The cemetery was first 
cataloged by Ruby G. Beaver and Catherine H. Lewis and verified by CHL 18 Apr 1989. First named Lebanon, 
the church was established by Elder Jesse Boyd in 1856. It was renamed and relocated in 1857 near a ford 
of Pleasant Meadow Swamp on an acre of land given by John R. Sarvis. 
Pleasant View Baptist Church is located on Hwy 19 a short distance north of Hwy 917 at the junction of 
SR266. It was cataloged in the fall of 1991 by Catherine Lewis and Cathzyne and Ashley Cox. 
Red Oak Cemetery is just off Highway 19, west of Playcard Crossroads. Cataloged 15 April 1991 by 
Catherine Lewis, Cathzyne Cox and Ashley Cox. 
Riverside Cemetery is located on Highway 9 East of Lumber River, near Nichols. It was cataloged on 18 
April 1991 by Catherine IL Lewis, Cathryne W. Cox and Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
Small Cemetery is five miles down M. W. Stroud Road from Cedar Creek Baptist Church (SR23 at SR266). Cathryne 
and Ashley Cox ca~loged the cemetery in April 1991. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
b/o brother of sis/o sister of 
s/o son of d/o daughter of 
ch child chn children 
h/o husband of w/o wife of 
f/o father of m/o mother of 
b. born d. died 
m. married inf infant 
n.d. no date FD funeral director's marker 
Titles of respect (Rev., Mrs., etc.) are enclosed in curves. Other information on the tombstone is enclosed in square brackets. 
If a wife's relationship is not spelled out on the stone, but may be inferred with reasomble certainty from a double stone or 
by relative position in the cemetery, it is followed by a question mark. Occasionally, perhaps beause families chose torebury 
a relative in another cemetery, the listing in an original catalog cannot be found. In such cases there is a question mark 
before the name of the cemetery. 
Aitken, James Gary (Dr.) 15 Jun 1931-13 Jun 1990 
Alexander, Avy Jane Grainger [w/oJohn T. Alexander] 20Oct1874-
Alexander, John T. 17Mar1869-21Apr1947 
Alford, Addie Hardee [w/o D. T. Alford] 10Nov1889-4 Jul 1915 
Alford, Artemas 7 Jan 1864-21 Aug 1945 
Alford, Caroline [w Io M Alford) 11 Oct 1849-31 May 1927 
Alford, Daisy I. [w / o Mack K Alford] 28 Apr 1882-5 May 1953 
Alford, Elizabeth [w Io S. L. Alford] 8 Jul 1849-7 Feb 1932 
Alford, Ida Grainger [w/o Artemas Alford] 6 Sep 1876-16Oct1967 
Alford, Mack K. 30Apr1888-6Nov1957 
Alford, Mary J. 6May1828 -10Apr1915 
Alford, Meredith 14 Aug 1854-22 May 1905 
Alford, Richard W. 15 Jul 1918 -15Oct1919 
Alford, Warren T. [Co. B. Siege Train CSA) [no dates] 
Allen, B. I. [s/o J. T. and S. F. Allen) 3Apr1905-20Aug1913 
Allen, DaisyB. [w/oJulius M. Allen] 11Jun 1889-13Jul 1980 
Allen, Geneva [w/ o Wiley Allen) 22May1915-
Allen, Julius M. 6Apr1883-8Mar1968 
Allen, Rebecca Housand [w/o VollieEd Allen] 25Oct1907-
Allen, Vollie Ed 22 Feb 1907-4Nov1967 
Allen, Wiley 14 Jul 1914-26 Sep 1984 
Allsbrooks, Layton Liston Hinson [m. 28 Feb 1940 Willie Allsbrooks] 18 Sep 1905-26 Feb 1984 
Altman, Sallie G. 8Aug1896-30Sep1976 
Ambuske, Frank Joseph [US Army WWII] 15 Sep 1923-26 Jul 1987 
Ambuske, Harriet A. [w Io Frank Joseph Ambuske] 3 Sep 1925-
Anderson, A. M. 1861-1925 
Anderson, Allie Ettie 1891-20 Nov 1967 
Anderson, Bessie Suggs [w / o Oscar G. Anderson?) 8 Mar 1904-24Mar1981 
Anderson, C. Hoyt 24Mar1912-7 Jul 1972 
Anderson, Claudia B. [w/o James Monzo Anderson) 21May1890-23Oct1954 
Anderson, Claudia E. 7Oct1903-22 Feb 1980 
Anderson, Coladonia 23 May 1844-12Dec1892 
Anderson, Dawsey M. 12Nov1891-0Oct1961 
Anderson, E. J. Stevens [w/o H. N. Anderson) 1868-1904 
Anderson, Ellen [d/o J. B. & M. A. Williamson) 4 Aug 1868-7Dec1896 
Anderson, Emma [d/o A. M. and C. J. Anderson) 3Dec1910-20 Jun 1912 
Anderson, Frank Eugene 9Sep1922-13May1970 







































Anderson, Henry M. 1Oct1837-13 Jun 1904 
Anderson, Henry Rufus 14Dec1914-16Mar1970 
Anderson, Irene Creager [w / o Rev. Oren Alexander Anderson. m. 25 Dec 1934)14 Jan 1912-30 Dec 1987 
Anderson, James J. 22 Apr 1910-22 Oct 1951 
Anderson, James Monm 2May1884-7Dec1936 
Anderson, John Quincy 17 Oct1904-5Aug1953 
Anderson, Josephine (gr-d/o J. B. Williamson] 30Dec1890-26 Feb 1891 
Anderson, Leon Monm 23Apr1907-4 Jan 1938 
Anderson, Luciee [d/o H. H. 8c M. M. Anderson] 5 Mar 1896-4 Sep 1911 
Anderson, Mary Louise 10Oct1944-17Dec1944 
Anderson, McLauren [Pvt 156 Dep Brig] 5Aug1938 
Anderson, Myrtle B. [w/o Frank Eugene Anderson) 6 Mar 1922-
Anderson, Norman C. 9 Dec 1920-16 Feb 1956 
Anderson, Oren Alexander (Rev.) 14May1905-19Jun1979 
Anderson, Oscar G. 15 Jan 1899-29Oct1971 
Anderson, Pauline F. (w/o C. Hoyt Anderson) 7 Oct 1915-
Anderson, Queenie Pender 17 Nov 1912-
Anderson, Sallie P. 16Dec1898-24 Feb 1986 
Anderson, Sallie Williamson (w/o Dawsey M. Anderson?) 27Mar1891-11Nov1975 
Anderson, Samuel N. (SC PVT 60th Field Arty 20 Div) 18 Aug 1937 
Anderson, Theo Divine 20Oct1914-5Mar1978 
Anderson, Vas N. 23Apr1902-31Jan1951 
Anderson, __ (inf d/o 0 . G. and Bessie Anderson) 15 Mar 1931 
Arnold, Kenneth Ayres (s/o John B. 8c Carolyn Ayres Arnold) 19Dec1947-1Jan1948 
Askew, Belle Page 16 Jul 1894-14Aug1965 
Avant, Charles Edwin (US Army WWJI) 3Apr1925-25 Feb 1987 
Avant, Doris Ann (d/o Rufus and Alma Avant) 8Mar1943-4 Sep 1943 
Avant, Mary Alice (d/o Rufus and Alma Avant] 8 Sep 1935-23Nov1935 
Avant, __ (inf d/o Charles 8c Grace Avant) b/d 29Apr1963 
Ayers, Fleetwood C. (d/o Minnie W. & Daniel Causey; w/oJohnClifford Ayers;m/oJohn C. Ayers, Jr.&: 
Donna Ayers Batten; schoolteacher, 55yrs) 1900-1981 
Ayers, G. Earl (s/oS. J. &: M. E. Ayers) 12Jul 1910-2Sep1914 
Ayers, Herbert L,Jr. 8Sep1904-9Jul1934 
Ayers, Herbert Lennon (Spanish-American War] 2 Jan 1876-30 Jun 1948 
Ayers, John Oifford (s/ o Eliubeth W. & S. Judson Ayers; h/ o Fleetwood Causey Ayers; f/ o John C. Ayers, Jr.&: 
Donna Ayers Batten; Board ofEducation 23 yrs) 1893-1985 
Ayers, John McSween (s/o H. L. &: Carrie Ayres) 18Oct1912-1Oct1919 
Ayers, Mae Plemmons (w/o R. Glen Ayers) 9 Nov 1907-7 Sep 1983 
Ayers, Martha E. (w/o S. J. Ayers; d/o John B. &: M. A Williamson) 10Oct1861-1Feb1904 
Ayers, Mary Martha [w/o S. J. Ayers) 20Apr1868-25 Jan 1953 
Ayers, Mattie Blanton (w/o Willie J. Ayers) 26 Nov 1885-18 Jun 1977 
Ayers, R. Glen 19 Sep 1907-31Dec1984 
Ayers, Robert B. (s/oS. J. &: M . E. Ayers) b & d 6Nov1902 
Ayers,S.J. 23Feb1852-17Nov1915 
Ayers, William]. (SCTecS, US Army WW II) 31Aug1917-13Feb1961 
Ayers, Willie J. 4 Sep 1882-23Aug1944 
Ayers, __ [infs/o&d/oS. J. &: M. E. Ayers;~oJ. B. Williamson) (n.d.] 
Ayres, Ervin Brown (s/o Herbert Lennon&: Carrie Brunson Ayres) 22 Jul 1914-3 Oct1942 
Ayres, Marjorie Frances Ward (b. Florence Co.; w Io Ervin Brown Ayres) 2 Feb 1912-23 Nov 1982 
Ayres, Martha Middleton (w/o W. 0. Ayres) 25 Jul 1886-10 Sep 1964 
Ayres, William O'Neill 7Mar1889-6Mar1973 
Badger, Daniel 18Aug1943-19 Jul 1980 
Bailey, Dorthy H. 3Aug1909-9Oct1980 
Bailey, Hal Newman 4 Jul 1912-19 Jul 1971 
Bailey, Lynn Ryan 27 Feb 1945-30Dec1966 
Baker, Addie Collins (w/o Joe C. Baker) 7Aug1913-11Jun1951 
Baker, Alex 7.ander 25 Jul 1910-29Apr1965 


























































Baker, C. Gordon 31Mar1885-23 Jun 1957 
Baker, Earl Frederick 8 Jun 1902-19Nov1959 
Baker, Edward D. [m. RuthJeanetteJones llJun 1911) 16Apr1889-24 Oct1962 
Baker, Emma Collins [w/o Alex Zander Baker) 25 Feb 1912-
Baker, Joe C. 29 Aug 1905-9 Dec 1967 
Baker, Louis T. [WWI) 5 Jan 1892-25Apr1947 
Baker, Nona Bell [w/o C. Gordon Baker) 27May1880-18 Jul 1957 
Baker, Pinkie Jolly [w/o Earl Frederick Baker?) 14 Aug 1897-8 Mar 1979 
Baker, Ronnie Edwin 19Oct1948-8Oct1979 
Baker, Ruth Jones 27Oct1890-12 Feb 1981 
Baker, Wendall Brooks 23Oct1956-13Mar1982 
Baker, William Gary 5 Mar 1912-22 Feb 1987 
Baker, Willie Brooks "Bud" 11May1937-24 Jun 1971 
Baker, __ [infd/o E. D. Baker) b/d 1Dec1913 
Barfield, Elsie H. [w/o Murray L Barfield) 9Nov1885-21Dec1952 
Barfield, Ithama Gerrald [w Io M Brooks Barfield; m/ o Lydia, Bonnie, Shirley, Gwen] 2 Sep 1903-30Apr1968 
Barfield, M. Brooks [m. Ithama Gerrald 20Oct1926 & Edna L. Grantham 5 Jul 1969) 20 Jan 1907-30 May 1970 
Barfield, Murray L 8Aug1953 
Barnes, Hattie Creager 30 Sep 1900-18Aug1983 
Barnhill, Daniel David 15 Jun 1935-2Mar1979 
Barnhill, George W. 10 Jan 1884-26 Aug 1945 
Barnhill, Grason Emery 23 Jan 1894-5 Nov 1945 
Barnhill, Hannie Belle [w/o Grason Emery Barnhill) 1 Feb 1900-
Barnhill, Mary Ann [w/o George W. Barnhill] 4 Feb 1889-9 Jun 1950 
Barnhill, Peggy Jean 4 Sep 1947-26Dec1947 
Bateman, Barbara Ann [d/o Howard&. Ruth Bateman] 12 Mar 1941-31 Oct 1944 
Batten, Avie [d/o James S. & Edith Floyd] 28 Sep 1836-27Feb1923 
Batten, Dr. Thomas H. [s/o Thomas H. & Avie Batten, d. Elm Groves, SC, b.1N]8Jan1875-13Aug1898 
Battle, BIAndie Harrelson [w Io James Alfred Battle; bat Mullins, SC, d/ o Blanche Aman Harrelson & 
Robert Brooker Harrelson; Chn.: Jllmes Alfred Battle, Jr., Robert Brooker Battle & Micluiel Warner Battle.] 
2 Apr 1920-2 Jun 1985 
Battle, Elizabeth Virginia Warner [b. Easton, MD; w/o James R.) 15 Feb 1889-30 Apr 1939 
Battle, Hilen Selenia [w/o Richard T. Battle] 18 Sep 1851-1Apr1924 
Battle, James 1Feb1831-17Oct1912 
Battle, James Alfred [b. Nichols, Marion Co, eldest s/o James Richard Battle/Elizabeth 
Warner Battle; m. Blanche Harrelson of Mullins, SC, 15Jun1940) 21Nov1916-
Battle, James Richard 31 Aug 1888-25 Oct 1955 
Battle, Jeremiah Smith [s/o James&. Viola O'Neal Battle) 10 Feb 1908-20 Feb 1908 . 
Battle, Margaret Kathleen Hooks [w/o Richard Franklin Battle] 8 Mar 1924-
Battle, Nora d. 22 Sep 1835 Age 37 years 
Battle, Richard Franklin 27Feb1922-
Battle, Richard Franklin, Jr. 21Sep1950-17Mar1984 
Battle, Richard T. 3 Nov 1852-27 Jan 1927 
Battle, Viola O'Neal [w/o James Battle] 30 Nov 1869-30Mar1931 
Battle, __ [inf d/o R. F. &. Kathleen Battle] 26 Feb 1949 
Battle, __ [inf s/o James&. Frances L. Battle] 21 Sep 1895-3Oct1895 
Beasley, Robert Monroe 12May1915-21 Nov 1971 
Beaver, Iva Joan (d/o Ruby Graham Beaver) 2Dec1957-4Mar1974 
Beaver, Ruby Graham 2Dec1917-29Oct1987 
Bell, F. J. 15Aug1836-8Oct1906 
Bell, Jannie [w/o F. J. Bell] Aug 1836-26 Jul 1923 
Bell, Samuel J. [s/o F. J. and Janie Bell) 4Dec1870-7 Feb 1887 
Belton, Allen B. 1924-1991 
Black, Corey Brandon 30Nov1987-31Jan1988 
Blackbum, Helon [w/o S. B. Blackburn] 17Sep1848-15 Nov 1910 
Blackman, Annie Elizabeth 17 Feb 1872-30Nov1941 
Blackman, Bartow R. 5 Sep 1894-11Nov1966 
Blackman, Benjamin D. 6 Feb 1856-3May1926 

























































Blackman, Ethel 27 Apr 1896-22 Jun 1970 
Blackman, James A. (SC Tee 5 Co C 1262 Engr C Bn. WW II) 28Oct1907-25 Jan 1964 
Blackman, Leona 17Apr1912-2 Nov 1986 
Blackman, Nora Rogers (w/o Bartow R. Blackman) 30 Jan 1891-3 Jun 1954 
Blackmon, Flossie Stroud (w/o Gary Bladcmon) 17Aug1910-
Blackmon, Gary 27 Sep 1915-29 May 1970 
Blackmon, Lamar 25Nov1910-23 Jun 1971 
Blake, Lizzie E. 8 Dec 1850-19Aug1916 
Blanton, Allard Dennis (m. 7Sep 1935) 20Sep1917-
Blanton, Avy Jane (w/o M. Newton Blanton?) 1839-1907 
Blanton, Belle Hickman (w/o Roy Newton Blanton?) 26May1896-24 May 1968 
Blanton, Benjamin (s/o M. N. & D. A Blanton) 15 Jun 1905-14Sep1905 
Blanton, Berkley D. (s/o Dennis & Edell Blanton) 19 Oct1940-3Dec1940 
Blanton, Bertha Mae 10Dec1934-14Dec1980 
Blanton, Beulah Cornelia (w/o James Lennon Blanton?) 28 Jun 1872-8 Jul 1964 
Blanton, Blanchie S. (w/o Dolphus Blanton?) 25Sep1911-12Nov1983 
Blanton, Celia li!ll Harrelson, Celia) 
Blanton, Clarence L. 2'l Oct 1900-10Oct1940 
Blanton, Claudius M. 11Oct1889-8Nov1939 
Blanton, David Everett 22 Mar 1887-20 Dec 1948 
Blanton, Della G. (w/o Vol T. Bt..nton) 16 Sep 1885-31Mar1975 
Blanton, Dolphus 1914-1986 
Blanton, Donnie S. (m. 12 Dec 1909, Jonathan Blanton; Chn: Fannie, A. J., Graden.Samuel, Elneta. 
Jessie James, two infants) 1890-1962 
Blanton, Dora A. Shelley (w/o M. N. Blanton) 5 Mar 1867-29May1907 
Blanton, Elbert E. 18 Jun 1914-3 Jul 1976 
Blanton, Elizabeth Reynolds (w/o James Paul Blanton) (n.d.) 
Blanton, Ellen Watts (w/o Herbert Edgar Blanton) 17Aug1897-15 Jan 1980 
Blanton, Elneta Shelley (w/o M. N. Blanton) 7 Sep 1881-7Mar1966 
Blanton, Emma Hooks (w/o James Cleveland Blanton?) 18Aug1900-24Apr1974 
Blanton, Fannie B. (w Io John B. Blanton; Chn: Sharon, Jean, Rodney, Jackie, Joy) 24 Jul 1912-17 Jan 1989 
Blanton, Fannie L. J . 20 Jan 1890-29May1891 
Blanton, Fletcher (PFC Co D 413 Inf Tunber Wolf Div, killed in action in Germany, WWD) 
26 Nov 1924-10 Jan 1945 
Blanton, Fletcher S. 10 Feb 1892-14 Jun 1940 
Blanton, Flossie H. (w/o Samuel Porter Blanton?) 13 Jun 1891-24 Sep 1957 
Blanton, Helen V. (w/o M. Newton Blanton?) 1847-1934 
Blanton, Herbert Edgar (h/ o Mary Thompson Blanton & Ellen Watts Blanton) 19 Nov 1879-26Mar1962 
Blanton, Howard (SC Pvt Hdq Co,290Inf., WW11) 25Apr1924-10Oct1968 
Blanton, Ina Hooks (w/o Willie Edgar Blanton) 1910-1990 (FD) 
Blanton, J.M. 22Jul1859-31 Dec1911 
Blanton,]. P. 19Feb1854-30Nov1939 
Blanton, James Cleveland 20Dec1901-7Oct1938 
Blanton, James Lennon 18May1877-16 Jun 1954 
Blanton, James Paul (n.d.) 
Blanton, Jessie Graham (w/o FletcherS. Blanton) 10Nov1~20Dec1963 
Blanton, John Arthur (Seaman, d. sinking SS City of Atlanta) 26May1904-19 Jan 1942 
Blanton, John B. 2 Sep 1911-3Apr1987 
Blanton, John Rodney 6 Feb 1939-22 May 1983 
Blanton, Johnnie Johnson (w/o Murray Paul Blanton) 14 Jun 1907-6Oct1986 
Blanton, Jonathan 1886-1960 
Blanton, Joseph 0. (Rev.) (s/o D. J. and Celia Blanton) 18Oct1861-22Dec1881 
Blanton, Joyce Ann (inf dfo Daniel & Joyce Blanton) 30Oct1959 
Blanton, Julius D. 24 Jun 1883-1 May 1950 
Blanton, L. M. (s/o W. D. and Janie Blanton) 30 Mar 1880-12 Mar 1883 
Blanton, lacy M. (NC S/Sgt 108 Inf Regt WWII) 14 Aug 1916-28 Jun 1970 
Blanton, Lola 27Oct1896-18Dec1981 
Blanton, Lora Edell Pridgen (w/o Allard Dennis Blanton) 5Jun1919-28Apr1988 





























































Blanton, M. Newton 1839-1930 
Blanton, Marcellus Newton 18 Jul 1861-8Oct1954 
Blanton, Margaret Janie 4 Sep 1863-1Oct1897 
Blanton, Martha Elaine 15Dec1931-18Jan1983 
Blanton, Martha Strickland [w/oJ. M. Blanton) 19 Jul 1865-9Oct1921 
Blanton, Mary H. [w/o J. P. Blanton?) Feb 1874-20 Feb 1919 
Blanton, Mary T. [w/o H. E. Blanton) 23 Nov 1880-20 Mar 1948 
Blanton, Moonyeen G. [w/o John Rodney Blanton?) 5 Jul 1940-
Blanton, Mrs. Bertha [w/o Julius D. Blanton) 9 Jul 1887-20 Jun 1956 
Blanton, Murray P. 2Mar1908-23Apr1976 
Blanton, Patricia Ann [d/o D. E. & Rhoda Blanton) 24 Feb 1939-29Oct1939 
Blanton, Rhoda Graham (w/o David Everett Blanton) 21Nov1893-15May1976 
Blanton, Rickey Mitchum (s/o Olin 1. &; Verna Rae Blanton, Jr.) 6Aug1959-2Sep1959 
Blanton, Robert V. (s/oJ. M. &; Marlha Blanton) 30Mar1904-11Jun1904 
Blanton, Roy Newton 6Feb1888-23 Apr1938 
Blanton, Sallie Rowell (w/o Claudius M. Blanton) 31 Dec 1890-7Oct1977 
Blanton, Samuel Porter 29Dec1892-16Oct1955 
Blanton, Susanna Dorcus 2 Oct 1859-3 Jul 1944 
Blanton, Thelma Gause (w/o Elbert E. Blanton, m. 24 Sep 1932) 7 Dec 1912-
Blanton, Thurman Lorenzo (m. Madge Floyd Graham 22 Nov 19'3) 29May1915-28May1963 
Blanton, Victor Vol, Jr. 16Nov1953-29Jun1954 
Blanton, Victor Vol, Jr. 16Nov1953-29Jun1954 
Blanton, Vol T. 25 Feb 1884-29Dec1933 
Blanton, Willie Edgar 6 Jul 1906-7 Feb 1981 
Blanton, __ (inf s/o Elbert&; Thelma Blanton) 22Mar1936 
Blanton, __ (inf twin s/o Elbert&; Thelma Blanton) 1 Sep 1945 
Blanton, __ (Inf twin s/o Elbert&; Thelma Blanton) 1Sep1945-3Sep1945 
Blanton, __ (inQo Jonathan&; Donna Blanton) 20 Jul 1910-21Jul1910 
Blanton, __ (inQo Jonathan&; Donna Blanton) 7May1911-7May1911 
Bond, __ (baby d/oFrancesWorley &John L. Bond, M.D.) 19Jan1957-21Jan1957 
Boone, Fred 20Aug1903-16Feb1950 
Boone, Geneva M. (w/o Horace G. Boone) 6Oct1905-21Feb1970 
Boone, Horace G. 3 Oct 1905-30Oct1956 
Boyd, Caroline D. Anderson (w/o C. M. Boyd) 13 Dec 1859-28Aug1899 
Boyd, __ (lnfd/o Herman and Dalma Boyd) 16Jan1946 
Boyd, __ (inf s/o Herman and Dalma Boyd) 21Aug1943-23Aug1943 
Boyet, Cora Mincey (w/o Steve Boyet) 20Dec1892-13Apr1935 
Boyet, Steve 23 Jun 1883-10Mar1942 
Boyette, Albert (SC PFC US Army, WW II) 30Oct1919-14May1972 
Boyette, Vera Lewis (w/o William Doyle Boyette) 4 Sep 1909-13Dec1985 
Boyette, William Doyle 3 Feb 1912-
Boyette, Willie Austin 9 Jan 1918-2Mar1970 
Braswell, Bernice Stroud (w/o Lawrence Randy Braswell?) 13May1943-
Braswell, Lawrence Randy 9 Nov 1945-
Bratt, Charlie Frederick 4 Aug 1858-20Dec1934 
Bratt, Fannie Stroud (w/o Charlie Frederick Bratt) 17Dec1882-21Jan1954 
Britt, Beatrice R. (w/o Rautle B. Britt) 28 Sep 1912-
Britt, Hallie (m. 9 Jan 1927) 25 Sep 1902-6 Jan 1974 
Britt, Hubert Rudolph 16Feb1930-8May1959 
Britt, Irene W. (w/o Hallie Britt) 12May1907-
Britt, Rautie B. 3 Mar1917-
Brown, Alma Butler (w/o Melton Brown! 30 Jul 1908-25Dec1970 
Brown, Dora Phillips 14 Jan 1915-15 Nov 1969 
Brown, Eunice Bowen (w/o W. H. Brown) 5 Feb 1872-18 Jun 1949 
Brown, George Owen 10Oct1893-25 Jun 1984 
Brown,J. B. "Tenny",Jr. 29Aug1935-16Jan1985 
Brown, James 15Aug1926-27 Jan 1984 
Brown, James Douglas 31Jul1925-26 Nov 1943 




























































Brown, Jewell M. 6 Sep 1909-22 Nov 1966 
Brown, Joe W. 9 Jul 1883-9Dec1964 
Brown, John L. 18 May 1858-31Oct1929 
Brown, Katie F. (w/o Jewell M. Brown) 20 Dec 1906-
Brown, Lavinia Brown (w/o George Owen Brown) 2 Dec 1896-12 Jun 1988 
Brown, Leston 4 Mar 1918-5 Jan 1942 
Brown, lilly 23 Jul 1897-24 Jan 1965 
Brown, Margaret E. (Age 89) d. 17 Jun 1942 
Brown, Margie F. (w/o William "Bill" Brown) 9 Jul 1934-
Brown, Mattie Phillips (w/o J. Bruce Brown) 31Jul1907-11 Aug 1987 
Brown, Melton 4Apr1912-24Mar1964 
Brown, Missouria (w/o Wllllam B. Brown) 20 Jun 1885-20Apr1965 
Brown, Opal Dew 16Oct1929-18 Jul 1967 
Brown, Rasbon Davis (s/o J. L & Susan Brown) 14May1881-5May1920 
Brown, Sarah Elizabeth (w/o Joe W. Brown) 7 Jan 1893-23 Jun 1951 
Brown, Susan (w/o John L. Brown) 13 Jan 1858-19 Sep 1933 
Brown, William "Bill" 21Sep1931-2Sep1988 
Brown, William B. 4 Feb 1886-20Oct1951 
Brown, __ (inf s/o Melton &t Alma Brown) 1 Oct 1930 
Brunson, Ruth Simmons 12Jan 1920-14Jun 1949 
Bryant,. S. A. (n. d.J 
Buffkin, A. B. 1922-1981 
Buffkin, Arch Bishop, Sr. 1881-1958 
Buffkin, Garland 4May1936-18Jan1969 
Buffkin, Julia Paige (w/o Arch Bishop Buffkin, Sr.) 1883-1946 
Buffkin, Retha Irene D. (w/o Loyd Edward Buffkin?) 16 Sep 1911-23May1986 
Buffkin, Sonny Boy (SC AlC 354 Operation SQ AF) 31 Mar 1938-4 Aug 1961 
Bullard, Adaline 11 Apr 1865-Jun 1898 
Bullard, Alva 6 Sep 1837-1 Apr 1909 
Bullard, Delphia W. (w/o Marsden Gurley Bullard7) 13 Sep 1903-19 Jun 1988 
Bullard, Dessie P. [w/o William R. Bullard) 1901-1978 
Bullard, Ella J. (w/o E. J. Bullard) 29 Jul 1877-25 Jan 1914 
Bullard, Esterma [d/o E. M. and S. E. Bullard) 25Dec1912-13Feb1914 
Bullard, Gennie R. (w/o Maxie "Bill" Bullard?) 4Oct1909-31Mar1986 
Bullard, George L. 17 Sep 1934-22 Jan 1976 
Bullard, Henry Dayton (SC A3C USAF) 30Oct1932-1Aug1961 
Bullard, Henry L. 11May1861-21Dec1923 
Bullard, J . W. 7Apr1841-30May1916 
Bullard, Leman M. (s/o E. J. &t E. J. Bullard) 17May1913-22Jan 1914 
Bullard, Lou Sarvis (w/o Henry L. Bullard) d. 3May1951 
Bullard, Malcolm C. 1 Apr 1906-11 Mar 1959 
Bullard, Marsden Gurley 3Sep1901-30Oct1974 
Bullard, Maxie "Bill" 2 Jul 1908-29 Jun 1967 
Bullard, May (d/o W. R. &. A. E. Bullard) 9 Jan 1896-8Oct1900 
Bullard, Sallie [m/ o H. L. Bullard] 1824-4May1928 
Bullard, Ted (s/o E. M. and Sue Bullard) 17Mar1909-23Aug1922 
Bullard, Viola B. (w/o Wessle Bullard) 4Dec1908-15Oct1982 
Bullard, Wessie (m. 26Apr1925) 24May1902-31Jan1962 
Bullard, William R. (SC Pvt 1 Btry FA Repl Draft WWI) 3 Jun 1897-18 Jan 1962 
Bullock, Charles V. 26 Jun 1862-30Apr1931 
Bullock, Clarence M. (inf s/o C. G. Bullock) (n.d.) 
Bullock, Duston V. [Inf s/o C. G. Bullock) (n.d.) 
Bullock, Fannie Gore [w/o Charles V. Bullock?) 9Aug1867-13Aug1951 
Bullock, Fredie A. [inf s/o C. G. Bullock) (n.d.) 
Bullock, Gladys D. 22Dec1906-26 Nov 1972 
Bullock, Luther Dewey (s/o C. V. & F. G. Bullock) 2 Jul 1898-4 Oct 1905 
Bullock, Vollie G. (SI US Navy WWII) 21Apr1905-26 Sep 1971 
Butler, Hattie E. (w/o John E. Butler) 1880-1%1 




























































Butler, John E. 1872-1956 
Butler, Reuben 25Jan1914-11Jun1933 
Butler, Taulbert M. (m. Margaret Ayres 27 Jul 1930) 10 Nov 1905-5 Jan 1965 
Butler, Tillmond 15Apr1906-30Mar1945 
Butler, William Pink 29Oct1901-1Sep1936 
Cain, Hardy 1928-1965 (FD) 
Cain, Mildred E. (w/o Hardy Cain?) 1931-1965 (FD) 
Campbell, Frances Ayres (d/o Katherine McArthur&: Elias Tyler Ayres) 26Apr1908-15May1990 
Campbell, Mary Frances 30Aug1934-7Feb1978 
Campbell, Robert James (h/o Fram:es Ayres m. 30 Nov 1933) 15 Apr 1903-29 Jan 1949 
Cannon, Charlyn Detain (d/o Doris Jewell Causey Cannon) 7May1959-29May1959 
Cannon, Doris Jewell Causey 24Sep1933-14 Mar1977 
Cannon, Ella P. (w/o Hirman M. Cannon) 1901-19-
Cannon, Hiram M. 1898-1963 
Cannon, Robert Lawton 2 Sep 1907-16Aug1967 
Carter, Danny Ray (s/o Noah&. Linda Carter) 9Oct1965-3 Feb 1984 
Carter, Effie Hewett 31Oct1898-16Apr1934 
Carter, Thelton L. (s/oG. &. E. Carter) 26Sep1927-13Nov1928 
Causee, M. C. 12May1854-13 Jan 1920 
Causee, __ (infd/o D. M. &: M. M. Causee) 21Jul1901-23 Jul 1901 
Causee, __ (infs/o D. M. &: M. M. Causee) 5Nov1908-2Feb1909 
Causey, Ada Irene (w/o Cash Causey) 16 Sep 1899-29 Sep 1976 
Causey, Alexander L. 8 Jun 1876-16May1931 
Causey, Alva Leneau 25Oct1911-2Nov1987 
Causey, Angus O. (s/o I. S. &: Cora Causey) 18Apr1932-7 Jul 1944 
Causey, Annie Beth (d/o V. &: J. A. Causey) 9 Sep 1920-4 Jan 1921 
Causey, Becky B. (w/o Shep M. Causey) 24Oct1891-29 Jan 1980 
Causey, Bernice G. (w/o Brice Causey) 2 Feb 1936-1Oct1957 
Causey, Bertha J. Elliott (w/o M. B. Causey) 20Aug1898-27Mar1970 
Causey, Betsy Hooks (w/o William "Bill" Causey, Sr.) 1824-1908 
Causey, Boyd 2Sep1920-30May1986 
Causey, Brice 30Aug1930-17 Nov 1985 
Causey, Carline (w/o Uriah Causey?) 1850-1912 
Causey, Cash 16 Jul 1891-8 May 1938 
Causey, Charles B. 19 Mar1900-1Feb1985 
Causey, Cora B. (w/o Israel S. Causey) 24Oct1897-9 Jun 1971 
Causey, Corbie 3Dec1912-18May1983 
Causey, Creannie G . (w/o Corbie Causey) 18 Sep 1909-29Dec1982 
Causey, D. W. (ch/o W. P. &: L. E. Causey) 14 Jul 1890-d. young 
Causey, Daniel M. 1880-1948 
Causey, Debbie Ann (d/o Kenneth H. &: Margaret Causey) 27Apr1957-18 Jul 1957 
Causey, Earley Hoyt 26Jun1915-3 Jan 1977 
Causey, Emel'!IOn Dwight 5Dec1919-
Causey, Esther (w/o Franklin Causey) 1847-1943 
Causey, F. G. 26 Jul 1915-9Aug1916 
Causey, Fannie Grainger (1st w/o Alexander Causey) 3 Nov 1876-30 Jul 1898 
Causey, Fleetie M. (w/o Charles B. Causey?) 21 Aug 1897-18 Dec 1978 
Causey, Fletcher M. 15 May 1895-11Feb1973 
Causey, Frances (w/o B. T. Causey) 4Aug1874-18Mar1894 
Causey, Franklin 1841-1915 
Causey, Frazier M. (SC PFC Co B 48 lnfWWI) 16 Nov 1890-12 Jul 1972 
Causey, Gatsey M. Bullard (w/o J.M. Causey) 28Mar1860-30 Jan 1936 
Causey, Guthrie Claudus (Pvt US Army, WW I&: II) 13 Sep 1896-7 Jul 1978 
Causey, H . Burroughs (Pvt US Army WWI) 1Sep1896-16 Feb 1975 
Causey, Hattie J. (2nd w/o Alexander Causey) 23Dec1879-2May1948 
Causey, Helen (w/o M. C. Causee7) 28 Jun 1852-28 May 1924 
Causey, Henrietta D. (w/o Sam Mace Causey) 13Apr1905-14Dec1986 



























































Causey, Henry 1885-1965 (FD) 
Causey, Ida Sarvis (w/o Matthew W. Causey?) 13Apr1881-15Dec1957 
Causey, __ (inf) (n.d.) 
Causey, Irene 4Dec1919-25 Sep 1940 
Causey, Irene Elouise 5Oct1924-5 Dec 1924 
Causey, Irene (d/o W. T. and N. M. Causey) 3 Jan 1927-6Mar1927 
Causey, Israel S. 21Dec1887-14Mar1967 
Causey,J. Claudius 22Sep 1917-
Causey, James P. (SC Pvt US Army WWII) 14 Feb 1924-20Nov1964 
Causey, James Reo (SC Pvt US Army, WW II) 3 Jul 1925-27 Feb 1971 
Causey, Jeanette M. (w/o William B. Causey) 26 Apr 1924-
Causey, John Ben 18May1906-10Aug1965 
Causey, John D. (SC PFC US Army WWII) 14 Nov 19224 Jul 1952 
Causey, John F. d.19May1929 Age 63 
Causey, Jullie C. (w/o LeRoy Causey) 1892-
Causey, Kenneth Harold (SS F N USNR, h/o Margaret G.] 21May1936-12Feb1958 
Causey, Legrand Roy 2May1943-24 Jun 1977 
Causey, Leo Jernigan (w/o Emerson Dwight Causey) 5 Jun 1920-10 Jul 1985 
Causey, LeRoy 1889-
Causey, Lucindy E. (w/o W. P. Causey] 6 Feb 1865-30 Jun 1953 
Causey, Madge L. (w/o Oscar T. Causey, Sr.] 30 Sep 1915-14 Jan 1979 
Causey, MargaretN. (w/oJohn F. Causey] d.11 Apr1945 Age 80 
Causey, Mary M. (w/o Fletcher M. Causey] 19Mar1898-16Dec1975 
Causey, Matthew W. 3 Dec 1882-25 Apr 1953 
Causey, Mattie S. (w/o H. Burroughs Causey) 20 Sep 1898-7 Sep 1966 
Causey, Mattie Stroud (w/o M. G. Causey) 5Nov1892-16Feb1962 
Causey, Maude McDaniels (w/o William A. Causey) 14Dec;1900-
Causey, Maxie Eugene (s/o S. M. &: Becky Causey) 9 Jul 1930-26Nov1946 
Causey, May Berry 19 Jun 1894-10 Nov 1974 
Causey, Minnie Lee Fowler (w/o W. L.Causey,d/oF. V.&:MarthaFowler) 15Dec1912-17.Jan 1931 
Causey, Minnie W. (w/o Daniel M. Causey] 1880-1965 
Causey, Montgomery 12Jun 1891-25 Oct1965 
Causey, Nina F. (w/o Walter T. Causey?) 28 Jul 1905-
Causey, Orvella Compton (w/o Frazier M. Causey) 18Apr1908-28 Jul 1983 
Causey, Oscar T., Sr. 16Apr1905-23Aug1961 
Causey, Pauline G. (w/o James P. Causey) 27 Sep 1933-
Causey, Retha McDaniel (w/o Alva Leneau Causey] 22 Jun 1912-8 Jan 1988 
Causey, Robert Dale 14Aug1948-1Oct1989 
Causey, Rupert L. 29 Feb 1888-8Apr1950 
Causey, Sadie A. (w/o J. Claudius Causey) 6Oct1920-
Causey, Sam Mace 7Nov1899-15 Jul 1980 
Causey, Shep M. 9Jun1892-2May1973 
Causey, Uriah 1846-1898 
Causey, Veronica (d/oC. & Ada Causey) 23Nov1930-6 Apr1933 
Causey, Viola Lane 18 Aug 1885-15 Jul 1934 
Causey, W. P. 24Jul 1850-23 Dec1930 
Causey, Walter T. 4May1907-24Apr1963 
Causey, Wendell 18Dec1919-17Apr1985 
Causey, William "Bill",Sr. (CSA] 1824-1905 
Causey, William A. 15 Mar 1883-25Mar1949 
Causey, William B. (m. Jeanette M. 28 Dec 1940) 26 Nov 1918-2Mar1989 
Causey, Willie Leslie (m. Gladys Strickland 21Oct1931) 4May1910-25 Feb 1978 
Causey, __ (inf d/o I. S. & Cora Causey) b & d 10 Jul 1927 
Causey, __ (inf d/o I . S. &: Cora Causey) b & d 14 Sep 1938 
Causey, __ (infs/o C. &: Ada Cansey) 25 Nov 1929-2Dec1929 
Causey, __ (infs/o C. B. &: S. F. Causey) 17 Jan 1921-18 Jan 1921 
Causey, __ (inQo F. M. Causey) b & d 1918 
Causey, __ (inQo W. H. &: M. F. Causey) (n.d.] 





























































Chapman, James Maxwell [m. Rita Young 21Jun1969) 28Aug1947-7 Feb 1990 
Chapman, Mary Elizabeth Ayers [w / o J. W. Chapman; missionary in the Belgian Congo) 4 Sep 1905-13 Jun 1930 
Chapman, Rita Young (w/o James Maxwell Chapman?] 7Oct1949-
Chapman, __ (Inf d/o Carolyn Elizabeth Chapman] 15 May 1930 
Coats, Lonzo Evans (s/o Osbie & Martha Gerald Coats) 20 Oct 1937-5 Feb 1983 
Coals, Brookie F. 30 Jun 1910-13 Nov 1988 
Coats, Charles Ethell [s/o C. E. and Violet Coats] 17May1951-4Apr1952 
Coats, Donnie McCoy 10Dec1899-16 Jan 1963 
Coats, Eliza C. (w/o Murray A. Coats7) 14 Mar 1904-18 Nov 1970 
Coats, Lillie (d/o P. B. & N. C. Coats] 7 Jul 1895-14 Sep 1895 
Coats, Monettie Gaskin (w/o C. E. Coats) 5 Dec 1916-3Mar1937 
Coats, Murray Allen 21Jan1898-2 Feb 1974 
Coats, Nancy Causey (w/o Rev. P. B. Coats) Jun 1877-Mar 1947 
Coats, Philip B. (Rev.) 26Mar1877-22Jul1955 
Coals, Phillip Braxton 2 Mar1920-17May1952 
Coats, Robert Trenton 29Feb1907-7 Jun 1962 
Coats, Thankful Bon um (w/o Rev. P. B. Coats) 22Aug1890-13Aug1980 
Coats, __ (inf. s/o P. B. and N. C. Coats] 11Sep1909-15 Feb 1910 
Cole, Edward E. 17Apr1887-9Dec1966 
Cole, Jane B. (w/o Edward E. Cole] 25 Jul 1894-21 Dec 1966 
Collins, Addie S. (w/o E. Steven Collins7) 25 Apr 1892-5 Jun 1977 
Collins, Claudia 27 Jan 1895-28Oct1968 
Collins, Clifton 1925-1990 (FD) 
Collins, E. Steven 7Apr1891-25 May 1950 
Collins, Emma L. (w/o John L Collins) 1883-1949 
Collins, Flossie B. (w/o John D. Collins) 15Apr1917-7 Jul 1986 
Collins, George M. 9 Aug 1889-26 Sep 1944 
Collins, Gertha J. (h/o Lou Stroud Patterson] 1 Feb 1903-22 Dec 1965 
Collins, Gertie L. (w/o George M. Collins) 19Jun1892-14 Jan 1985 
Collins, John D. 3 Mar 1918-
Collins, John L. 1882-1948 
Collins, Joyce Marie (inf d/oJohn D. Collins) 16 Jan 1937-20Apr1937 
Collins, Kelly Lynn "Baby Kelly" 1Jul1977-27 Apr1978 
Collins, Lou Stroud (w/o Rev. T. H. Patterson & G. J. Collins] 5 Mar 1906-7Mar1981 
Collins, Louise S. (w/o Sonny Collins) 5 Jun 1935-
Collins, Mary Ann Goodyear (w Io Walker Legrand Collins, m/ o Grace, Legrand, Geneva. Edna. a-tar, Harry, 
Evolou, Walker Dell] (n.d.] 
Collins, Mary Floyd (w/o Wade H. Collins) 27Oct1881-30 Jun 1956 
Collins, Nancy A. (w/o William A. Collins) 7May1859-4 Jul 1908 
Collins, Rebecca Susan [d/o Sam & Rebecca Collins] 11Feb1969-29Mar1969 
Collins, Sonny [m. Louise Shiver 15 Oct 1952; Chn.: Sonny Dale & Peggy Teresa) 18 Nov 1933-27May1979 
Collins, Walker Legrand (h/o Mary Ann Goodyear Collins] 7 Nov 1886-26 Sep 1959 
Collins, William A. (76 years) d. 3Nov1923 
Connelly, Beulah Shooter Price (b. Nichols, SC; w / o William John Connelly] 23 Apr 1869-7Apr1953 
Connelly, Carroll Eugene 26Nov1909-14Apr1986 
Connelly, Grace Miriam Walker (w/o Carroll E.Connelly) 30May1912-12May195' 
Connelly, J. Bruce 22Mar1903-16Oct1930 
Contlet, Julius G. (Frenchman) 1935-1928 (dates this way on marker] 
Cook, Berry (CSA) 15May1848-12Oct1901 
Cook, Catherine H. (w/o Raymond Cook] 26 Aug 1926-
Cook, Ellen 25 Apr 1972-26Apr1972 
Cook, Ezzie Mae (w/o Robert Lee Cook, m. 26Mar1947) 30Mar1928 
Cook, Henry Tiilman 17Aug1889-19Dec1961 
Cook, Maggie Tyler (w/o Henry Tillman Cook) 7 Jan 1894-14Mar1976 
Cook, Raymond (US Army) 15 Jul 1923-4Sep1976 
Cook, Robert Lee 7May1920-17 Jul 1980 
Cook, Simp [s/o Henry Tillman & Maggie Tyler Cook] 12 Jun 1916-8Aug1989 
Cooke, Alma Elvington (w/o Forest Pembroke Cooke] 11 Jan 1898-5 Jun 1973 



























































Cooke, Forest Pembroke 20 Oct 1891-21 Aug 1963 
Cooke, Richard Blaine [s/o Aaron &t Myrtle Cooke) 9Oct1955-30Dec1955 
Cooke, Sallie P. [w/o Willie L Cooke) 1 Mar 1903-8 May 1980 
Cooke, Teny Michael [s/o Rath &t Johnnie Cooke) 25June1950-26 Jun 1950 
Cooke, Willie L. 9 Jul 1901-27 Jan 1968 
Cooper, Douglas Wade 12 Sep 1965-4 Feb 1989 
Cooper, Howard E. [SC AlC US Air Force) 18 Apr 1933-15 Oct 1961 
Cooper, Lacy 26Dec1932-13Apr1989 
Cooper, Lucille T. [w/o Shep Cooper) 13 Jul 1910-10Mar1981 
Cooper, Sandra Stroud [w/o Douglas Wade Cooper?) 7 Jan 1967-
Cooper, Shep 26Sep1910-18Nov1962 
Coppick, Theodore Roosevelt [Pvt US Army WWII) 1924-1991 
Cox, Bessie D. [w/o Wilmer H. Cox) 9 Dec 1907-
Cox, Buddy M. 26May1944-6 Jun 1970 
Cox, Edna M. Lupo [w/o William Ivey Cox, Sr.) 8May1919-
Cox, Otto B. 26Mar1914-27Dec1973 
Cox, William Ivey, Sr. 22Aug1911-21 Apr 1989 
Cox, Wilmer H. (Cpl SVC BlJy 51 Arty CAC WWI) 25 Apr 1900-6Apr1969 
Cribb, Donnie F. (w/o M. L. (Ike) Cribb?) 14Jan1912-11Nov1980 
Cribb, M. L. (Ike) 30 Jan 1914-
Crowder, Daniel Norman [s/o Daniel &t Beverly Liddle Crowder) 15 Nov 1974-17 Nov 197' 
Darcy, Martin J. 1953-1991 (FD) 
Davis, Janie 7 Jun 1918-21 Dec 1986 
Dawsey, Daniel L. 15 May 1890-24 Sep 1943 
Dawsey,J. W. 1 Mar1858-2S Dec1918 
Dean, Stephen William 21 Oct1953-31Jul1972 
Dean, William Rann "Billy" 23 Apr1928-8Jul1971 
Dew, L. M. (US Army) 6May1923-2 Sep 1984 
Dimery, George 2Oct1886-21Feb1959 
Dimery, Lunie H. (w/o George Dimeiy7) 28 Dec 1886-27 Jun 1972 
Dimmery, Bernice [d/o Viola Suggs &t D. H. Dimmeiy) 30Aug1929-7May1931 
Dimmery, D. H. 4 Apr 1867-31 May 1937 
Dimmery, George (s/o Viola Suggs &t D. H. Dimmeiy) 2May1923-17 Jun 1924 
Dothan, Annice B. [w/o Jackson Dothan) 27 Jul 1913-19 Jan 1988 
Dothan, Jackson 20Oct1915-26 Oct 1981 
Drew, Earline Barnhill [w/o Laverne Drew) 14 May 1929-
Drew, Elnita S. [w/o Robert}. Drew) 12Aug1926-
Drew, Golda Elliott [w/o Robert Everett Drew) 11Sep1902-28Dec1975 
Drew, Laverne [Cpl US Army Korea) 1926-1979 
Drew, Robert Everett 12 Mar1901-15 Mar1969 
Drew, Robert}. 3Aug1923-13 Feb 1977 
DuBose, Clarence Franklin 30 Sep 1870-19Oct1944 
DuBose, Eliubeth James (w/o Clarence Franklin DuBose) 10 Jan 1876-17Nov1961 
DuBose, Wilburn (s/o B. F. &t J. D. DaBose) 10 Dec 1903-25 Oct 1908 
Duncan, Ambrose Archie ("Pa") 7Jan1914-28May1988 
Duncan, Archie 16Apr1890-30Dec1911 
Duncan, Beadie B. (w/o C. Lenwood Duncan) 1924-1990 (FD) 
Duncan, C. Lenwood 15Nov1924-7Aug1980 
Duncan, Charlie D. 17Feb1892-17Feb1947 
Duncan, D. A. 28 May 1885-6 Nov 1951 
Duncan, Earnest (s/o Jack&: Theres.a Duncan) 13 Apr 1927-1Jan1939 
Duncan, Edna (w/o Ottis Duncan) 27Mar1907-27Nov1982 
Duncan, Edward 31 Aug 1911-7 Jun 1982 
Duncan, Elvie Davis "Mammy" (w/o Ambrose Aichie Dnncan) 14 Aug 1921-
Duncan, F. Mertie J. Strickland 14 Jun 1891-24 Nov 1984 
Duncan, Gussie S. (w/o Edward Dnncan) 10 Jan 1920-
Duncan, Jack 15Aug1900-18Apr195 0 
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Duncan, L Rochell 15Jan1920-2Feb1955 
Duncan, Larry Chavis 10 Apr 1946-16 Feb 1978 
Duncan, Leamon (Co B 24th Tanlc Btn 13th Div) 5 Mar 1918-20Apr1944 
Duncan, Lela L (w/o Charlie D. Duncan) 11 Oct 1894-20 Sep 1976 
Duncan, Mandy Jane 12Dec1863-26 Jun 1928 
Duncan, Ottis 26 Jan 1913-29 Jun 1987 
Duncan, Ruby (w/o Jack Duncan) 22Oct1909-16Dec1973 
Duncan, Sarah A. Lewis (w/o D. A. Duncan] 1887-1945 
Durden, Charlie Thomas 1918-1963 
Eason, William H. (s/o W. S. Eason) 30Dec1927-9 Jan 1928 
F.dwards, Arthur B. (s/o J. M. and S. E. Edwuds) 24 Jul 1904-3 Jan 1908 
Elliott, Addie Floyd (w/o Mack C. Elliott] 1872-1935 
Elliott, Allen Luther 21Sep1906-19 Jan 1985 
Elliott, Anna Ree & Angie Lee (inf ds/o K. S. Elliott) (n.d.) 
Elliott, Annette (w/o Ross Elliott] 5 Jan 1938-30May1970 
Elliott, Asbury B. (Illinois A2C 3345 Tech Tmg Gp, AF) 20Oct1933-4May1952 
Elliott, Ashar F. (Pvt US Anny) 19Sep1894-20Dec1974 
Elliott, Azlea R. (w/o Lonie C. Elliott] 12May1910-18 Sep 1979 
Elliott, Barry Q. 23 Jul 1964-31Jul1973 
Elliott, Beckie 20 Jun 1907-23 Jun 1934 
Elliott, Beddie (w/o LS. Elliott?) 22 Jun 1844-22 Dec 1927 
Elliott, Betty Sue (d/o Willie Elliott) 19Apr1938-31May1938 
Elliott, Beulah R. (w/o Ashar F. Elliott) 13Dec1913-1992 
Elliott, Billy Coleman 24Mar1937-12Sep1984 
Elliott, Bright Lewis (w/o H. M. Elliott] 3May1897-10 Jun 1934 
Elliott, Brummie E. 4Oct1907-4Feb1940 
Elliott, C. Waitus 1862-1907 
Elliott, Callie Lewis (w/o Henry Damascus Elliott) 1Jun1876-26 Nov 1962 
Elliott, Carl 12Oct1915-21Jan1916 
Elliott, Carlyle (s/o Ellis Elliott) 3 Feb 1955-4 Feb 1955 
Elliott, Charlie 10Aug1877-21Jun1956 
Elliott, Christian D. 20 Jul 1930-
Elliott, Clemson 25 May 1909-2 Jan 1948 
Elliott, Clyde M. 31Mar1933-26Nov1982 
Elliott, Cornie Wyn 15Sep1904-1963 
Elliott, Dillon 1Sep1870-25Dec1945 
Elliott, Dollie 27 Dec 1872-22Dec1936 
Elliott, Dora [w/o Charlie Elliott) 1 Sep 1892-25 Aug 1964 
Elliott, Dorothy P. (w/o Clyde M. Elliott) 18 Jun 1933-
Elliott, Dula Brown (w/o Waterman P. Elliott) 7 Sep 1909-20Sep1967 
Elliott, Dupree (SC PFC Co G 105 lnfRegt WWII) 14 Feb 1923-26Dec1960 
Elliott, E. L. 4May1912-5May1912 
Elliott, Earline B. [w/o Marvin Woodrow Elliott] 4Dec1923-
Elliott, F.ddie C. 16 Mar 1890-31 May 1980 
Elliott, Edna 9 Aug 1909-4 Jan 1910 
Elliott, Eleanor E. (w/o Geoige Grant Elliott] 15 Sep 1875-11 Jan 1948 
Elliott, Elizabeth Garrison [w/o Hosea Marvin Elliott] 10Apr1907-28 Nov 1988 
Elliott, Emma Brown (w/o Clemson Elliott] 11Aug1913-27 Dec 1966 
Elliott, Emory Roland 25 Feb 1896-24 Dec 1975 
Elliott, Ernest M.18 Jun 1906-28Dec1981 
Elliott, Estell R. (w/o Robert Paul Elliott) 1913-1983 
Elliott, Evander S. (Co 1 328th Inf US Anny; Purple Heart 26 Aug 1944) 15 Jan 1923-12Mar1946 
Elliott, F. D. 24Jun 1905-17 Jul 1905 
Elliott, F. M. 27Dec1866-25 May 1916 
Elliott, Fannie B. (w/o Willie S. Elliott] 22Oct1909-15Oct1972 
Elliott, Flauda L (w/o Ernest M. Elliott, m. 8 Feb 1927) 29 Jan 1910-4Apr1975 
Elliott, Flennie Small (w/o Eddie C. Elliott) 12 Sep 1897-25 Jan 1978 



























































Elliott, Frances B. (d/o C. W. &. Dora Elliott) 18Apr1919-16May1921 
Elliott, Francine (d/o Thurman Elliott) 27 Dec 1949 
Elliott, Franklin 23 Mar 1900-30 May 1970 
Elliott, Fred 29 Jan 1911-24Apr1911 
Elliott, George Grant 1Mar1872-20 Aug 1954 
Elliott, George T. d. 22 Apr 1925 Age 86 years 
Elliott, Grace (w/o Hyman Elliott) 18 Mar 1915-
Elliott, Grady (s/o A. F. &. Beulah Elliott) 27Aug1937-18 Sep 1981 
Elliott, Gressie L. (w/o John M. Elliott) 5 Jun 1903-8Aug1934 
Elliott, Grover C. 8Oct1908-27Oct1973 
Elliott, Haywood 1Jul1933-31Oct1984 
Elliott, Hence 26 Oct1891-16Dec1917 
Elliott, Henry Clay 28 Jun 1830-16Aug1907 
Elliott, Henry Damascus 6Apr1863-26Aug1951 
Elliott, Homer 12Sep1938-29Oct1938 
Elliott, Hosea Marvin (Riverside Care, Inc. sponsored by his family 1977) 6Mar1889-21 Feb 1977 
Elliott, Hoyt M. 18Aug1932-6Dec1964 
Elliott, Hughue 10May1918-16 Jul 1981 
Elliott, Hurbert (s/o Dillon&. Sarah Elliott) 20 Jul 1896-16 Jan 1916 
Elliott, Hyman 22 Oct 1909-1991 (FD) 
Elliott, Isaac K. 10 Oct 1865-2 Mar 1949 
Elliott, Isla Miller (w/o V ander S. Elliott) 3 Nov 1895-
Elliott, J. Bryan, D. C. (s/o H. M. &. Bright Elliott) 28Oct1930-18 Sep 1963 
Elliott, J.C. 14 Nov 1928-29 Mar 1931 
Elliott, James Braxton 19 Jun 1948-18Oct1984 
Elliott, James Clyde 14Nov1928-29Mar1931 
Elliott, Jesse Rollon (s/o E. R. &. Ella Elliott] 16May1928-14Mar1929 
Elliott, John M. 1 Jul 1883-25 Dec 1944 
Elliott, John Woodrow (s/o Marvin W. &. Earline B. Elliott] 8Nov1940-22Oct1967 
Elliott, Johnce 7Apr1910-13May1969 
Elliott, Johnnie M. 1905-1966 
Elliott, Kathleen Shelley (w/o Haywood Elliott) 2Mar1932-
Elliott, L. S. 26 Aug 1840-6 Mar 1918 
Elliott, Laura Mada [w/o Macon Elliott) 1915-1992 (FD) 
Elliott, Lea Anna F. (w/o C. Watius Elliott) 1876-1940 
Elliott, Leamon 15 Sep 1923-4 Apr 1929 
Elliott, Linda Cheryl 20 Sep 1958-26Dec1960 
Elliott, Lloyd Preston 11Jul1933-24 Jan 1957 
Elliott, Loman I. 1905-1969 
Elliott, Lonie C. 18 Jul 1895-5 Jan 1964 
Elliott, Lonzo 19 Nov 1922-6 Aug 1969 
Elliott, Loria (w/o Franklin Elliott) 16Mar1905-2 May 1967 
Elliott, Lou Rena 4Nov1915-18 Apr1982 
Elliott, Luzellie (d/o John M. &. Ressie L. Elliott) 12 Jan 1922-22 Jan 1923 
Elliott, M. W. 12Nov1916-20Dec1916 
Elliott, Mabel Jene (d/o John M. &. Ressie L. Elliott] 1Jun1934-30 Jul 1934 
Elliott, Mack C. 1855-1941 
Elliott, Macon 26 Jun 1906-20 Nov 1970 
Elliott, Madge [w/o Johnce Elliott) 28 Jun 1916-
Elliott, Maggie (w/o Isaac K. Elliott) 1 Jan 1867-29 Apr 1952 
Elliott, Martin H. 25 May 1930-6 Jan 1950 
Elliott, Marvin H. 21Oct1898-19 Jul 1970 
Elliott, Marvin Woodrow 28Oct1919-7Dec1969 
Elliott, Mary Lillian 1Oct1930-31Jul1974 
Elliott, Mazie A. [w/o Johnnie M. Elliott) 8 Jul 1911-
Elliott, Melton R. 3Oct1942-22Mar1991 
Elliott, Mettie E. (w/o Marvin H. Elliott) 30 Apr 1902-
Elliott, Monroe 2 Mar 1913-30 Apr 1913 




























































Elliott, Nancy Floyd [w/o Henry Clay Ellioll7) 27Dec1827-3Mar1910 
Elliott, Nina Miller [w/o Allen Luther Elliott) 14Sep1907-1992 
Elliott, Patsy (w/o Grady Elliott?) 5Apr1943-
Elliott, Randall Joseph, Jr. (s/o Randall & Frances Elliott) 27 Jun 1976-29 Jun 1976 
Elliott, Robert Paul 1910-1976 
Elliott, Robert Perry 1867-1942 
Elliott, Rosa A. 29Nov1846-7Aug1917 
Elliott, Ross 21May1935-
Elliott, Ruby Jane [d/o C. W. D. & Dora Elliott) 13 Sep 1912-6May1913 
Elliott, Ruby L 29Mar1930-25Jun1964 
Elliott, Ruth 0. (w/o Loman I. Elliott) 1908-
Elliott, S. E. 23 Apr1904-17May1904 
Elliott, Sallie (w/o Robert Perry Elliott) 1882-1955 
Elliott, Sallie Skipper (w/o Vinson N. Elliott) 1Mar1888-2Aug1950 
Elliott, Sam E. 9Oct1874-1Sep1951 
Elliott, Sarah F. Rowe (w/o Dillon Elliott) 4 Jun 1874-22 Jun 1939 
Elliott, Smith 2Dec1904-19Sep1965 
Elliott, Steve Thomas (s/oGeorge M. & Sarah N. Elliott) 30Aug1955-17Nov1973 
Elliott, T. Gurther 28Nov1900-14 Mar 1950 
Elliott, Thelbert 7Dec1943-18Nov1976 
Elliott, Tonny [s/o Herman E. Elliott) 18 Feb 1968 
Elliott, VanderS. 28 Mar1891-19May1972 
Elliott, Verley 1895-1968 
Elliott, Vinson N. 25Dec1880-5Oct1951 
Elliott, Waterman P. 10 Mar1910-10Oct1972 
Elliott, William Harvey (s/o G. G. & E. E. Elliott) 4 Apr 1894-23 Nov 1917 
Elliott, Willie S. 14 Apr 1894-6 Jul 1971 
Elliott, Wilson 27Nov1831-3Aug1914 
Elliott, __ [Inf d/o Hyman & Grace Elliott) b/d 18Sep1936 
Elliott, __ (Inf sfo G. G. & Lizzie Elliott) b/d 8Oct1919 
Elliott, __ (lnf/o Loman Elliott) 20 Nov 1930-19Mar1931 
Elliott, __ [inf/o Vinson & Sallie E. Elliott) 26 Nov 1918 
Ellis, Charles )Pvt US Army Vietnam) 2Jan 1945-15Mar1982 
Ellis, Coro Belle (w/o James Ellis) 6 Jun 1923-
Ellis, James [PFC US Army WWII) 3 Nov 1922-15Dec1977 
Elvington, Adolphus 7Oct1874-20 Feb 1910 
Elvington, Annie T. (w/o John E. Elvington) 26 Jul 1894-14Mar1964 
Elvington, Boyd Baxter 1Dec1879-13Dec1958 
Elvington, Carl Willis )Col. US Army WWII, Korea, Vietnam) 1922-1979 
Elvington, Donnie Carmichael (w/o Boyd 8. Elvington) 6 Nov 1886-23Oct19'6 
Elvington, Edgar Eugene 1Jun1923-28Nov1970 
Elvington, Ellatha H. (w/o John M. Elvington] 8Mar1876-16Oct1926 
Elvington, John E. 4 Nov 1882-7 Nov 1961 
Elvington, John E., Jr. 15 Jan 1917-5Sep1983 
Elvington, John M. 15 Sep 1874-28 Jun 1936 
Elvington, Kennit E. 24 Jan 1904-12Feb1940 
Elvington, Margaret C. (w/o Adolphus Elvington) 12 Jul 1880-2 May 1958 
Elvington, Mary Shelley [w/o Dr. R. E. Elvington) 24May1932-13May1984 
Elvington, Robert Earl ("Doctor Sam") 5 Jun 1930-23 Nov 1985 
Elvington, Vencie C. Jw/o Kermit E. Elvington) 16Mar1905-14Oct1951 
Elvington, Vera Blanton [w/o John E. Elvington, Jr.'/) 4Dec1916-7Oct1982 
Emanuel, James Robert 1892-1953 
Emanuel, Minnie Bell Smith 25Aug1902-18Jan1989 
Euthon, Rudolph 8 Jan 1892-24 Jan 1976 
Faulk, Annie J. (w/o James G. Faulk) 8 Jun 1870-15 Dec 1922 
Faulk, James G. 11Aug1869-14 Mar1926 
Faulk, Vance D. 21Sep1899-24May1929 





























































Fax, Ellis 24May1893-18 May 1971 
Fax, Harvey (SC PFC Co G 12 Inf, WW II) 7 Dec 19~3 Jul 1976 
Fax, John Thomas 24 Sep 1924-22 Oct 1971 
Fax, L Carson 20Dec1918-15Oct1983 
Fax, Lizzie Jolley (w/o Ellis Fax) 23 Jan 1888-6 May 1951 
Fax, Maxine S. (w/o L Cal50n Fax) 29 Nov 1922-28 Sep 1985 
Fax, Roshell Sarvis Huggins 8 Sep 1904-18 Jul 1985 
Fennel, Mary A. [d/o J. B. a. M.A. Williamson, m. 16 Feb 1892) 20Oct1869-6 Dec 189' 
Fennell, W. D. 24Aug1962-15Nov1987 
Files, Jesse M. (PFC US Army WWII) 30 Jul 1926-25Mar1975 
Files, Martha Nell (d/oJe88ie a. Rachel R Flies) 12Dec1~16Apr1951 
Files, Rachel Nell (w/o Jessie M. Flies?) 20 Aug 1930-3 Jan 1973 
Hoyd, Ada C. E. (d/o J. G. a. P. A Floyd) 25 Feb 1867-13 Mar 1919 
Floyd, Addie Shelley [m/ o Pauline L. ByrdU (n.d.) 
Floyd, Agnes Gerrald (w/o John Kelly Floyd?) 28 Nov 1879-30 Aug 1958 
Floyd, Alfred Pink 29 Aug 1869-7 Jun 1905 
Floyd, Alice Mercer 1863-1942 
Floyd, Allard J. 8Sep1908-29Nov1952 
Floyd, Allard J., Jr. 10Dec1935-1Jun1985 
Floyd, Alvey 1854-1925 
Floyd, Andrew Eugene (s/o Odell&. Nellie Floyd) 18 Apr 1955-27 Jan 1956 
Hoyd, Annie E. [w/o Crossie H. Floyd) 11Jul1893-6Apr1991 
Floyd, Arthur L 22Apr1891-20 Jun 1968 
Floyd, Atb!lia Roberts [w/o Fred Eugene Floyd) 24Mar1897-7Mar1983 
Hoyd, Auttie S. [w/o Eddy Floyd) 7 Jan 1898-13 Nov 1987 
Floyd, Avery 28 Sep 1838-22 Jan 1922 
Floyd, __ (Baby Girl) 27 Apr 1952-30 Apr 1952 
Floyd, Bessie Jane [w/o Oscar Floyd] 18 Nov 1883-2Mar1943 
Floyd, Billy Levon 9Apr1953-14Mar1971 
Floyd, Bunion C. 22 Dec 1882-6 Apr 1952 
Floyd, Celia R. (d/o J. G. a. P. A. Floyd) 25 Nov 1874-29 Dec 1878 
Floyd, Charles E. (s/o W. H. a. Helen Floyd) 8 May 1874-14 Sep 1875 
Floyd, Charley M. 5 Mar 1884-4 May 1940 
Floyd, Clara Bell 16Oct1923-24Aug1969 
Floyd, Cleveland 1892-1909 
Floyd, Crossie H. 16 Jul 1888-17Mar1936 
Floyd, David 1966-1987 (FD) 
Floyd, Dennis M. 25 Jun 1926-29Aug1950 
Hoyd, Dion (s/o W. H. &t Helen Floyd) 24 Dec 1875-30 Sep 1879 
Floyd, Douglas Wendell 11Nov1948-23Jul1966 
Floyd, E. C. 29Feb1870-26Jul1950 
Floyd, Earl [s/oJ. P. &t L D. Floyd) 20Oct1910-10Oct1912 
Hoyd, Eddy (SC Pvt US Army WWI) 10 Oct 1894-8 Feb 1969 
Hoyd, Edith Nichols [1st w/o The Rev. James Floyd] 11 Apr 1798-6 Dec 1869 
Hoyd, Edith (w/o Oliver Floyd} 1870-1951 
Floyd, Edna Soles (w/o James Clyde Floyd) 27 Sep 1898 
Floyd, Edward D. (WWI) 22 Mar 1890-2 Apr 1950 
Floyd, Elbert Walker 14 Jan 1908-20 Sep 1980 
Floyd, Eliza C. Graham [w/oJohn R. Floyd) 14Dec1831-15 Apr1917 
Floyd, Elizabeth C. Stroud (w/o RafusO. Aoyd) 12Sep1932-28Dec1984 
Floyd, Elizabeth Hardy [2nd w/o The Rev. James Floyd) 31May1825-16 Nov 1906 
Floyd, Ella [w/o E. C. Floyd) 14 Feb 1878-6 Jan 1931 
Hoyd, Elouise F. [w/o Leon Floyd?) 19Aug1924-1Sep1985 
Hoyd, Emma Rowell (w/o J. P. Floyd) 24 Jun 1895-
Hoyd, Emmaline C. (w/o S. Q. Floyd) 2 Jan 1854-19 Jun 1920 
Floyd, Ethel Rogers (w/o Samuel Bishop Floyd?) 13 Jul 1905-22Oct1978 
Floyd, Ethelle Draudy 12Aug1907-1 Apr1981 
Floyd, F. A. 3 Mar 1845-2 Apr 1912 




























































Floyd, Fannie 1899-1986 
Floyd, Fed 1893-1954 (FD) 
Floyd, Felton A. 20 Sep 1915-4 Jan 1974 
Floyd, Florine R. [w/o Gary E. Floyd) 1Mar1921-10Apr1987 
Floyd, Flossie R. (w/o W. Hampton Floyd) 26May1899-17 Jun 1976 
Floyd, Francis Howard 10Nov1912-21Feb1934 
Floyd, Fred Eugene 18Apr1892-5 Sep 1925 
Floyd, Furnie W. 1914-1964 
Floyd, Gary E. 3 Sep 1920-31 Jan 1986 
Floyd, Geneva G. (w/o Felton A. Floyd) 2 Jun 1914-2Aug1988 
Floyd, Grover 13May1911-
Floyd, Gurime 15Oct1845-15May1922 
Floyd, Hardy 12 Apr1838-14Nov1911 
Floyd, Harold D. 1922-1989 
Floyd, Harrison M. 1916-1977 
Floyd, Harrison M.,Jr. 1938 
Floyd, Hellen [w/o William H. Floyd) 22 Jul 1846-20 Nov 
Floyd, Hubert [PFC US Marine Corps WWII) 25 Apr 1916-13 Sep 1982 
Floyd, Hugh James 14Jun1872-1Jun1942 
Floyd, Hughey James 8 Feb 1874-3 Jan 1958 
Floyd, Ila R. [w/o Hubert Floyd) 5Oct1924-
Floyd, Irene P. [w/o Grover Floyd) 25 Sep 1919-
Floyd, Isaac Milton 12 Sep 1917-5 Jun 1919 
Floyd, J. J. 1857-1924 
Floyd, J. Kirkland 22 Aug 1888-3 Apr 1930 
Floyd, James (Rev.) 16 Jun 1800-15Mar1885 
Floyd, James (s/o Ed&: Autle Floyd) 13 Feb 1922 Age 1 day 
Floyd, James C. (SC Sgt US Army WWI) 6 Mar 1896-24 Feb 1969 
Floyd, James E. (s/o Cleave&: Annie B. Floyd) 12Aug1965-8 Jun 1970 
Floyd, James R. 3Dec1909-20 Jan 1964 
Floyd, Janie H. (w/o Furnie W. Floyd) 1919-
Floyd, Jessie H. 12Aug1909-24 Jan 1959 
Floyd, Joe P. 12 Jan 187o-6 Jul 1945 
Floyd, John G. 17 Sep 1885-25 Mar 1949 
Floyd, John G. 3Mar1834-20 Jan 191 1 
Floyd, John Kelly 13 Jun 1875-4Aug1921 
Floyd, John Monroe [m. 8 Jun 1930) 23Dec1903-12Sep1951 
Floyd, John P. 9 Jun 1841-6Feb1911 
Floyd, John R. 5Apr1821-10 Aug 1889 
Floyd, Joseph P. 28 Sep 1887-29 Jul 1962 
Floyd, Joseph Thomas (s/o Oscar&: Bessie Jane Floyd) 1 Feb 1914-20May1971 
Floyd, Josephine (d/o Fred E. &: Allie B. Floyd) 19Mar1919-19May1921 
Floyd, Julia Hanye [w/oJohn Monroe Floyd) 22Jan 1911-
Floyd, Katie Bizabeth (w/o Odell Floyd) 5 Oct1910-1990 
Floyd, Leah May [d/o F. W. &: V. M. Floyd) 24 Jul 1911-24 Sep 1912 
Floyd, Leamon Junior (s/o William B. "feeny" Floyd) 30Apr1941-13Apr1968 
Floyd, Leon 23 Sep 1925-
Floyd, Leon Joseph [SC CM3 USN3 WWII) 8 Sep 1905-12 Jul 1968 
Floyd, Lesa Marie (d/o Rufus&: Elizabeth S. Floyd) 22 Sep 1969-6Nov1971 
floyd, Ula (d/o S. W. &: Bessie Floyd) 2Mar1920-14Dec1923 
floyd, Lily V. (w/o J.P. Floyd) 4Apr1882-20Mar1920 
Floyd, Lizzie B. [w/o Alwy Floyd) 1849-1927 
Floyd, Lizzie V. [w/o Charley M. Floyd) 19 Jul 1889-14 Feb 1927 
Floyd, Loe 1893-1967 
Floyd, Lola Todd (w/o Joe P. Floyd) 11Oct1877-15 Sep 1965 
Floyd, Lutie Hooks (w/o Edward D. Floyd) 25 Aug 1899-29 Feb 1968 
Floyd, Madie Bell 18 Sep 1913-30 Mar 1990 
floyd, ManthaJ. (w/o Weston C. Floyd7) 13Apr1889-5 Feb 1973 





























































Floyd, Martha [w/o F. A. Floyd] Age 30 (n.d.] 
Floyd, Martha Smckland 4 Sep 1882-5 Jun 1945 
Floyd, Mary 18 Apr 1854-15 Apr 1930 
Floyd, Mary K. 1878-1958 (FD) 
Floyd, Maude M. (w/o Arthur L. Floyd) 10Oct1890-8 Nov 1970 
Floyd, Michael 25 Jan 1967-9 Jun 1983 
Floyd, Myrtie 1Jun1880-18Sep1964 
Floyd, N. A. (w/oJ.J. Floyd) 12Jan 1863-31Jan1914 
Floyd, Odell (m. 21Jul1930) 12 Feb 1905-8 Feb 1964 
Floyd, Odell [PFC US Army WWII) 13Aug1921-29Apr1977 
Floyd, Oliver 1873-1948 
Floyd, Oscar 22 Jan 1883-21 Feb 1946 
Floyd, Ottis H. (Pvt lOl Inf 26 Div WWII) 6 Sep 1923-22 Nov 1944 
Floyd, Patience A. (w/o John G. Floyd) 22 Apr 1845-8 Aug 1924 
Floyd, Pennie O. (w/o Avery Floyd) 3Oct1839-1929 
Floyd, Phillis A. Roberts 11 Feb 1952-31Aug1971 
Floyd, Robert Bruce (s/o Fred E. &t Attie 8. Floyd] 8 Jan 1921-22 May 1921 
Floyd, Robert Samuel (Cpl US Army, Korea) 12 Jan 1933-2 Jun 1985 
Floyd, Ronald 17 Jun 1960-21Jan1984 
Floyd, Rosa Ella Johnson (w/o William F. Floyd] 16May1870-10Mar1958 
Floyd, Rufus 0. 28Aug1932-22Feb1990 
Floyd, Sallie E. [d/o Avery &t Pennie 0. Floyd] 12 Jan 1891-24Mar1902 
Floyd, Sallie V. [w/o Harrison M. Floyd] 24 Sep 1916-20Aug1987 
Floyd, Samuel Bishop 16 Sep 1900-23 Jul 1965 
Floyd, Samuel Edward 10Oct1916-10Oct1972 
Floyd, Samuel Q. 20Apr1849-19 Sep 1928 
Floyd, Sandy 1865-1919 
Floyd, Sarah Ann (w/o Hardy Floyd) 28 Sep 1850-14 Dec 1926 
Floyd, Sarah Ann Bell [w/o Hughey James Floyd] 2 Feb 1883-18Mar1943 
Floyd, Selena W. [w/o Leon Floyd?] 22 Apr 1928-
Floyd, Susan P. 25 Sep 1835-16Apr1884 
Floyd, Susanna [w/o Frederick Floyd) 1 Oct 1809-1Oct1859 
Floyd, Uldra Thay 1917-1969 (FD) 
Floyd, W. Cornie 8Jan1934-25Jan1946 
Floyd, W. Hampton 7Sep1903-18Jan1964 
Floyd, Weston C. 13May1896-21Jun1979 
Floyd, William Alton 27Feb1904-5Sep1960 
Floyd, William B. "Teeny" 21Oct1914-27Jul1961 
Floyd, William Donald 24Sep1915-12 Apr1979 
Floyd, William F. 14 Jan 1868-10 Apr1950 
Floyd, William H. 12 Apr 1849-3 Jan 1902 
Floyd, Willie K. [s/o Ed &t Autie Floyd) d. Nov 1920Age1 Month 
Floyd, Willie R. (w/o James R. Floyd?] 11Nov1923-
Floyd, z.etha Shelley (w/o Samuel Edward Floyd) 15 Dec 1917-
Floyd, __ [inf d/o R. F. &t Nettie Floyd) b/d 27 May 1913 
Floyd, __ (infs/o C. M. &t L. V. I-1oyd] b/d 31May1922 
Fogle, Dora Jennette Harrison [w/o Harold Kermit Fogle) 25May1921-7Dec1967 
Fogle, Emory Horace 20Oct1912-16 Nov 1957 
Fogle, Frances A. Hooks [w/o John Robert "Rob" Fogle) 21 May 1912-15 Jan 1944 
Fogle, Harold Kermit 11Jan1920-24 Aprl 
Fogle, James S. 2 Feb 1890-5 Aug 1970 
Fogle, John R. 10Dec1899-17 Jun 1972 
Fogle, John Robert "Rob" 15Apr1911-18Apr1988 
Fogle, Lula E. [w/oJames S. Fogle?) 20Sep1898-6Aug1973 
Fogle, Lurline S. [w/o John 8. Fogle) 27 Feb 1902-
Foley, Charlie Clayton 15 Nov 1921-23Dec1984 
Foley, Charlie Oayton, II 2Aug1989-3Aug1989 
Foley, Chellie Locklair [w/o William Clifton Foley) 12 Nov 1900-30Aug1971 




























































Foley, Felix Clyde 1Oct1929-27Sep1950 
Foley, Jane Barber [w/o Nathan F. Foley) 17 Jul 1897-30 Jun 1978 
Foley, Lacy L (s/o L &: M. D. Foley) 3Dec1918-21Feb1919 
Foley, Nathan F. (NC Cpll Cav Div TN WWI) 18 Aug 1888-2 Jul 1949 
Foley, Rubie E. Norris (w/o Charles aayton Foley) 23 Jul 1919-5Apr1979 
Foley, William Clifton 16 Nov 1901-16 Jun 1966 
Ford, Arvin M. [T/Sgt US Air Force, Korea, Vietnam) 1933-1976 
ford, Bentina Grantham 8Sep1915-8 Jun 1982 
Ford, Blanche Huggins [w/o William Nelson Ford7) 7 Nov 1884-18 Sep 1961 
Ford, Brittie Lucille 30Dec1959-23Apr1962 
Ford, Daniel Roy 21 Mar 1879-25 Jan 1953 
Ford, Dewey Major 28 Jan 1906-8Apr1966 
Ford, Dollie Angella [d/o Lonie&: Daniel R. Ford, Jr.] 23Sep1957-19 .Oct1957 
Ford, Flora [w/o W. A. Ford) 29 Nov 184~ Apr ! 913 
Ford, Flossie Edna (w/o Dewey Major Ford7) 7 Nov 1911-3 Feb 1978 
Ford, George Marshall 27 Oct 1864-27 Apr 1939 
Ford, Harvey 26 Apr 1921-8 Mar 1986 
Ford, Inita Ivey (w/o Harwy Ford7) 5 Jun 1926-
Ford, James Furman (f/oGene&MarthaFord) 8Sep1923-10Sep1969 
Ford, Mary Eunice Jackson (w/o Daniel Roy Ford) 23 Jan 1887-30Aug1965 
Ford, Mary L Mears [w/o George Marshall Ford) 10Aug1872-18 Jul 1927 
Ford, Minnie G. (w/o Reuben A. Ford) 22Oct1915-
Ford, Myrtle Patterson (w/o James Furman Ford; Chn.: Gene&: Martha) 30 May 1926-
Ford, Nina Peal 12 Jan 1886-4 Sep 1907 
Ford, Ralph Watson (s/o D. R. &: Nina Ford) 13 Aug 1909-9 Oct 1909 
Ford, Reuben A. 2May1915-29 Nov 1985 
Ford, Robert Lee (s/o George M. &: Mary L. Ford) 10 May 1890-3 Jun 1908 
Ford, Talbert Dewey 21 Sep 1907-18Dec1946 
Ford, W. A. 23 Oct1835-8May1914 
Ford, William Gary U Sep 1917-4Nov1982 
Ford, William Nelson 23 Jan 1888-3 Apr 1930 
Ford, Wilton Lewie 8 Oct 1939-26 Nov 1982 
Ford, __ (infd/oH. B. Ford)b & d 9Jul1940 
Ford, __ (inf s/o Nelson&: Blanche Ford) 14May1908-21 May 1908 
Fowler, Aundra Jones (w/o Bobby Earl Fowler) 7 Nov 1944-
Fowler, Betty B. (m. Odis Fowler 8 Jon 1957) 30 Jun 1936-24 Dec 1982 
Fowler, Bobby Earl 2 Apr 1942-5 Feb 1984 
Fowler, Earl Lee (SC PFC US Army WWII) 16Aug1922-24Aug1968 
Fowler, Elbert 13Mar1913-14Aug1970 
Fowler, Guthrie W. 16Sep1898-7Dec1959 
Fowler, Harold Hicks 7 Jan 1939-12Jun 1984 
Fowler, Jennette G. (w/o Kinoth Fowler?) 9 Dec 1922-
Fowler, Jessie Anderson (w/o Harold Hicks Fowler) 22 Dec 1935-
Fowler, Kenneth Ray (SC SP4 US Army Vietnam) 30 Sep 1947-6 Feb 1972 
Fowler, Kinoth 22Jun 1921-7Nov1977 
Fowler, Leamon Guthrie 15May1923-9Dec1971 
Fowler, Lonnie W. (FL PVT 124th Inf31st Div) 7Feb1934 
Fowler, Lucille (w/o filbert Fowler] 3 Jun 1922-
Fowler, Odis 9 Nov1936-
Fowler, Kincey B. 31 Aug 1892-30 Sep 1973 
Fowler, Susan J. Long (w/o Willie L Fowler) 17Mar1903-
Fowler, Willie L. 22Dec1894-9 Jan 1961 
Foyle, Frances A. Hooks (w/o John Robert Fogle) 21May1912-15 Jan 1944 
Foyle, James S. 2 Feb 1890-5Aug1970 
Foyle,John Robert(Rob) 15 Apr1911-18 Apr1988 
Foyle, Lula E. (w/o James F. Foyle) 20 Sep 1898-6Aug1973 
Fuller, Dorothy Jane 13 Dec 1910-9 Dec 1982 
Fuller, Lyle Allen (s/o George&: Jennie Kendall Fuller) 21 Apr 1924-11 Dec 1989 




























































Gablehouse, Geraldine W. 15 Jul 1937-27Nov1974 
Ganis, Cecil A. (d/o W.R.&. S. A Ganis] 5 Nov 1923-30 Sep 1924 
Ganis, Clio David 18 Feb 1905-2 Jan 1954 
Ganis, Fstelene Shelley (w/o William Jamie Ganis] 19 Mar1917-
Ganis, Nettie E. (w/o Clio David Ganis] 6 Apr 1921-1 Apr 1979 
Ganis, P. F.arl (s/o W.R.&. Sarah A. Ganis) 23Oct1920-17May1926 
Ganis, Robert A. (SC cox USNR, WW 11) 13 Dec 1924-11Jan1967 
Ganis, Sarah P. 26 Sep 1883-20 Jul 1955 
Ganis, William Jamie 27Feb1910-17 Apr1956 
Gause, Oeveland 0. 1921-1982 (FD) 
Gause, Leon F. 16 Jun 1916-20Aug1977 
Gause, Lula Hodge (w/oJ. Tolar Gause] 4 Jul 1894-27 Jun 1958 
Gause, Mary E. 14Aug1917-30Dec1977 
Gause,PerryWelton 1928-1978 (FD) 
Gerald, Ira D. 16 Sep 1888-15 Dec 1941 
Gerald, James P. 25Dec1842-8Oct1915 
Gerald, Jane [w/o J. R. Gerald] 17Mar1854-6 Aug 1904 
Gerald, Nettie H. (w/o Ira D. Gerald] 19Aug1889-25 Jul 1925 
Gerrald, Alnivea (d/o H. A & Cora Gerrald) 3 Nov 1893-6 Apr 1899 
Gerrald, Bud H. (WWII marker buried in ground) 
Gerrald, Cora (w/o Henry Albert Gerrald] 5Dec1871-18 Jul 1909 
Gerrald, Dillon Rea 30 Apr 1913-27 Jan 1980 
Gerrald, Dozier (Granddad) 5Sep1917-28Apr1989 
Gerrald, Fsther Leona Rogers (w/o Dillon Rea Gerrald] 18 Aug 1915-11 Nov 1973 
Gerrald, Henry Albert 26 Jul 1865-21 Feb 1929 
Gerrald, Kem lanneau 21May1909-22Mar1965 
Gerrald, Murray Wayne Gainey [Grandson) 24Dec1962-14Sep1989 
Gerrald, Myrtle (w/o Sam T. Gerrald?) 11 May 1898-4Dec1978 
Gerrald, Sallie (w/o W. P. Gerrald] 11 May 1864-22 Mar 1911 
Gerrald, Sam T. 13May1895-19May1940 
Gerrald, V ardell E. (US Navy WWII] 12 Feb 1926-25 Aug 1951 
Gerrald, W. P. 17Nov1851-1Feb1915 
Gerrald, __ (inf d/o M. D. Gerrald] 10 Nov 1928 
Gerrald, __ (lnfs/o M. D. & Essie Gerrald) 24 May 1930 
Gerrald, __ (infs/o M. D. Gerrald) 26 Sep 1927 
Gibson, Alard Pinkney 20 Apr 1906-4 Aug 1984 
Gibson, Amos Pearson 24Aug1888-1Mar1947 
Gibson, Artie B. 3May1891-15 Jul 1942 
Gibson, Bertha Beck (w/o Noah Donald Gibson) 7 Feb 1916-13 Feb 1985 
Gibson, Cora T. [w/o Thedo Gibson] 3 Jul 1915-
Gibson, George Boyd [SCGM 3CUSNR WWII) 12 Mar1925-12 Mar1947 
Gibson, James Donald (SC SP4 Co D 1 Inf Americal Div Vietnam BSM-Arcom-2 PH; 
s/o Bertha & Noah Gibson.] 23Oct1947-27 Jul 1969 
Gibson, Jerry Wayne "Hoot" 27 Jul 1955-19Nov1989 
Gibson, Jimmie (Mrs.) 1889-1969 
Gibson, Joseph Goe) 27Oct1910-1Aug1960 
Gibson, Lucy B. (w/o Artie B. Gibson] 3 Nov 1895-8 Jan 1974 
Gibson, Martha Eloise (w/o Alard Gibson) 15 Sep 1915-17 Sep 1983 
Gibson, Mary L. Hinson [w/o Joseph Gibson] 24 Nov 1921-
Gibson, Maxie L. (Sgt US Army Korea) 11Feb1931-27Nov1950 
Gibson, Noah Donald 30 Nov 1912-15Apr1980 
Gibson, Thedo 30 Jul 1908-29 Apr1975 
Gibson, Vina Ann Grainger (w/o James A. Gibson) 22 Nov 1884-10Oct1978 
Gibson, __ (infs/o Joe & Mary L. Gibson] b/d 1947 
Gilmore, Harold Schuler (Dr.) (s/ o Zadie Schuler Gilmore&: Dr. J. L. B. Gilmore, Jr., b. Holly Hill. SC; 
d. Mullins, SC; m. Janice Harbort 17 Sep 1929; O..us: Nedra Gilmore Smith&: Gloria Gilmore Clapp.] 
28 Jun 1905-23 Sep 1981 

























































Gilmore, Janice Harbort (d/o Vera Buchan&: Edward Augustus Harbor1; b. Fetguson. SC; cl. Columbia, SC; 
m. Harold Shuler Gilmore, MD, 17 Sep 1929; Daus: Nedra Gilmore Smith&: Gloria Gilmore Clapp) 
2Oct1910-1Oct1987 
Gober, &Ina Hooks Worley (w / o Rev. H. D. Gober; d/ o John D. Hooks &: Ava Matilda Grainger Hooks) 
4 Jun 1891-19Aug1981 
Gober, Henry Del.one (Baptist Minister) 6 Oct 1878-5 Nov 1955 
Godfrey, Daniel L 11Oct1902-2Nov1987 
Godfrey, Grace Hayes (w/o Daniel L Godfrey) 10Dec1903-
Godfrey, Hettie Jane (w/o W. H. Godfny] 1865-1940 
Godfrey, Spurgeon L (PFC 4th Marine Div, buried at sea) 30Oct1925-25 Nov 1945 
Godfrey, W. H. 1869-1933 
Godfrey, Willie H. [s/o W. H. & H.J. Godfrey) 1901-1903 
Godwin, Addie 3 Feb 1868-6 Apr 1947 
Godwin, Clarence 11Sep1912-2Apr1974 
Godwin, Eizabeth L [w/o Clarence Godwin) 9 Apr 1923-23 Jul 1987 
Goff, Idell Lillie 5 Oct 1899-5 Jun 1985 
Goff, Sarah D. 4 Apr 1853-15 May 1937 
Goodwin, Addie 3 Feb 1868-6Apr1947 
Goodyear, Alma Floyd [w/o Madison Wayne Goodyear] 26May1~28 Jun 1960 
Goodyear, Annie C. [w/o Carl B. Goodyear] 26Mar1890-29 Jan 1973 
Goodyear, Carl B. 11Jan1886-8May1968 
Goodyear, Elly Hannon 22May1890-20Jun1956 
Goodyear, Mabel N. (w/o Elly Harmon Goodyear) 26 Feb 1885-22 Sep 1988 
Goodyear, Madison Wayne 17Jun1906-15Sep1962 
Gore, Georgia Lee H. 1928-1979 
Graham, Bobbie Jean Phillips 14 Oct 1932-22 May 1989 
Graham, Brooky Albner [s/o M. E. and H. C. Graham] 23Dec1915-5Oct1916 
Graham, C. Brewster 1Dec1881-27Oct1932 
Graham, Callie (w/o E. P. Graham) 8Oct1887-4 Jun 1912 
Graham, Clyde H. 20Oct1912-22 Jan 1949 
Graham, Darcus Louisa 21Aug1835-19Aug1853 
Graham, F.ap 25 Feb 1862-4Mar1978 
Graham, Ella Vereen 11Mar1905-21Sep1989 
Graham, Eula Horry 7 Jan 1909-23May1984 
Graham, Eva (d/o J. 0. &: Fannie E. Graham) 26 Aug 1892-2 Jan 1897 
Graham, Fleetie L (w/o C. Brewster Graham?) 25Oct1889-30 Nov 1945 
Graham, Flora Mae (w/o J. Tilly Graham) 13Oct1906-30Oct1956 
Graham, Flossie Holt 24Jun 1904-30Jun 1984 
Graham, Franklin B. [Pvt US Army WWI) 26 Jan 1896-27 Nov 1973 
Graham, Harvey T. 23 Jan 1900-14Oct1942 
Graham, Helen Byrd 27 Feb 1886-18Dec1949 
Graham, Helen C. [w/o Memory E. Graham?) 22Mar1878-5 Jul 1959 
Graham, Hester Ann (w/o M. E. Graham) 31Aug1844-23 Sep 1903 
Graham,J. Tiily 13Feb1892-10 Apr1958 
Graham,J. W. 17Mar1823-10Jun 1895 
Graham, Jane d. 20 Jul 1852 Age 32 years 
Graham,Janie 1906-1954 
Graham, Janie S. [w/o Lacy Homer Graham) 25 Aug 1912-7 May 1982 
Graham, Jo Anna 1890-1958 
Graham, Joe Wakley (s/o Eap Graham) 11 Nov 1926-
Graham, Joseph M. 10 Aug1861-10Feb1913 
Graham, LC. (s/o R. J. & M. E. Graham) 23 Aug 1912-22 Sep 1914 
Graham, Lacy Homer [SCTecS CoC72CML MortarBn WWII) 10Mar1911-190ct1959 
Graham, Leland (s/o C. B. and F. P. Graham) 30Sep1907-19Nov1907 
Graham, M. Outland 24 Jan 1907-16Aug1945 
Graham, Marie [d/o of Rhoebert & Flossie Graham) 3 Jun 1922-15 Aug 1942 
Graham, Mary Ann C. 27 Nov 1877-22Feb1952 
Graham, Mary E. Mincey [w/o Robert Jasper Graham) 7 Nov 1882-5 Sep 1952 



























































Graham, Mary S. 1888-1949 
Graham, Memory E. 11Jan1859-11Aug1943 
Graham, Minter 7Nov1916-13 Jun 1985 
Graham, Quincy [s/o J. W. &. R. C. Graham] 13 Sep 1858-13 Feb 1868 
Graham, Rhoebert [aged 13) -12June1947 
Graham, Robert D. [SC PFC SS QM Sales Co. WWII] 30Oct1924-7Oct1965 
Graham, Robert Jasper 18 Jan 1878-29Apr1940 
Graham, Sam D., Sr. 15Dec1874-31May1948 
Graham, Sam P. (PFC US Army WWI] 5May1897-10Aug1976 
Graham, Sarah A. Shelley [w/o Joseph M. Graham] 20 May 1866-30Apr1928 
Graham, Thomas Samer 9 Jan 1924-5Aug1987 
Graham, William Bellamy 11Oct1792-[drowned) 19Nov1846 
Graham, William Sanford 6Sep1912-5Feb1930 
Graham, __ [inf s/o Oyde H. Graham) 7Oct1947 
Grainger, A. P. 1May1884-2Nov1911 
Grainger, Adina Blanton [w/o Curtis Oliver Grainger) 23 Aug 1883-9Apr1970 
Grainger, Agatha Floyd [w/o Alex Marshall Grainged) 14 Jan 1906-23 Aug 1989 
Grainger, Alard Dustin 23May1907-15Feb1988 
Grainger, Alard M. (s/o D.S.&: L. E. Grainger] 25 Dec 1919-2Mar1921 
Grainger, Alex Marshall 7 Jul 1900-12Dec1959 
Grainger, Andrew 16 Apr 1856-24 Mar 1908 
Grainger, Annie Bell Collins [w/o James Pearl Grainger) 1Jan1911-
Grainger, Bernice [w/o Floyd Grainger, m. 3 Sep 1938) 24 Nov 1921-
Grainger, Betty C. (w/o Mack M. Grainger?) 1861-1929 
Grainger, Bonnie Fay [d/o D. L & Bonnie Grainger) 4Nov1939-1Feb1948 
Grainger,C. Thurman 4Jul 1911-19 Mar1976 
Grainger, Charles Joseph "Pepito" 31 Dec 1958-23 Aug 1962 
Grainger, Colon C. 24 Sep 1859-19 Apr 1932 
Grainger, Coy S. [w/o Elmore P. Grainger) 10 Aug 1900-11Sep1982 
Grainger, Curtis Oliver 11Aug1881-9 Jun 1947 
Grainger, D.S. 9 Jul 1871-17Oct1931 
Grainger, Dewey M. (Rev.) 1898-1971 
Grainger, Dolphus M. 7Mar1901-1Jul1972 
Grainger, Dolphus M., Jr. 19Nov1929-23Dec1945 
Grainger, Donnie 25 Mar1897-12 Dec1978 
Grainger, E. Waldo 25 Mar1919-6Dec1984 
Grainger, Edith Zetha [w/o Alard Dustin Grainger) 1906-1991 (FD) 
Grainger, Elmore P. 6 Jul 1900-24Sep1955 
Grainger, Elsie Edna (d/o N. C. &: E. P. Grainger) 16May1917-23 Feb 1920 
Grainger, Emma Williamson (w/o N. Q. Grainger) 11Jan1852-31 Dec 1922 
Grainger, Essie E. Sbickland [w/o Dolphus M. Grainger] 18 Sep 1904-20Nov1986 
Grainger, F. W. (Joe) 21 Mar 1898-26Aug1964 
Grainger, Floree 19 Feb 1922-1Jul1986 
Grainger, Floyd [Chn: Archie, Dorothy, Winston, Eloise, Eugene, W. JI 20 Apr 1918-2 Sep 1987 
G1·ainger, Georgeanne Sarvis [w/o Colon C. Grainger) 27 Sep 1864-2 Nov 1945 
Grainger, Hazel A. [w/o E. Waldo Grainger?) 26 Sep 1922-
Grainger, Hilda Shelley [w/o William Earl Grainger?] 21 Aug 1920-
Grainger, James C. [Sl USNR WWII] 23May1926-29 Jan 1970 
Grainger, James Fritz 27 Sep 1949-17 Jan 1956 
Grainger, James Pearl 8 Apr1912-19 Mar1981 
Grainger, Janace A. [w/o KennethJ. Grainger) 22Dec1936-19Sep1981 
Grainger, John E. 16Jan1879-10 Oct1933 
Grainger, Kelby 9 Jul 1908-10 Nov 1970 
Grainger, Kenneth J. 31May1938-
Grainger, Leighton B. 13Feb1906-14Feb1986 
Grainger, Louisa [w/o D.S. Grainger) 28 Nov 1878-11Jul1979 
Grainger, Mack M. 1858-1935 
Grainger, Margarett A. [w/o John E. Grainger) 2 Jun 1889-22 Sep 1980 





























































Grainger, Martha T. [w/o Mack M. Gra.inger?) 1863-1922 
Grainger, Mary B. (w/o Vol Hampton Grainger) 26May1890-17 Jan 1956 
Grainger, Mary Stella [w/o Rev. Dewey M. Gra.inger?) 1894-1966 
Grainger, Meddie H. [w/o Donnie Grainger) 17 Jul 1886-31 May 1950 
Grainger, N. Q . 15Oct1852-14 Jun 1932 
Grainger, Nathan C. 22Aug1886-14 Jan 1939 
Grainger, Reba Hoyd [w/o Winford C. Grainger) 2 May 1905-1 Oct 1987 
Grainger, Reginald Laverne "Reggie" [s/o Laverne &t Geraldine Grainger) 6 Aug 1956-13May1973 
Grainger, Rosie Belle Ray [w/o D. L Grainger) 6Aug1919-19May1936 
Grainger, Rossie [inf s/o D.S. &t L. E. Grainger) 12 Dec 1904-24Aug1910 
Grainger, Samuel G. 23Oct1869-29Oct1929 
Grainger, Sudie Small [w/o Samuel G. Grainger) 2 May 1876-10Dec1949 
Grainger, Summers Whiteford (f/o Millie Ann Grainger Haines&: Dixie Grainger Hodge Salas) 
22 Nov 1910-30 Jul 1960 
Grainger, Susannah [w/o Samuel Grainger) 21 May 1832-29 Jan 1912 
Grainger, Talbert H. [Pvt US Army] 3 Mar 1896-24 Aug 1977 
Grainger, Thelma Home [w/o F. W. Grainger) 26Dec1904-27 Jan 1980 
Grainger, Velma W. [w/o Leighton B. Grainger) 31May1904-
Grainger, Vol Hampton 8Mar1881-21Aug1932 
Grainger, William Earl 17 Nov 1915-12 Jan 1986 
Grainger, Winford C. [SC Wagoner Co C 117 Engrs WWI) 14 Jan 1894-3 Nov 1972 
Grainger, __ [inf s/o D. L &t Rosa Bell Grainger) 20 Apr 1935-28 May 1935 
Grainger, __ [inf s/o D.S. &t L. E. Grainger) 23 Jan 1908-24 Jan 1908 
Granger, Sarah Frances 12 Apr 1855-2 Oct 1927 
Grant, Susan E. Elliott 25May1960-20Dec1979 
Grantham, Connie Gribb [w/o Leslie Monroe Grantham) 18 Jun 1887-7Mar1959 
Grantham, Jack (PFC US Army) 25 May 1918-2 Aug 1974 
Grantham, Leslie Monroe 9 Apr 1885-26 May 1950 
Grantham, __ [inf d/o Jack & Flossie Grantham) 24 May 1951 
Griffin, __Jinf d/o) (n.d.) 
Griffith, Clara A. 15 Jan 1890-5 Feb 1937 
Gunter, Judy Blanton (d/o Neil and Bertha Blanton) 24Dec1950-18Apr1975 
Ham, Sarah Bernice McCormick 4Oct1921-8 Nov 1972 
Hamilton, Charlie D . 9Nov1911-25Aug1946 
Hamilton, Ellison Alexander 14 Jan 1934-7 Jul 1987 
Hamilton, Emma P. [w/o Patrick H. Hamilton) 4 Nov 1880-27 Sep 1981 
Hamilton, Francis Guy 4 Jun 1915-24Mar1967 
Hamilton, Patrick H. 23 Jun 1882-22May1950 
Hamilton, Pauline Bell 2Mar1924-18 Jul 1978 
Hammond, Aaron D. [SFC US Army Vietnam] 1929-1981 
Hammond, Alex T. 16Apr1898-19 Jul 1970 
Hammond, Allard J. 2May1904-29May1982 
Hammond, Angie Page [w/o William Marzell Hammond] 20 Jul 1902-17 Feb 1981 
Hammond, Cherye! Damelle (d/o A. j . & Agnes Hammond) 15 Oct 1944-24Oct1949 
Hammond, Christine P. [w/o David H. Hammond) 26Dec1917-11Dec1963 
Hammond, David H . 15 Aug 1913-19Mar1977 
Hammond, Elery J. 5 Apr1934-
Hammond, Eva G. [w/o Thomas H. Hammond) 28 Jul 1909-10 Jun 1984 
Hammond, F.J. 23 Jul 1905-25Jul1946 
Hammond, Isabelle [d/o W. A. & Kattie Hammond) 1897-1918 
Hammond, James Alvin 1966-1990 (FD) 
Hammond,John Dennis 19May1908-
Hammond, Kattie A. (lstw/o W. A. Hammond) 1866-1920 
Hammond, Louise 0. (w/o Alex T. Hammond) 9 Jul 1903-28Apr1984 
Hammond, Martin D. 21Jun1900-30May1963 
.Hammond, Martin M. 5Dec1925-
Hammond, Mary E. [2nd w/o W. A Hammond) 1877-




























































Hammond, Mary L [w/o Elery J. Hammond] 7 Jul 1944-
Hammond, Mollie [d/o W. A. &: Kattie Hammond) 1901-1902 
Hammond, Roxie Buffkin [w/o Martin D. Hammond?] 4May1903-19May1947 
Hammond, Soula Elliott [w/o John Dennis Hammond) 14 Feb 1908-19 Jun 1987 
Hammond, Tammy Lynn 8 Sep 1968-8Sep1968 
Hammond, Thomas H. 13 Aug 1907-16 Apr 1985 
Hammond, William A. 1862-1920 
Hammond, William A. [s/o J.C.&: Lollie Hammond] 11Apr1950-18 Nov 1950 
Hammond, William Man.ell 11 May 1895-28 Mar 1970 
Hammond, __ [inf d/o W. A&: Mary E. Hammond] 1905 
Hammonds, Oematine (d/o Pinkney P. &: Lillian J. Hammonds?) 24Oct1932-23 Jan 1933 
Hammonds, F.stelle McMillan [w/o W. F. Hammonds, Sr.] 12May1896-12Aug1974 
Hammonds, Joseph Lonnie [h/o Doris Hammonds] 9 Jul 1934-18Mar1967 
Hammonds, Lillian}. [w/o Pinkney P. Hammonds?) 30Sep1913-
Hammonds, Pinkney P. 12Apr1902-9 Jun 1971 
Hammonds, W. F., Sr. 17Apr1880-20Dec1953 
Hammonds, Wilbur Fonza, Jr. [PFC US Army WWII) 3 Jan 1921-7Nov1983 
Hammonds, __ [inf s/o Joseph Lonnie&: Doris Hammonds) 16May1950 
Hammos, __ (inf) 1972 
Harbart,, Edward Augustus (b. Watenie, SC; d. Fabrica, Negros Oa:; bur Tmago Cemetery, 
Paraisa Negros Ooc, Philippine Islands) 13 Feb 1883-10 May 1959 
Harbart,, Vera Buchan (d / o Katherine Emily Poppe&: James Edson Buchan,; b. Waverly, Iowa; 
d. Des Moines, Iowa; m. Edward Augustus Hatbart 7 Nov 1907; lived Phillipine Islandll 1929-1950; 
prisoner of war with husband, 3Jun1942-3Feb1945) 12Sep1886-10Aug1962 
Hardee, A. W. 16May1891-7 Feb 1911 
Hardee, Alma P. [w/o Coy Hardee?) 11 May 1903-17Dec1954 
Hardee, Alva M. 28Nov1868-21May1938 
Hardee, Annie E. Bullard [w/o A. W. Hardee) 16May1891-7 Feb 1911 
Hardee, B. C. 3Mar1893-31Dec1942 
Hardee, Bumice Sarvis [w/o Geoige Hardee) 1920-1938 
Hardee, Callie E. Elliott [w/o Alva M. Hardee) 1 Oct 1875-6 Oct 1930 
Hardee, Carlie S. [s/o M. B. and S. F. Hardee) 24 Sep 1906-3 Jun 1911 
Hardee, Carrie Bullard [w/o Joseph Hardee) 11Jan1889-18 Jun 1922 
Hardee, Charles 24Sep1906-3Jun1911 
Hardee, Coy 11Jun1901-14 Jan 1982 
Hardee, Francis E. [s/o A. M. and Cally Hardee) 12 Sep 1891-20Oct1891 
Hardee, Gracie W. [w/o R. Pearlie Hardee) 19Aug1912-25Mar1967 
Hardee, Grady 1913-1985 (FD) 
Hardee, Hoyt R. [s/o B. C. and Alma Hardee) 29Nov1924-18 Jan 1934 
Hardee, Joseph 6 Feb 1872-20 Jan 1932 
Hardee, Levia L [s/o M. B. and Francis Hardee) 22Mar1898-2May1900 
Hardee, Lula E. 18May1895-6Dec1950 
Hardee, Martha G. 10 Jul 1879-25 Jun 1957 
Hardee, Mary E. 5 Mar 1855-23 Dec 1920 
Hardee, Mary W:.i: Prince, Maryl 
Hardee, R. Pearlie 17 Jul 1904-18 Jan 1971 
Hardee, Rebecca 20Feb1861-5Oct1928 
Hardee, S. W. 1891-1911 
Hardee, Susie B. [d/o W. B. &: Mary Hardee) 18 Jan 1935-13 Jun 1935 
Hardee, Walter Dan 8May1951-26Nov1989 
Hardee, Wick H. 3 Jul 1883-28Feb1965 
Hardee, __ [inf/o M. B. and Francis Hardee) 2Jul 1903 
Hardin, Wanda [d/o Homer & Lucile Hardin) 2Oct1951-19 Jun 1956 
Harding, Lorena Taylor [d/o James M. & Hattie D. Taylor) 20May1911-20Dec1959 
Hardwick, Mary E. 21Mar1863-30Mar1947 
Hardwick, W. Edwin 16Feb1903-12Nov1964 
Harrelson, Addie [w/o Alva Harrelson) 1862-20 Jan 1898 
Harrelson, Alice Blanton 24 Dec 1824-4 Mar 1907 



























































Harrelson, B. F. 1859-1938 
Harrelson, Carson (s/o 8. F. &. Marcy Harrel8on] 1883-1895 
Harrelson, Celia [w/o D. J. Blanton, Sr. &. E.W. Harrel8on,Sr.) 24Dec1824-4Mar1907 
Harrelson, Clifton M. 15Mar1912-21Jul1970 
Harrelson, D. Franklin [s/o Wilson&. Maiy Jane Harrel8on] 1857-1897 
Harrelson, Delphia Ward [w/o John Hyman Harrelson) 5 Jun 1886-22 May 1967 
Harrelson, Donnie (s/o 8. F. &: Man:y Harrel8on] 1888-1896 
Harrelson, Effie B. [w/o James W. Harrel8on?) 7 Sep 1884-20 Mar 1969 
Harrelson, Eli:zabeth J. [w/o F. Harreliion] 19May1818-17Jan1906 
Harrelson, Examae 7Nov1929-28 Feb 1930 
Harrelson, Flossie B. (w/o Oifton M. Harrel8on] 5 Sep 1915-
Harrelson, G . Wilson (s/o Wilson&: Maiy Jane Harrel8on) 1864-1889 
Harrelson, Gary M. (SC PVf 156th Depot Brig. WWI) 3 Jul 1894-6Mar1950 
Harrelson, H. Quincy 1Nov1888-25Sep1951 
Harrelson, Hilliary (s/o Wilson&: Maiy Jane Harrel8on) 1873-1950 
Harrelson, J. Bertie 13 Jun 1898-26Apr1951 
Harrelson, James W. 17 Jan 1879-14 Jun 1935 
Harrelson, Jeannette 6 Feb 1885-10Dec1902 
Harrelson, Jennie Maude (d/o J. W. and C. E. Harreliion] 6 Aug 1905-8 Feb 1906 
Harrelson, John Hyman 26 Sep 1885-13 Jan 1933 
Harrelson, John R. 1Jun1855-12Jul 1942 
Harrelson, John T. 22 Jan 1852-9 Nov 1910 
Harrelson, John Wayne (s/oJ. 8. Harrel8on,Jr.) 28 Jun 1948-29 Jun 1948 
Harrelson, Johnnie C. 6 Jan 1916-22Apr1918 
Harrelson, Joseph H. (s/oJ. R. and N. 0. Harrelson) 17May1886-15May1888 
Harrelson, Justine 1911-1935 
Harrelson, Laurence 23 Jun 1893-13 Jun 1897 
Harrelson, Lula M. [w/oJ. 8. Harrelson) 3May1903-12Oct1943 
Harrelson, Marcy [w/o 8. F. Harrelson) 1871-1923 
Harrelson, Martha B. [w/o Gaiy M. Harrelson) 11Jan1914-1 May 1983 
Harrelson, Mary F. (w/o John T. Harrelson] 13Mar1855-18 Feb 1910 
Harrelson, Mary Jane Causey [w/o Wilson Harrelson] 1841-1897 
Harrelson, Mary L. [d/o G. M. and Martha Harrelson) 7Mar1940-22Feb1941 
Harrelson, Mellie P. 8Oct1861-4Sep1928 
Harrelson, Minnie P. [w/o H. Quincy Harrelson?) 15 Sep 1894-26 Jul 1984 
Harrelson, Nancy 0. [w/o John R. Harrelson?) 4 Nov 1856-29Dec1936 
Harrelson, Naomi [w/o 8. F. Harrelson?) 1899-1976 
Harrelson, 0. Woodrow 15Aug1913-14May1986 
Harrelson, Perline [d/o G. M. and Martha Harrelson) 10 Jun 1942 
Harrelson, Ruby Lee [w/o Troy W. Harrelson) 1 May 1924-
Harrelson, Samuel F. 12Jan1856-23Nov1901 
Harrelson, Susan (d/o Wilson&: Maiy Jane Harrelson) 1868-1903 
Harrelson, Troy Worth 25 Jul 1910-29 Jan 1969 
Harrelson, V. Buren 1879-1949 
Harrelson, Wendell [SN US Coast Guard) 20May1935-30Nov1974 
Harrelson, Wilson 1835-1906 
Harris, Robert Woodrow (s/oRev. WoodrowW. &VirginiaAlbrightHarris) 13Dec1943-8Dec1944 
Hathaway, Sally Cox 1948-1983 
Hayes, Baby (inf/o Worthey&: Lizzie Hayes) 1932-1932 
Hayes, Catherine Virginia S. (w/o James Daniel Hayes) 6Mar1956-
Hayes, Daniel S. 1893-1969 
Hayes, &Ina H. 25Aug1908-14 Jan 1986 
Hayes, Eulie (d/o Worthey & Lizzie Hayes) 6Sep1933-6Sep1934 
Hayes, Fleetie McDaniel (w/o Wilford Atlas Hayes) 26Oct1916-
Hayes, Fleetwood [d/o Worthey & Lizzie Hayes] 28Jun1915-22Jan1917 
Hayes, Franklin 25Dec1931-26Sep1961 
Hayes, James Daniel (m Cathy Stanfield 16 Aug 1976, Chn.: Polly Anne, Jamie Danielle&: Jennifer Catherine Hayes) 
16Aug1951-




























































Hayes, James R. 15 Jun 1915-1 Dec 1980 
Hayes, Jim Dozier [US Army WWI] 1893-1986 
Hayes, Joe Brighty 25Oct1885-28Dec1961 
Hayes, John Pabick (m. Polly Yarborough 28 Feb 1941, Chn.: Patricia Anne Sarvis, James DanielH.yes) 
18Apr1918-12Jun1984 
Hayes, Lama L. (w/o Daniel S. Hayes?) 1898-1968 
Hayes, Lizzie W. (w/o Worthy Hayes) 13Oct1889-14Apr1959 
Hayes, Luther [s/o Worthey&. Lizzie Hayes) 6Oct1920-6 Sep 1921 
Hayes, Maybelle P. (w/o James R. Hayes) 1Sep1922-
Hayes, Neil Kelly 6Nov1881-11Jun1969 
Hayes, Polly Anne Yarborough (w/o John Patrick Hayes) 26 June -
Hayes, Ralph E. [SC EM2 US Navy WWII) 30Mar1923-20Apr1973 
Hayes, Rosie Ellis (w/o Jim Dozier Hayes) 24 Aug 1898-28 Nov 1953 
Hayes, Ruby W. Stroud 14Dec1901-30Dec1985 
Hayes, Temperance Annie (w/o Neil Kelly Hayes) 28 Apr 1881-27 Feb 1959 
Hayes, Wilford Atlas 12Aug1905-14 Jun 1979 
Hayes, Worthy 14Oct1891-31 Aug 1979 
Hedgeroe, lee Berton 7 Nov 1882-13Dec1948 
Hedgecoe, Susanne Jordan [w/o Lee Barton Hedgecoe) 1Apr1882-16Mar1965 
Henderson, Colleen M. 18 Dec 1927-8 Sep 1966 
Henderson, John H. 13May1887-3Sep1937 
Henderson, John H. 5 Feb 1851-25 Nov 1924 
Henderson, Lottie Z. Small [w/o John H. Henderson?) 24 Apr 1890-14Mar1971 
Henderson, Mrs. L. M. (w/oJohn H. Henderson) 4Sep1849-7Aug1914 
Henderson, Willie lacy 22Jul 1922-15Jan1925 
Henderson, __ [inf s/o E.W. & Zelma Henderson) b/d 17 Sep 1918 
Henderson, __ [inf/o E.W. & Zelma Henderson) b/d 3Nov1912 
Heniford, Helen Coats [w/o Lloyd B. Heniford7) 19 Jun 1929-
Heniford, James Uoyd (s/o L. B. Heniford) 11 Nov 1947-22Mar1950 
Heniford, Liddie Ann 25Jan1847-17 Jun 1923 
Heniford, Uoyd B. 18Apr1922-18Aug1968 
Heniford, McDuffie 9May1881-19 Feb 1961 
Heniford, Nina R. (w/o McDuffie Heniford7) 18 May 1887-4 Jul 1970 
Heniford, Thomas 2Sep1835-17Jun1913 
Herlong, Carrie F. (w/o Johnnie W. Herlong) 25 Jun 1915-
Herlong, Johnnie W. 3Feb1910-27Dec1969 
Herlong, lester William [SC AlC 4080 Strat Recon WG AF) 25 Sep 1937-6 Jul 1960 
Herring, Angeline (d/oJ. B. & Addie Herring) 27 Feb 1911-1Jul1912 
Herring, Corine (w/o Marvin D. Herring, Sr.) 12May1915-6Dec1981 
Herring, Estherlean M. (w/o Jimmy Herring) 8 Feb 1929-
Herring, Janie P. (w/o Stanley Herring) 10 Sep 1910-
Herring, Jimmy 12 Dec 1935-
Herring, John B. 23Dec1905-7 Jul 1980 
Herring, Marvin Doll, Jr. 3 Jul 1943-2 Jul 1983 
Herring, Marvin Doll, Sr. 28 Apr 1917-
Herring, Mary M. (w/o John B. Herring) 23 Nov 1913-16 Jul 1976 
Herring, Stanley 16Dec1907-21Jan1977 
Herring, William}. 1934-1985 (FD) 
Hewett, William Oscar 14Feb1903-10Aug1954 
Hewitt, Bessie W. (w/o Woodrow W. Hewitt7) 5 Jun 1921-
Hewitt, Earlene Gore [w/o Lewis H. Hewitt) 18 Aug 1900-7Mar1942 
Hewitt, Esther H. [w/o H. Fulton Hewitt) 1914-1988 (FD) 
Hewitt, Gladys (w/o Lacey Hewitt?) 1 Dec 1919-
Hewitt, H. Fulton 1903-1968 (FD) 
Hewitt, Harvey 28 Apr1932-
Hewitt, J. Monroe 20 Jul 1870-6Oct1942 
Hewitt, Lacey 17Nov1917-7 Sep 1976 
Hewitt, lewis H. [Pvt3841nf96 Div WW I] 6Aug1896-19Sep1940 




























































Hewitt, Lula Pridgen [w/o Napoleon Hewitt) 3Aug1912-1Apr1983 
Hewitt, Martha [w/o J. Monroe Hewitt1) 23Oct1884-17Aug1938 
Hewitt, Napoleon 18May1909-13Aug1968 
Hewitt, Niza Small [w/o Harvey Hewitt) 2 Dec 1934-3 Jul 1971 
Hewitt, Rachel Rowell [w/o Thomas Arthur Hewitt) 30 Apr 1905-
Hewitt, Robert E. (s/o Mr. & Mrs. G. W. Hewitt) 3 Aug 1935-6 Dec 1935 
Hewitt, Thomas Arthur 14Feb1903-12Mar1957 
Hewitt, WoodrowW. 9 Apr1919-28Feb1984 
Hewitt, __ [infs/o Woodrow and Bessie W. Hewitt] 28Mar1948 
Hilburn, Beverly Ruth T. 1964-1987 (FD) 
Hill, Annabelle S. [w/o Grover Hill) 28 Feb 1908-10Mar1985 
Hill, Bobbie Fae [infd/oGrover Hill) 4Mar1935-16 Mar1935 
Hill, Donnie Lee 7 Jul 1931-13 Jul 1954 
Hill, Effie Golda Stroud [w/o Charlie Hill) 16 Jan 1906-17 Jul 1962 
Hill, Elijah Randolph (s/o Charlie & Golda Stroud Hill) 24Sep1933-
Hill, Gordon 27Oct1909-7 Jul 1978 
Hill, Grover 24 Aug 1907-28 Feb 1987 
Hill, Joseph William (Cpl 26 Regt VSMC 5th Div, WW II, Killed on lwo Jima) 5 May 1925-26 Feb 19'5 
Hill, Lemmel Eugene [s/o Grover & Annabelle Hill) 31 Dec 1926-
Hill, Muy Lizzie [w/o Gordon Hill) [n.d.J 
Hill, Ralph Lee [Sgt USAF) 23Aug1928-15 Jun 1980 
Hill, Vera Shelley [w/o Willie Isaac Hill) 25 Sep 1909-3 Nov 1967 
Hill, Willie Isaac 26Oct1885-12Dec1954 
Hinson, Mary E. (w/o Quincey Hinson) 25 Sep 1848-22Aug1917 
Hinson, Quincey 29 Dec 1850-9 Jul 1915 
Hobbs, Adella [d/o J. G. & Kennie Hobbs) 12 Jan 1894-14Aug1915 
Hobbs, James G. (s/o C. F. & M. 0. Hobbs) 1Oct1917-30Nov1917 
Hobbs, Kennie (w/o J. G. Hobbs) 1872-1940 
Hodge, Andrew J. 25Oct1907-1Jan1971 
Hodge, Delphia C. (w/o Andrew J. Hodge?) 25 Jul 1895-26 Nov 1988 
Hodge, Homer 6Aug1922-19Feb1976 
Hodge, Teadie W. 4May1890-8Oct1949 
Hodges, Annie 26 Nov 1844-15 Jul 1936 
Hodges, Emma C. [w/o S. K. Hodges) 4Aug1877-18 Nov 1926 
Hodges, James M. (s/o Samuel and Ann E. Hodges) 12 Sep 1881-17Oct1900 
Hodges, Lillie 25Aug1899-27 Jan 1917 
Hodges, Luttie Soles [w/o William John Hodges) 15May1902-
Hodges, Samuel 14Nov1845-17Nov1902 
Hodges, Samuel Kelley 1886-1960 
Hodges, Susanna [w/o J. J. Hodges) 3 Oct 1886-20 Oct 1929 
Hodges, William John 2 Aug 1900-4 Jan 1980 
Holmes, Ada Floreide 18 Dec 1976-
Holmes, H. H. (s/o E. M. & E. I . Holmes) 31Dec1916-5May1917 
Holmes, Hannibal T. 14Jan1892-3Jun1947 
Holmes, Missouri 11 Feb 1980-
Holmes, Nellie B. (w/o Hannibal T. Holmes) 29May1896-31Mar1972 
Holt,. Addie Flowers [w/o Lorenzo Dow Holt) 15 May 1870-22 Sep 1948 
Holt,. Alice Faye (1yr7 mos 11 days, d/o Harvey Holt) 22Oct1947 
Holt,. Benjamin "Ted" 9Jan1904-
Holt,. Collin W. 13Sep1878-22 Apr1923 
Holt,. Dothan Binkley 16 Oct1904-15Apr1963 
Holt,. Estaleen Causey [m. Huger ThoOlllS Holt 26 Oct 1935; ch. Winferd D., Donald L. and Shirley A.] 
26Dec1918-18 Jul 1987 
Holt,. Eston [s/o D. B. & Ruby Holt) 19Nov1933-31Nov1933 
Holt,. Harvey L 19 Jun 1901-
Holt,. Huger Thomas [m. Estaleen Causey 26 Oct 1935; ch: Winferd D., Donald L. and Shirley A.) 
26 Aug 1914-16May1974 
Holt,. J.C. A. 1839-12 Jun 1884 


























































Holt, Jack (s/o D. 8. &c Ruby Holt) 26 Jun 1930 
Holt, Jane 26 May 1823 - 6 Jul 1915 
Holt, Janie Blantvn (w/08. T. Holt) 7Jun1909-28Dec1976 
Holt, Little Fannie 5 Jun 1906-12 Feb 1907 
Holt, Lorenzo Dow 28 Apr 1871-26 Jun 19'3 
Holt, Mae Md:allum [w/o Harvey L. Holt) 22Dec1899-17 Feb 1983 
Holt, Martha J. [w/o J. C. A. Holt) 5 Nov 1845-12 Jan 1916 
Holt, Newtvn D. 15Sep1918-14Nov1972 
Holt, Ruby Hyatt (w/o D. 8 . Holt?) 23 Sep 1917-21 Apr 1974 
Holt, Suzanne (inf. d/o Newton D. Holt, Jr. and Marcia Holt] 24 Feb 1969 
Holt, Thomas 23 Dec 1824- 8 Jan 1908 
Holt, Vera Bien (d/o W. E. &c E. T. Holt) 29Aug1910-10Aug1914 
Holt, W. H. 23Jan1866-2Oct1921 
Holt, William Alex 1908-1980 
Holt, __ [inf s/o Newton D., Jr. and Maida Holt) 7 Dec 1971 
Holt, __JTwin sons/o Hoyt Floyd Holt] 17Mar1948-27Mar1948 
Hooks, Addie Woodbury [w/o Ernest Hooks?) 26 Jan 1922-6 May 1982 
Hooks, Alec Quincey (T/Sgt US Air Force) 20Apr1927-12 Jun 1977 
Hooks, Alfred Clyde [s/o S/Sgt Alfred S. Hoob) 11 Jun 1962-23 Feb 1964 
Hooks, B. L. 3 Nov 1875-4 Jan 1945 
Hooks, Carleton Frantic 12 Jul 1887-2Apr1926 
Hooks, Daytvn J. [Sgt US Army Vietnam 8SM Arcom &c 20LC-PH) 29Dec1948-7 Jun 1968 
Hooks, Deltie Causey 1 Jan 1895-16Dec1972 
Hooks, Edsel Wayne 9Jun1924-18 Mar1986 
Hooks, Eppie Dell Sarvis [w/o H. Troy Hooks) 29 Aug 1893-22 Oct 1968 
Hooks, Ernest 16Dec1916-26May1977 
Hooks, Frank 8Jun1901-2Feb1974 
Hooks, H. Troy 29Feb1891-17Nov1955 
Hooks,J.B. [USNavy) 1917-1974 
Hooks, James Carol [h/o Sharon Gause Hooks, f/ o Jamie Hooks) 30 Aug 1953-17 Dec 1986 
Hooks, James Stevey 14 Jul 1964-29 Sep 1985 
Hooks, James W. (PFC US Army WWII) 19Dec1918-16Jun1970 
Hooks, Jennie B. Page [w/o John Q. Hooks) 9 Jan 1893-28 Oct 1967 
Hooks, John Q. [SC PFC US Army WWI) 10May1893-18 Dec 1972 
Hooks, Judy Pearl 29Jan1946-13 Mar1946 
Hooks, Julius F. [SC Pvt WWI) 5 Sep 1891-4 Feb 1960 
Hooks, Mary Elizabeth Collins [w/o 8. L Hooks) 3 Feb 1879-12Mar1957 
Hooks, Minnie M. (w/o Frank Hooks) 19May1906-
Hooks, Patsy Suzette (d/oSarah F. &c Troy L. Hoob,Jr.) 4 Jun 1948-6 Jan 1963 
Hooks, Porter Stanley 9Oct1896-2Dec1963 
Hooks, Rhette [s/oJack& Patricia Hooks) 25Sep1970-26Sep1970 
Hooks, Sallie Stroud [w/o Edsel Wayne Hooks) 2 Nov 1926-
Hooks, Thelma Frances Shelley 18 Jul 1909-13 Jun 1989 
Hooks, Thurman Patrick, Sr. 6Nov1921-23Oct1980 
Hooks, Troy L, Jr. 21 Mar 1927-6 Jun 1954 
Hooks, Troy Levi, III [s/o Sarah & Troy L Hooks, Jr.) 20Dec1953-2Oct1976 
Hooks, Vance M. 5Sep1907-18 Mar1983 . 
Hooks, Walter Jesse 15 Jun 1900-26Dec1989 
Hooks, William Dias 1920-1982 (FD) 
Hooks, William Patrick 20 Jul 1905-15 Jan 1985 
Hooks, __ [inf d/o P. C. Hooks) (n.d.) Riverside 
Home, A. D. 23 Feb 1897-25 Jan 1940 
Home, Allard L (Attomey at Law) 13Apr1907-1Oct1941 
Home, Arthur Cleffie 30Aug1901-22 Apr1944 
Home, Dan Odis (USAF, Korean War) 13Apr1932-1Nov1985 
Home, Jessie Grainger [w/o Marshall Mace Home) 6 Jan 1903-26 Feb 1968 
Home, John Hobson 9 Feb 1899-6 Nov 1951 
Home, M.A. 4 Jan 1859-11Nov1918 





























































Home, Marshall Mace 11 Sep 1895-9 Jul 1964 
Home, Mary Elizabeth Bullard [w/o John Hobson Home) 10 Sep 1905-25May1983 
Home, Sallie J. Graham [w/o M. A Home) 23 Jul 1874-21 Dec 1953 
Home, Viola Huggins [w/o Arthur Oeffie Home) 5 Feb 1907-14Apr1983 
Housand, A. lutie Phillips [w/o Jerome R. Housand) 7 Sep 1905-17Aug1956 
Housand, Airmathea [w/o John L Housand?] 28 Apr 1874-16 Dec 1957 
Housand, Elneta Blanton [w/o Van Davis Housand) 21 May 1921-
Housand, Eunice May 1Jan1919-11Aug1924 
Housand, Golda H. [w/o Louis H. Housand] 18Aug1896-25Dec1964 
Housand, Jerome R. 24Dec1902-8Aug1973 
Housand, John L. 10Oct1870-12Apr1935 
Housand, John Monroe [s/oJ. R. &t Latie Housand] 25Aug1935-11Jan1953 
Housand, Lonnie Edgar 14Dec1907-1 Mar1957 
Housand, Louis H. 7Apr1897-14Oct1978 
Housand, Van Davis 15 Dec 1921-31 Mar 1988 
Housand, __ [inf d/o D. 0. &t Annie Housand) 2 Jul 1932 
Housand, __ [infs/o D. O. &t Annie Housand) 2Sep1946-4Sep1940 
Huggins, Mae [Baby) (d/o Gemge C. &t Libby Dew Haggins) 9Aug1929-11Aug1929 
Huggins, Bryan Maxcy (s/ o Maxcy & Bertha Mae Buffkin Huggins; m. Meekie Shelley; 
chn: Harold, Maxcy & Emily Ann) 7Aug1917-15Aug1976 
Huggins, F. Pershing 12Aug1919-27Feb1971 
Huggins, Fronnie Stroud (w/o Rufus James Huggins) 1894-24Aug1962 
Huggins, George C. 12 Jan 1886-9 Dec 1971 
Huggins, George James 28Dec1914-25 Feb 1989 
Huggins, Golie B. (w/ o Stacy Huggins, m. 7Oct1919; chn: Margaret, S. B., Ray, Bonnie Fay, Lloyd Oack);) 
3 Aug 1902-24 Mar 1990 
Huggins, Herman C. [US Army WWII] 7Aug1925-29 Jul 1975 
Huggins, Howard 24Sep1916-
Huggins, Inez H. (d / o Louis H. & Golda Harrelson Housand; m. Roy E. Huggins, Sr., chn: Jean, Roy, Jr.&: 
Barbara; grandchn: Kent&: Sandy, Roy, Jay & Pamela Kellie; Renee, Dana&: Al) 15 Aug 1923-23 Nov 1981 
Huggins, James Grover 23 Jan 1913-8 Aug 1966 
Huggins, Jamie 13Apr191&-6Oct1975 
Huggins, Jewel Hill 19 Jul 1932-25 Oct1989 
Huggins, Jurd 1879-1952 
Huggins, Leo [SC PFC 175 Inf WWII) 28 Jun 1928-8 Jun 1944 
Huggins, Leona Hodges (d/o William John & Luttie Soles Hodges) 14Dec1923-22 Nov 1987 (FD) 
Huggins, Libby D. [w/o George C. Huggins) 7 Feb 1895-11Jul1956 
Huggins, Lloyd Oack) (m. Julia Soles, 24Aug1946; son: Lloyd Danny) 21Jun1929-14Sep1952 
Huggins, Margaret Violet [d/o George C. & Libby Dew Huggins) 2Apr1932-27Apr1934 
Huggins, Mary Hair "Maggie" (w/o Howard Huggins?) 28Sep1918-14Jan 1974 
Huggins, Norma 21May1925-29Sep1926 
Huggins, O'Neal [s/o George C. & Libby Dew Huggins) 24Mar1934-24Mar1934 
Huggins, Robert "Rob" 22Aug1912-6May1984 
Huggins, Roy E., Sr. (s/ o Stacy & Golie Blanton Huggins; m. Inez Housand) 9 Jul 1924-30 Jun 1974 
Huggins, Rufus James (m. Fronnie Stroud 12 Mar 1912) 17 Dec 1892-5 Dec 1949 
Huggins, Stacy [m. Golie Blanton; Chn: Margaret, S. B., Ray, Bonnie Fay, Lloyd (Jack)) 12 Nov 1900-4Aug1957 
Huggins, Thelma Mills 30 Jul 1912-5 Apr 1976 
Huggins, Vodie Powell [w/o Jurd Huggins) 22Nov1892-13 May 1944 
Hulon, Janie R. [w/o Robert Johnny Halon?) 6Dec1898-13 Jul 1974 
Hulon, Robert Johnny [US Navy WWII) 1918-1981 
Hundley, Oaybom Broady (PHM3 US Navy WWII) 22 Jul 1918-7 Nov 1976 
Hundley, Doris Ann (d/o C. B. and Louise Hundley) 13 Feb 1942 
Hundley, Louise Coats (w/o Clayborn Broady Hundley) 14Aug1921-11Jan1988 
Hutchinson, Eris H. [w/o Hoyt P. Hutchinson] 9 Dec 1920-
Hutchinson, George Layton 21 Apr 1893-2Apr1970 
Hutchinson, Helen Yaiva [w/o George Layton Hutchinson] 30May1895-12Aug1950 
Hutchinson, HoytP. 5Feb1919-21Dec1985 
Hyatt, Addie Mae C. [w/o George Hyatt?) 15Oct1908-


























































Hyatt, George 5 Apr19~15Sep1957 
Israel, __ [in~o Ed Israel] b/d 1917 
Israel, Cornie Mae 18 Jul 19~16Oct1977 
Israel, Janice Kaye [twin d/o Lonza & Madge Israel) 6May194~7May1949 
Jackson, Alice Ford [w/o Rupert R. Jackson?) 1882-1968 
Jackson, Alton Graddy 4Jul 1921-15Jan1988 
Jackson, Annice B. [w/o Dothan Jackson] 27 Jul 1913-19 Jan 1988 
Jackson, Christopher W. 8May1988-9May1988 
Jackson, Daniel R. 29Oct1894-12Mar1973 
Jackson, Dothan 20Oct1915-26Oct1981 
Jackson, Drucille Haselden [w/o Graddy Jackson, m. 24Dec1944] 18 Jan 1926-20Feb1962 
Jackson, F.c1na B. [w/o A. D. Jackson] 17 Jul 1871-3 Sep 1899 
Jackson, Elese 1927 
Jackson, Elinor H. (w/o Olan Jackson] 24Apr1928-
Jackson, Fancie L Sarvis (w/o M. V. Jackson) 10 Feb 1867-28 Jun 1932 
Jackson, Hoel Louise 1932-1935 
Jackson, Hubert L (m. Margie Smith 24 May 1958] 28Aug1935-28Oct1962 
Jackson, King 1895-1966 
Jackson, Leatha E. 5 Feb 1903-30May1975 
Jackson, Margie S. (w/o Hubert LJaclaion] 2Aug1928-28Nov1976 
Jackson, Minnie Pridgen [w/o Alton Graddy Jackson?] 31 Oct 1918-
Jackson, Nancy [d/ o Louise Stroud&: Alva Jemigan. m. King Jackson 1922; chn: Clarence, Hubert,Elme, Irene, 
Hazel, Pauline, Annie, Doug, Bill, Linwood, Jee.nwood, Norwood) 22May1906-21 Aug 1989 
Jackson, Olan 10 Apr 1921-
Jackson, Rupert R. 1888-1935 
Jackson, Susan Ada 11May1919-5Oct1923 
Jernigan, Arch W. 1889-1956 
Jernigan, Bessie M. Hooks (w/oArch W.Jemigan] 1890-1956 
Jernigan, Ira L. 21Aug1917-19Apr1982 
Jernigan, Oscar B. 22 Jul 1932-28 Nov 1988 
Jernigan, Robert, Jr. (B. Horry County, SC, s/ o Robert Jernigan. Sr.&: Isla Brown Jernigan; 
m. Beverly Ann Butler Jernigan September 2Z. 1968. Ch: Robert Wayt11e, Maurice Mebl. 
Charlotte, Dale, MinJy Raquel. Sylvia Diane&: Teresa LynIL) 20 Jun 1938-4Apr1980 
Jernigan, Sam, Jr. [inf) 11Jul1936 
Johnson, Alice J. [w/o Melvin E. Johnson] 6 Jun 1878-3 Dec 1939 
Johnson, Bransford [s/o M. E. & Alice Johnson] 30 Sep 1900-4 Jan 1927 
Johnson, C. D. 1922-1945 
Johnson, Cable 11Nov1913-
Johnson, E.W. 1875-1947 
Johnson, Earnest D. 1909-1974 (PFC US Army] 28Oct190~21May1974 
Johnson, Elizabeth Ann [d/o Buddy & Barbara Johnson) 2 Jan 1944-14 Nov 1955 
Johnson, Elizabeth Sarvis [w/o Thomas W. Johnson] 5 Dec 1851-9 Jun 1925 
Johnson, Emma [w/o Ivey D. Johnson) 5 Jan 1906-19Nov1967 
Johnson, Ernestine E. B. 26 Sep 1920-
Johnson, Essie Sarvis 12Nov1883-1Dec1967 
Johnson, Filbert Lloyd Johnson 15 Jun 1928 
Johnson, H.J., Sr. 16 Sep 1873-19 Jan 1950 
Johnson, Hallie D. [SC Pvt Ul Inf 8th Div. WWII] 19 Jan 191~11Jul1944 
Johnson, Hugh McGhee 12 Apr 190~20 May 1965 
Johnson, Isadora Sarvis [w/o H. P. Johnson, Sr.] 7 Oct 1878-24 Apr 1947 
Johnson, Ivey D. 18Sep1902-17Mar1980 
Johnson, Jean Floyd [w/o Hugh McGhee Johnson] 28Aug1915-19 Jul 1964 
Johnson, Mary Jo 1922-1983 (FD) 
Johnson, Maybury G. 29 Sep 1902-1Aug1962 
Johnson, Melvin E. 7 Jun 1873-3 Dec 1957 
Johnson, Pearl J. [w/o Cable Johnson] 2Nov1911-22 Nov 1975 























































Johnson, Peggie Jean H. 20 Apr 1935-31 Aug 1990 
JohnBon, Rudolph [s/o Ivey D. &. Eanice Johnson] 1 Oct 1927-20 Dec 1929 
Johnson, Thomas Liston (US Army WWII) 27 Jun 1914-21Mar1983 
Johnson, Thomas W. 21Mar1850-28 Jul 1902 
Johnson, Timothy Ray 1Aug1959-7 Jun'1975 
Johnson, __ (infd/o L Hieb Johnson) 27 Nov 1955 
Johnston, Kenny R. 23 Jan 1964-1Apr1981 
Jolley, Bert 23Mar1888-19Dec1917 
Jolley, Ellen Fowler [w/o B. K. Jolley, Sr.] 12 Sep 1858-21 Feb 1926 
Jolley, J. N. B. Wilson [w/o W. E. Jolley] [n.d.] 
Jolley, Ula (d/o R. K. & Ida Jolley) 2 Sep 1916-3 Feb 1920 
Jolley, W. E. (Age 71) d. 14May1929 
Jollie, Civil Causey [w/o Samuel Jollie] 1861-1930 
Jollie, Clifton [s/o Jim le Luna Jollie) 29Dec1914-26May1915 
Jollie, Delila (w/o Joseph Jollie] d. 28 Dec 1945 Age 96 
Jollie, George P. 13Jan1887-19Dec1945 
Jollie, Georgia L. [w/o James D. Jollie, m. 21 Aug 1937) 9 Jul 1915-
Jollie, James D. 23Nov1917-2 Nov 1987 
Jollie, James H. "Jim" 1893-1983 (FD) 
Jollie, Joseph 20 Sep 1854-8Mar1921 
Jollie, Louisa [w/o Pardee Jollie) 10 Sep 1872-8 May 1956 
Jollie, Luna F.dith Stephens [w/o James H. Jollie?) 31 May 1898-16Oct1977 
Jollie, Mary d.17May1932 
Jollie, Princess G. [w/o George P. Jollie) 21Sep1895-12Nov1975 
Jollie, Purdee 9 Jun 1878-18Apr1949 
Jollie, Samuel 1867-1931 
Jolly, A. L. [Age SO) d. 6Aug1925 
Jolly, Agnes Page 21Aug1932-
Jolly, Alice G. [w/o Cullie Jolly) 14 Jun 1925-
Jolly, Cullie 23 Sep 1918-19 Jun 1965 
Jolly, Lalton S. 8Dec1912-3 Jan 1982 
Jolly, Lloyd Lewis 1Jun1904-22Nov1957 
Jolly, Lou Viney (d/o AL.Jolly] 7Dec1917-9 Jun 1918 
Jolly, Louise 27 Sep 1843-12 Jul 1927 
Jolly, Louise S. [w/o McKinnis Jolly) 21 Sep 1900-26 May 1989 
Jolly, Martha I. [w/o R. IC.Jolly) 4Mar1885-19_ 
Jolly, Mattie Suggs [w/o William Pearl Jolly] 2 Sep 1900-
Jolly, McKinnis [SC Wagr, US Army, WW I) 3 Apr 1895-28 Dec 1969 
Jolly, R. K. 29 Mar 1885-4 Oct 1941 
Jolly, Reuben 3May1845-28Sep1926 
Jolly, Sallie Graham [w/o Lloyd Lewis Jolly) 3Apr1880-19 Feb 1963 
Jolly, William Pearl 16 Mar1891-11Sep1973 
Jones, Annie Jane Jollie d.19Apr1936 
Jones, Annie R. [w/o Hany Jones?) 29 Dec 1880-1972 
Jones, Carroll Ralph [RMSN US Navy Korea) 30 Jul 1933-6Nov1985 
Jones, Curtis 26 Dec 1919-19 May 1980 
Jones, Daisy Strickland 12 Jun 1897-24 May 1970 
Jones, Doris Elaine [d/o Curtis and Lavine Jones) 15 Jun 1951-8 Mar 1952 
Jones, F.dith [w/o Jessie Jones) 23 Sep 1896-22 Feb 1923 
Jones, F.dward R. 26 Jul 1936-14May1937 
Jones, Elizabeth Levine [w/o Curtis Jones?) 18 Jul 1929-
Jones, Eugene 6 Jun 1915-24 Jul 1946 
Jones, George F. 24Sep1930-25 Sep 1930 
Jones, Hany 1 Feb 1887-11 Jan 1950 
Jones, Hazel Bell [w/o Ray Jones) 22 Feb 1901-8 Jul 1933 
Jones, Junius Mae 24Nov1912-4Oct1990 
Jones, Nancy Jane [w/o J. W. Jones] 20 Apr 1879-14 Jun 1959 
Jones, Viola [w/o W. F.Jones) 28Feb1889-12Jan 1934 
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Jones, __ (inf) 27 May 1935 
Jordan, Fannie Graham [w/o John Ira Jordan) 29 Sep 1905-23 May 1947 
Jordan, Hugie (or Hughie) B. (PVT US Army WWII) 29 Sep 1922-22 Jul 1977 
Jordan, Mugaret Hooks [w/o N. D. 1-L Jordan) 21 Jul 1883-21Jan1957 
Jordan, N. D. H. 21Feb1876-1Jan1957 . . ,, 
Jordan, Rochell B. (w/o Hughie B. Jordan?) 29 May 1924-
King, __ (inf) 7Nov1965-7Nov1965 
King, Addie (w/o Frank King) 23 Jan 1893-1 Feb 1981 
King, Herline S. (w/o Donnie Franklin King) 26 Apr 1925-
King, Dolphus F.dgilr 10May1918-26 Sep 1947 
King, Donnie Franklin [PFC US Army 118th Inf., WW II) 24 Oct 1916-25 Mar 1985 
King, Frank 23 Jun 1887-24Oct1962 
King, Harvey 3Oct1919-5Nov1919 
King, F.d 9Dec1910-1Nov1978 
King, John W. 15 Mar1861-8Sep1945 
King, Joseph Olin [inf s/o Billy & Betty King] 6Apr1977 
King, Linda F. 1947-1947 
King, Richard Olin 2 Sep 1903-28Mar1970 
Kotelly, Philip George [Cpl US Army WWII) 21Feb1919-6Aug1981 
Kotelly, Rosa Lee Stroud (n.d.] 
Lambert, Deliah W. [w/o Willis Elias Lambert?] 9 Apr 1892-17May1974 
Lambert, Willis Elias 21 Mar 1886-2 May 1965 
Lane, Deny [d/o A. K. & Dessie Lane) 21Mar1910-14Sep1910 
Lane, Dannie Cain [w/oJ. Bon Lane) 1888-1951 
Lane, Eldon Edward 20 Apr1913-18Jan1983 
Lane, Elsie E. McCrackin (w/o Eldon Edward Lane) 20 Dec 1918-18 Mar 1970 
Lane, J. Bon 1886-19-
Lane, Marshall 19 Jul 1947-24Apr1977 
Lane, Mattie [d/o A. K. & Dessie Lane) 5Aug1911-6Dec1911 
Lane, Minnie Ozela (w/o A K. Lane) 7 Nov 1887-5 May 1910 
Lawson, Chalmers Lewis 2Aug1895-25 Jan 1970 
Lawson, Mattie Edna [w/o Carlton Frantic Hooks &Chalmers Lewis Lawson) 11 Jul 1898-28 Aug 1976 
Leath, Jasper Ralph 2 Dec 1905-2Dec1975 
Lee, Vencie Stroud 22Aug1888-20Aug1978 
LeGette, Berlyne L [w/o Jack LeGette) 28 Feb 1924-
LeGette, Dulah P. [w/o John W. LeGette) 9 Feb 1905-
LeGette, Jack [Cpl US Army, WW II] 8 Mar 1921-13 Oct 1977 
LeGette, Jennie 30 Aug 1880-7 Jun 1947 
LeGette, John W. 18 Sep 1905-3May1982 
Lehto, Ernest V. 23 Oct1918-8Nov1969 
Lehto, Minnia 18 Oct1882-26Aug1971 
Lewis, Abram R. 1Aug1910-24Aug1980 
Lewis, Alva d. 2 Sep 1921 Age 75 
Lewis, Charlie A. (s/o W. P. Lewis] 29 Jul 1917-3Dec 1920 
Lewis, Oyde 13 Jul 1919-18May1971 
Lewis, Dalma D. [w/o Thurman Lewis) 2May1913-22 Jun 1990 
Lewis, Delphina Arnette (w/o W. Pnrdee Lewis, m/ o Maeiona, Willie, Edna, Vere. Ena, Ina, Georgie. Alva. 
Clyde & Veata] 21Sep1883-1Jan1982 
Lewis, Elijah L 12 Jul 1880-19 Feb 1967 
Lewis, Ella Ray [w/o George W. Lewis) 18 Jul 1878-16Mar1931 
Lewis, Ethel I. 1919-1938 
Lewis, Eutha Mae 11Jul1935-29May1959 
Lewis, Eva May (w/o Abram R. Lewis] 25 Oct 1906-26May1963 
Lewis, Frances Blackbum [w/o Jack Lewis] 5Mar1929-
Lewis, George W. 28 Feb 1858-1Oct1946 
Lewis, Henry J. 5 Apr 1821-9 Oct 1919 


























































Lewis, Inez [w/o Clyde Lewis) 4 May 1916-
Lewis, J. D. (SC PFC 118 lnfWWll] 19 Jul 1914-23Aug1948 
Lewis, Jack (Cpl US Army) 28Jan 1921-26 Apr1974 
Lewis, Jode Buffkin [w/o Willie Lewis) 1Aug1909-12 Jul 1987 
Lewis, John Henry 20Jan1911}.2 Oct1968 .. 
Lewis, John William 4 days old (n.d.] 
Lewis, Julia Mae C. 15 Oct1915-1978 
Lewis, Katluyn H. "Kate" 11 Dec 1929-25 Dec 1987 
Lewis, Margie Ella Causey [w/o Sam Lewis) 1886-1924 
Lewis, Mary C. 1 Apr 18.52-7.6 Feb 1923 
Lewis, Mary (w/o A. L Lewis) d.19Nov1932 Age 85 
Lewis, Mattie T. [w/o Elijah L Lewis) 2Dec1893-18 Nov 1978 
Lewis, Mildred Berniece (d/o E. D. &. Maud Lewis] 7 Feb 1921-29Sep1927 
Lewis, Mitchell Morris 14 Mar 1941-17Dec1958 
Lewis,N. Woodrow 1914-1972 (FD) 
lewis, Ollen Henry (US Army, WW II) 7Oct1924-28Oct1984 
Lewis, Ronald Dean [luf s/o Ernest Lewis) 3Aug1951}.11Feb1951 
Lewis, Sam 1875-1929 
Lewis, Sarah Ann Hodges 8Dec1878-13Apr1966 
Lewis, Susan d. 28Dec1913 Age Unknown 
Lewis, Sweeten (Granny) 1844-1930 
Lewis, Tallie 6May1874-3May1931 
Lewis, Thunnan 7Oct1907-13 Jan 1987 
Lewis, W. Purdee (h/ o Delphina Arnette Lewis; f/ o Maeiona, Willie, Edna, Vera, Ena, Ina, Georgia, Alv.,. 
Clyde&: Veata) 19 Jul 1878-14 Jan 1934 
Lewis, William Henry 1 Oct 1878-19 Dec 1946 
Lewis, Willie 11Aug1905-21Jun1974 
Lewis, __ (inf s/o Celeste Nichols&. Hoyt Edward Lewis) 23 Jul 1948 
Liddle, David R. [S/Sgt US Army, Korea) 11Dec1929-28May1981 
Little, Coy L 20 Jul 1897-21Feb1975 
Little, Ora Mae R. (w/o Coy L Little) 11 Oct 1906-
Livingston, Joyce Anne (d/o Willie and Maggie Livlngstou) 31 Oct 1945-29 Jan 1986 
Livingston, Paul 11Nov1938-22Oct1978 
Livingston, W. L "Toby" 25Jan1937-24 Mar1962 
Livingston, Willie 5 Sep 1911-28 Feb 1984 
Long, Clarence S. 7Mar1918-14 Feb 1979 
Long, Essie Stroud 29 Dec 1899-29 Dec 1965 
Long, Houston Purvis [St US Navy WWII) 23Jan1926-18Sep1982 
Long, Jackie Ray 26 Nov 1949-4 Apr 1956 
Long, Marilyn Melinda 30Apr1965-1May1965 
Lovell, Earnest W. 11Nov1911-12Dec1984 
Lovell, Eunice S. [w/o Earnest W. Lovell) 10Oct1919-
Lovett, Horace Lee 9 Aug 1935-20 Apr 1959 
Lovin, Flener C. (w/o Franklin B. Lovin] 30May1898-17Nov1957 
Luther, Frank 14 Jul 1919-8 Sep 1985 
Luther, Verona Mae [w/o Frank Luther] 27 Jul 1921-2Dec1980 
Mabry, Celia F. [w/o S. Timmons Mabry] 7.6Sep1909-
Mabry, S. Timmons [b. In Laurence Co., TN) 25Mar1906-21Jan1986 
Marlow, Golda G. [d/o H. W. &. Maude Marlow) 11Jul1919-18Oct1930 
Marlow, Irene (d/o D. B. &. Cybil Marlow) 1 Nov 1927-9 Nov 1927 
Marlow, __ [inf s/o D. B. &. Sybil Marlow; twin oflrene Marlow) b.&d. 1Nov1927 
Marlow, __ [inf s/o G. W. &. Maud Marlow) 29May1920 
Marlow, __ [inf twins ofD. B. &. Cybil Marlow) [n.d.) 
Marlowe, Albert Bland 10 Aug 1891-15Aug1943 
Marlowe, George W. 5 Jun 1884-2 Apr 1948 
Marlowe, Henry J. 7Apr1921-26Aug1970 
Marlowe, Ida [w/o Melvin L Marlowe) 17 Jul 1884-17May1962 
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Marlowe, Maude B. [w/o George W. Marlowe) 19 Sep 1891-15 Sep 1958 
Marlowe, Melvin L. 25 Jul 1874-16Mar1946 
Marlowe, Michie! 4 Jul 1959-4Aug1969 
Marsh, &Ina F. Grainger (w/o Nathan C. Grainger?) 5 Apr 1894-15 Dec 1970 
Martin, Albert T. 2 Od 1905-8 Aug 1981 • 
Martin, Anita Carolyn 15Oct1939-5 Sep 1964 
Martin, Daisy Marie 28Oct1914-31Dec1914 
Martin, Della 1 Nov 1897-27 Sep 1981 
Martin, Emma M. [w/o John P. Martin?) 16 Jan 1888-21 Oct 1970 
Martin, Jesse J. 23 Dec 1912-2Od1922 
Martin, John Calhoun 12 Dec 1899-22 Oct 1977 
Martin, John Hubert 15 Jan 1916-15 Jan 1916 
Martin, John P. 14Mar1888-24Dec1952 
Martin, Lige 1 Jan 1913-22 Jul 1972 
Martin, Lima Cooke [w/o William Maxie Martin, Sr.] 17 Feb 1922-
Martin, May Belle [w/o Roy S. Martin] 1940-
Martin, Mollie L. 24 Jan 1936-2Apr1944 
Martin, Roy S. 1935-1981 
Martin, Sarah M. 2 Oct 1858-31 Dec 1946 
Martin, Thurman 29Dec1937-16 Jun 1938 
Martin, William Maxie, Sr. 29 Apr 1924-3 Apr 1985 
Ma~ews, Sarah Eizabeth Johnson 31May1905-8Mar1966 
Mauney, Carl Glenn [NC Pvt US Army WWI] 6 May 1900-10 Feb 1969 
McCormick, Essie B. (w/o Hany T. McCormick) 20May1928-
McCormick, Ferman C. 18Jan1902-13Jan1947 
McCormick, Hany T. [NC Pvt US Army WWII) 1Nov1921-26Apr1973 
McCormick, Kenneth M. (NC PFC US Army WWII) 26 Nov 1924-24Apr1973 
McCormick, Lawrence W. [SC Pvt Co D 56 Pioneer Inf WWI) 28 Jul 18S0-26 Feb 1954 
McCormick, Sarah Mclean [w/o Ferman C. Mc:Cormiclc7) 21 Jul 1899-2Apr1983 
McCracken, Joseph R. (Sp4-l51 Trans Co WWII Kotta, Vietnam] 23Apr1927-17 Dec 1970 
McCracken, Laura Capps [w/o Lehman R. McCracken) 6Od1919-7 Nov 1989 
McCracken, Lehman R. 3 Jun 1914-9Dec1976 
McCracken, Mitchel Mackneal 12 Apr1889-12Aug1942 
McCracken, Sarah Small [w/o Mitchel Mackneal McCracken) 26 May 1890-24 Jul 1975 
McCrackin, Derion 21 Jul 1926-
McCrackin, C. Qyde 28 Nov 1918-
McCrackin, Carl T. (m. Essie Causey 10Sep1936) 29 Jul 1916-1 Feb 1967 
McCrackin, Donnie Small 26 Mar 1892-24 Sep 1977 
McCrackin, Fssie Irene Causey [w/o Carl T. McCracldn) 25 Jul 1919-13 Nov 1983 
McCrackin, Irene (d/o M. M. & S. A. McC.) 19Feb1916-31Dec1917 
McCrackin, Irene "Butch" M. [w/o Berton McCracldn7) 2Nov1929-23Aug1976 
McCrackin, J. Qotile [w/o C. Clyde McCracldn) 29Dec1924-12Apr1981 
McCrackin, John Mayo 21Jan1887-17 Jul 1959 
McCrackin, Lester Lowe 20 Jul 1915-4 Apr 1983 
McCrackin, Lillian Ruth Eliott (w/o Lester Lowe McCracldn) 18Apr1920-
McCrackin, Luther Winfield (US Army WWII] 10 Sep 1922-16Aug1980 
McCrackin, M. Irene (w/o C. Clyde McCracldn7] 22 Feb 1930-
McCrackin, Sylvia Ruth (d/o Lester L. & Lillian Ruth McCracldn) 28 Nov 1950-30Nov1950 
McDaniel, Alton 24 Jun 1898-
McDaniel, Bernard lee Roy 7 Apr 1932-28 Aug 1933 
McDaniel, Cola 8Od1912-4Oct1957 
McDaniel, Coolidge [SC S2 US Navy WWII) 10 Feb 1925-6 Jun 1960 
McDaniel,Con.etta H. [w/o Vonnie B. McDaniel) 1909-1986 
McDaniel, Edward B. 26Mar1939-18Dec1981 
McDaniel, Fannie (w/o Harrison McDaniel) 22 Jan 1861-26May1930 
McDaniel, Georgia Mae (w/o Alton McDaniel) 21Nov1906-31 Od 1981 
McDaniel, Harrison 1 Mar 1863-30 Dec 1951 
McDaniel, Iona J. [w/o John 0. McDaniel) 2 Nov 1892-28 Sep 1977 






























































McDaniel, John 0. 5 Jul 1863-11Mar1958 
McDaniel, N. P. 3Mar19064 Jun 1906 
McDaniel, Opal Lou R. [w/o Winston Z. McDaniel) 6Nov1921-12Dec1964 
McDaniel, Palmer 29Aug1913-8 Feb 1950. 
McDaniel, Vonnie B. 1894-1976 
McDaniel, Vonnie B.,Jr. 1938-1960 
McDaniel, Winston Z. 13 Sep 1921-
McDaniel, __ 20 Feb 1854-1 Jul 1931 
McDaniel, __ (inqo Muny &. Nude McDaniel) 19 Jul 1912-25 Sep 1912 
McDaniels, Billy C. (PFC Co A 3'1:7Inf101 Abn Div Vietnam BSM-PH) 25 Jun 1945-19 Nov 1968 
McDaniels, Cromer A. 27Mar1919-11Feb1974 
McDaniels, Hughie 7 Jun 1891-10Oct1972 
McDaniels, Isa Dora [w/o Peny D. McDaniels7) 1 Apr 1881-25 Jan 1962 
McDaniels, Jamie F. 21Aug1923-1Oct1927 
McDaniels, Jenette (d/o Christine & J. C. McDanlels) 28 Nov 1941-17 Jan 1942 
McDaniels, Jennie R. (w/o William H. McDaniels) 20Nov1913-6 Sep 1987 
McDaniels, Joe 28 May 1907-6 Jan 1962 
McDaniels, Joseph B. 1864-1935 
McDaniels, Larue 15 Aug 1934-10Oct1982 
McDaniels, Lee (Chn: Geoigia, Cordie, Wardie) (n.d.) 
McDaniels, Lillie J. [w/o Joseph B. McDaniels) 1885-1970 
McDaniels, Lula Beatrice [w/o Hughie McDaniels) 14 Dec 1913-
McDaniels, Mary D. [w/o Newman 0 . McDaniels) 17 Feb 1910-15 Feb 1976 
McDaniels, Mary Zilpha [w/o Hughie McDaniels) 14 Oct 1893-6 Dec 1946 
McDaniels, Monroe Earl 17 Jul 1950-31Aug1969 
McDaniels, Myrtle Bryant [w/o Vinson 0 . McDaniels) d. 23 Mar 1988 
McDaniels, Newman 0. 28 Apr1905-18Feb1967 
McDaniels, Perry D. 20May1883-31Oct1953 
McDaniels, Sarah Catherine (w/o Lee McDaniels) (n.d.) 
McDaniels, Susan [w/o Zander Mc0aniels7) 1894-1967 (FD) 
McDaniels, Terry Marion 27Sep1956-19 Nov 1974 
McDaniels, Tiiler 13 Apr 1887-6 Sep 1907 
McDaniels, Troy Lee 2Aug1897-24 Jul 1969 
McDaniels, Velma Lee W. [w/o Troy Lee McDaniels) 3Oct1912-
McDaniels, Vinson 0. 25Aug1904-
McDaniels, Willard 28Mar1901-3 Jul 1920 
McDaniels, William H. 12Dec1912-13Dec1970 
McDaniels, Willow Mae [w/o Cola McDaniel?) 11 Nov 1911-6May1938 
Mc Daniels, Zander (SC Pvt US Army WWI) 22 May 1897-1 Jul 1962 
McDaniels, __ 8 Dec 1947-13 Feb 1984 
McDowell, John D. (b/o Rosa Ransome McDowell) 1Apr1922-19Nov1982 
McDowell, Mary J. 24 Mar 1895-21 Aug 1979 
McDuffie, Heather Renee (d/o Billy J. & Kimberly Ward McDuffie] 9Oct1984-25 Apr 1985 
McKenzie, Audrey Virginia 6 Sep 1938-7 Sep 1938 
McKenzie, Elwood 10 Sep 1940-24 Jun 1941 
McKenzie, Jimmy W. 1946-1991 (FD) 
McKenzie, Lacy Buck 28 Apr 1902-5 Jan 1971 
McKenzie, Lewis R. [s/o L B. & Tressie McKenzie] 30 Nov 1927-4 Jan 1928 
McKenzie, Lillian Maude [w/o Paul McKenzie) 28 Jun 1907-12 Sep 1963 
McKenzie, Paul 17 Jul 1907-11Jul1985 
McKenzie, Sammie W. 18Oct1931-8 Nov 1973 
McKenzie, Theodore Jenning 10 Dec1917-8Apr1969 
McKenzie, Tressie Phillips [w/o Lacy Buck McKenzie?) 7Dec1900-26 Jan 1969 
McKenzie, Vivian B. 1911-1986 (FD) 
Mcleod, Gregory 11Feb1964-13 Nov 1980 
McMillan, John D. 16Jan 1901-6Jun 1987 
McMillan, Mae S. (w/o John D. McMillan) 1 May 1969-
McNeill, Bessie E. [w/o M. E. McNeill] 29 Sep 1882-25 Jan 1962 






























































McNeill, Ernest S. [Pvt US Army, WWII] 29 Dec 1916-29 Jun 1958 
McNeill, M. E. 1Sep1873-3Nov1951 
McQueen, E. P. (Mrs.) 20Dec1859-13 Feb 1926 
McQueen, F.dward L [SC PVT US Army) , ;l?Jun 1936 
McQueen, F.dward P. 16 Sep 1861-18 Sep 19~3 
McQueen, Luttie H. 27 Jun 1895-15 Feb 1974 
McQueen, Nolia 14 Nov 1885-13 Nov 1955 
Meares, Ellen Battle [w Io Furman Monroe Meares, d/o James&: Viola Smith Battle]~ Oct 1905-16 Aug 1982 
Meares, Emerson Monroe 23May1874-1Jun1952 
Meares, Furman Monroe 17Jun1904-20Nov1967 
Meares, Mary Blanton [w/o Emerson Monroe Meares] 13 Apr 18~21Jun1968 
Meares, __ [infd/o F. M. le Ellen B. Meaies) 4 Jan 1933 
Menitt, Betty Floyd [w/o Luther L Merritt) 5Aug1924-29Oct1964 
Menitt, Charlie W. 25Apr1908-18Apr1970 
Menitt, Docia H. [w/o Charlie W. Merritt?) 28 Jan 1899-10Dec1973 
Menitt, Leila E. Hardee, (w/o W. M. Manitt] 18 May 1895-6 Dec 1950 
Menitt, Luther L. (PFC US Army) 27Mar1921-5 Jul 1974 
Miller, Addie S. (w/o Gary Neal Miller?) 16 Sep 1914-
Miller, Brire [s/o J. F. le M. 0. Miller) 25 Jul 1926-20 Sep 1987 
Miller, Gary Neal (PVT US Army) 1 Jan 1913-25 Mar 1984 
Miller, Kate 25Apr1911-12 Jun 1932 
Miller, Lena 20 Jan 1906-16Aug1919 
Miller, Lucile [d/o J. F. le M. O. Miller] 11Dec1918-18Nov1919 
Miller, Thad 28 May 1893-30 Nov 1930 
Mills, A. Ambrose 22 Jan 1922-17Mar1954 
Mills, Arthur M. 4 Feb 1885-8Apr1936 
Mills, Emma Harrelson [w/o L M. Mills] 15 Nov 1932 Age 72 
Mills, L M. d. 1899 Age 45 
Mills, Nettie Floyd 9 Jul 1893-20 Jan 1920 
Mills, Prudence Ellen Blanton [w/o Arthur M. Mills) 14 Jul 1889-18 Nov 195' 
Mills, William David 27 Oct 1882-28 Mar 1937 
Minrey, Alva Dred 18 Nov 1884-15 Jan 1959 
Mincey, Arthur B. [SC BM2 US Navy WWII) 2Oct1922-30 Jan 1974 
Mincey, Bessie B. (w/o W. Lee Mincey?] 25 Jan 1905-17May1968 
Minrey, Caldonia (Mrs.) 1Jan1868-18 Feb 1941 
Minrey, Carrie (w/o RU88 Mincey] 19 Jan 1887-20 Sep 1976 
Mincey, Charles Purdee 26Aug1890-13Apr1963 
Mincey, Charlie 1914-1984 (FD) 
Mincey, Claude Marion 19 Dec 1891-7Mar1963 
Mincey, Danny 1952-1964 
Mincey, F.derson (s/o F. M. & Mary Mincey) 28Dec1916-8Apr1922 
Mincey, Ernestine H. (w/o Homer L. Mincey?) 17Dec1936-12Aug1988 
Mincey, Ethel [d/o W. E. & C. M. Mincey) 16Mar1909-26 Aug 1923 
Mincey, Ethelyn 4Dec1924-17Dec1948 
Mincey, Fannie R. (w/o Willie F. Mincey) 7May1902-16Dec1985 
Mincey, Fletclter Marion 3 Jul 1895-31 Dec 1956 
Minrey, Fulton 5 Jan 1910-7Oct1979 
Mincey, Homer L. 8 Apr 1932-
Minrey, I. P. 20Mar1858-6Aug1928 
Mincey, Isaac Purdee 4May1923-7Oct1968 
Mincey, Isadell 21Sep1919-16 Jun 1971 
Mincey, James F.dgar [Pvt 309th InfRegt) 12May1925-25 Jan 1958 
Mincey, James M. 20 Jan 1871-18 Sep 1951 
Minrey, Jimmie H. 29 Dec 1934-30 May 1935 
Mincey, Joanna Hodges (w/oJamesM. Mincey?) 20Jan1881-26 May1950 
Minrey, John F.d 25 Feb 1908-
Mincey, Larey E. [b/o Juanita L Mincey] 29Apr1909-4Dec1983 
Minrey, Lillian Williams [w/o Odelle Russell Mincey) 6 Jan 1915-22 Jun 1947 




























































Mincey, Lizzie G. [w/oJohn Ed Mlna!y) 25 Jul 1908-4May1984 
Mincey, Lonnie B. [s/o W. H. &. Ora Mae Mlna!f) 1Jun1941 
Mincey, Mae Horence Shelley [w/o C. P. Mincey] 4Mar1905-7Dec1927 
Mincey, Mamie J. [d/o J.M. Mlna!y) 24Oct1902-12Dec1902 
Mincey, Martha L. [w/o S. Hamp Mlna!y) 187lt-1935 
Mincey, Mary Frances Noms [w/o Fletcher Marion Mincey?) 25 Oct 1901· 
Mincey, Maybelle (d/o F. M. &. Muy Mlna!f) 11 Feb 1922-22Oct1922 
Mincey, Mittie S. [w/o Fulton Mincey] 15 Apr 1913-11Feb1985 
Mincey, Nan Hoyd [w/o Waller Dew Mincey) 20 Sep 1904-9Oct1969 
Mincey, Odelle Russell 25Oct1913-20Apr1976 
Mincey, Ora Mae [w/o W. Hewy Mlna!f) 1905-1943 
Mincey, Pearl J. [w/o Guy Mincey) 24Mar1924-13Oct1984 
Mincey, Russ 3 Jan 1881-6Dec1967 
Mincey, S. Hamp 1876-1961 (FD) 
Mincey, Sarah Lizzie B. (w/o J.E. Mina!f] 30 Nov 1892-21Sep1941 
Mincey, W. Henry 1895-1976 
Mincey, W. Lee 31 Oct1899-24Mar1973 
Mincey, Wadis L. [SC PvtAGF Repl Depol2 WWI) 14Oct1916-24Oct1959 
Mincey, Walter Dew 25Oct1897-8Sep1977 
Mincey, Walter [s/o Mr. &. Mrs.J. M. Mincey) 30 Jul 1904-28Oct1904 
Mincey, Wanetta 12 Sep 1931-21Sep1931 
Mincey, Wilbur Franklin (h/ o Patricia Ann Mincey; Chn.: Wilbur, James, MeU- &: Mwiam) 
11Oct1923-16 Jan 1984 
Mincey, William Everette 7Mar1883-23 Dec 1956 
Mincey, Willie F. 1Jan1901-27 Jun 1971 
Mincey, Zilpha Gerrald [w/o Charles Purdee Mlna!f7) 15 Nov 1911-23 Jul 1964 
Mincey, Zylpha D. (w/o I. P. Mincey?) 18 Feb 1857-28 Nov 1942 
Mincey, __ [inf d/o W. E. &. C. M. Mina!f] [n.d.] 
Mincey, __ [inf d/o William H. &. Ora Mae Mlna!y) 20 Jun 1943-20 Jun 1943 
Mincey, __ [Inf s/o J. E. &. Lizzie Mincey) b & d 16 Jul 1938 
Mincey, __ (s/o William Hoyt Mincey) 13 Dec 1910-23 Jun 1930 
Mincy, Daisy L. [w/o R.R. Mincy) 10 Aug 1888-3 May 1908 
Mincy, H. Alton 1Jan1906-23Aug1907 
Mincy, Henry B. (s/o Nathan and Sallie Mincey) 15 Sep 1848-13 Jan 1903 
Mincy, Love [w/o A. D. Mincy) 20Oct1888-18Dec1922 
Mincy, R. Edward 19Aug1935-8Sep1967 
Mincy, __ [infd/oS. H. &. Annie Mincey) [n.d.] 
Mincy,, Sallie [w/o Nathan Mincy) 9 Jun 1826-14 Jun 1888 
Moody, John Robert d. 1959 (FD) 
Moody, William C., Jr. [PFC US Army WWII) 25 Sep 1924-26 Jan 1981 
Moon, John Irvin 14 Feb 1900-3Mar1952 
Ma<>n, Teressa Price [w/o John Irvin Moon) 12Oct1904-16Apr1985 
Morgan, Daniel 16 Jul 1948-21Aug1948 
Moms, Dallie E. [SC PFC us Army WWI) 26 Aug 1894-13 Oct 1973 
Moms, Lizzie R. Williams (w/o Dallie E. Morris) 25 Jun 1898-30 Dec 1952 
Nemets,StephenJ. 31 Oct1921-14 Dec1986 
Nichols, Carrie Floyd [w/o Lee Odell Nichols, m/o Celeste&: Lois) 2Oct1906-6 Jan 1983 
Nichols, Lee Odell [Pvt Medical Corps AEF, St Michie!&: Meuse Argonne Offemives WWf) 
8 May 1888-7 Aug 1942 
Norman, Elizabeth Ann Baker [d/o Evelyn Price&: Louis Thornton Baker; m/o Evelyn Yvonne Norman] 
13Feb1937-1May1975 
Norman, Ethel Lee [w/o George F. Norman) 1889-1949 
Norman, Evelyn Yvonne [d/ o Elizabeth Ann Baker&: Joe Chesler Norman) 28 Jun 1961-31 Jul 1981 
Norman, Flossie Taylor [w/o Robert Areland Norman) 18 Jun 1909-
Norman, George F. 1877-1935 
Norman, Glenn L. (s/o Robert&. Flossie Norman) b/d 2Nov1935 
Norman, Harold A. [s/o Robert&. Flossie Norman) b/d 8May1933 

























































Norman, Joseph Roscoe [s/o Robert&. Flossie Norman) 26Aug1934-12Aug1947 
Norman, Leona Marlowe 3 Nov 1922-6 May 1942 
Norman, Robert Ai-eland 20Feb1909-5Mar1978 
Norman, Robert &!win [s/o Robert&. Flossie Norman) 17 Nov 1937-2 Nov 1980 
Norris, Janice A. [w/o Vollie D. Norris) 19 Jun.1957-
Norris, Katherine S. [w/o Vollie C. Norris) 15 Sep 1926-3Nov1980 
Norris, Mettie J. Buffkin [w/o Vollie N. Norris) 6. Dec 1891-13Mar1979 
Norris, Vollie C. 13Jan1922-24Dec1983 
Norris, Vollie D. 30Dec1948-
. Norris, Vollie N. 10 Jul 1896-17 Jun 1964 
Norton, Bessie Marlowe Wise (w/o Willie Wise) 12 May 1907-30 May 1983 
Norton, Fleecie Frostie 31Mar1901-27 Feb 1902 
Norton, Giles Plesant 25 Dec 1899-28 Jan 1900 
Norton, Nancy Magnolia Elliott [w/o Preston B. Norton) 11 Feb 1859-10 Jan 1936 
. Norton, Preston B. 29 Jan 1858-21Jan1949 
0 1Quinn, Rupert L 16 Feb 1922-17 Feb 1922 
Owens, Hattie [w/o Thomas Owens) 14 Apr 1888-10 May 1968 
Owens, Thomas 4May1881-27Mar1946 
Pace, Averitte Berney, Sr. 15Jan1906-
Pace, Bessie Floyd [w/o Cornie Miles Pace?) 4 Jun 1898-9 Feb 1968 
Pace, Cornie Miles 24 Mar 1896-30 Jan 1970 
Pace, Lois Martin [w/o Averitte Bemey Pace, Sr.) 6Dec1908-17Sep1978 
Pace, Sallie Mae F. 24May1932-14 Jan 1983 
Page, A. B. 19Dec1840-23Oct1910 
Page, A. B. "Bish" 13Oct1903-17 Jun 1983 
Page, Abram Boyd 19May1926-
Page, Addie Mae Causey [w/o James B. Page) 18 Sep 1881-4 Nov 1949 
Page, Alice Strickland [w/o A. B. "Bish" Page?) 8 Feb 1906-1' Dec 1988 
Page, Betty June 2May1952-3May1952 
Page, C. F. 9Apr1897-1Oct1924 
Page, Chalmer Brice 25 Jul 1908-20Mar1977 
Page, Cynthia 14Apr1949-16Apr1949 
Page, Delphine (Mrs.) 1902-1980 (FD) 
Page, Elizabeth [w/o H.J. Page) 12 Apr 1835-12 Jan 1907 
Page, Helen Marie (w/o James L. Page) 8Oct1947-30Dec1968 
Page, Huey M. 25Oct1935-18Jan1973 
Page, Hughie J. d.17Mar1916 Age 68 
Page, James B. 5 Jun 1868-7Mar1950 
Page, James Brice 13 Jun 1914-22 Feb 1956 
Page, James L. [SC Pvt Co A 27 Inf Regt WWII) 19 May 1926-22 Nov 1967 
Page, John G. (s/o J. B. &. Addie Mae Page) 2 Mar 1905-21Jan1933 
Page, linda Faye 18May1947-20May1947 
Pag~, Uon Beaty 7 Jan 1910-12 Jun 1971 
Page, Luellan (w/o C. F. Page) 7Oct1899-9 Nov 1922 
Page, Nancy Shelley (w/o William Rupert Page) 2Apr1894-25 Apr 1923 
Page, Sallie Mae F. 24May1932-14 Jan 1968 
Page, Vivian &cell 22Dec1915-25Dec1915 
Page, William Rupert 13 Aug 1895-22 Aug 1955 
Paige, Douglas Bruce 18Mar1908-24 Jun 1939 
Paige, Lula S. 5 Aug 1880-4 Nov 1948 
Papsis, Barbara Lant [b. Providence, RI, w/o Rev. Ted V. Papsls) 2Aug1913-17 Jan 1988 
Papsis, Ted V. (Rev) [b. Brookton, MAJ 5Mar1924-
Patterson, Bobby T. 1933-1983 (FD) 
Patterson, Oyde M. 6 Aug 1911-28 Nov 1958 
Patterson, Joe 5 Jun 1908-20 Jan 1951 
Patterson, Lecie Stroud [w/o Clyde Patterson) 8 Aug 1915-


























































Patterson, T. IL (Rev.) (h/o Lou Stroud) 8Mar1877-14Apr1959 
Perdue, Katherine Ayres [d/o Katherine McArthur & Elias Tyler Ayres; m Samuel Henry Perdue 1D Jun 1942.) 
30Nov1905-28May1989 
Perdue, Samuel Heruy [s/o Sally Belcher & Nathaniel Branch Perdue, Chesterfield County, VA) 
8Apr1884-15 Jan 1987 
Perritt, 'Edna H. [w/o Harvis D. Penitt?] 19 Oct 1919-21 Oct 1969 
Perritt, Harvis D. 24Oct1913-17Aug1979 
Peny, Evelyn S. (w/o Thomas G. Perry?) 2Mar1919-28 Sep 1978 
Peny, Thomas G. 3Feb1919-
Phillips, Addie Mae (w/o E. D. Phillips] 19Dec1878-29 Sep 1911 
Phillips, Alva L. 8 Nov 1870-16 Jun 1941 
Phillips, Alva Leon, Jr. [m. Ina Shelley 17Nov1929) 18Apr1906-20 Sep 1979 
Phillips, Archia.ene S. [w/o J. GleWe Phillips) 28 Nov 1906-
Phillips, Artie J. (w/o Samuel M. Phillips) 1 Apr 1882-26Mar1956 
Phillips, Betsy P. [w/o Warren R. Phillips) 3 Feb 1883-4 Aug 1966 
Phillips, Carl G. 12Apr1894-20 Sep 1971 
Phillips, Carson [NC PFC 21 lnfDiv Korea PH) 22Oct1930-30 Sep 1950 
Phillips, Daniel Preston 13 Jan 1904-27Mar1966 
Phillips, Doreather [w/o of John Q. Phillips) 12Feb1883-17Dec1932 
Phillips, E. D. d. 27 Apr 1936 Age 65 
Phillips, Everett [SC Pvt US Anny, WW II) 1Dec1925-14Oct1944 
Phillips, Everett V. 29 Jul 1881-24 Oct 1949 
Phillips, Everette, Jr. 1 Apr1921-15Oct1980 
Phillips, Geneva [w/o Joe Phillips) 7 Jun 1902-30 Jun 1988 
Phillips, Harley Clinton [m. Leila Roberts 18Dec1934) 22 Aug 1897-
Phillips, J. Glettie 2 Jul 1906-22 Jun 1983 
Phillips, James Ralph 6May1935-20 Sep 1981 
Phillips, Joe 17Mar1880-3 Feb 1968 
Phillips, John Braxton 29Oct1911-29 Jul 1956 
Phillips, John Q. 18Mar1875-19May1946 
Phillips, Johnnie Faye [inf d/o Mr.&.; Mrs. J. G. Phillips] 23 Jun 1930-26 Jul 1931 
Phillips, LR. 6 Apr 1837-13 Aug 1921 
Phillips, Leila Roberts [w/o Harley Cliuton Phillips) 22May1906-
Phillips, Lessie B. [w/o 0. M. Phillips] 9 Aug 1902-8 Jul 1971 
Phillips, Maggie Julia 5Aug1901-17 Feb 1974 
Phillips, Maggie L. [w/o Alva L Phillips] 10Dec1872-22 Jul 1925 
Phillips, Mamie J. (w/o Pelton Phillips] 11 May 1906-3Mar1977 
Phillips, Margaret [w/o L R. Phillips) 10 Mar 1828-3 Aug 1926 
Phillips, May Bell 10 Jun 1904-23 Jan 1921 
Phillips, Nancy Louise [d/o Pelton&.; Mamie J. Phillips) 1938-1938 
Phillips, 0. M. 22Oct1929-14 Jun 1965 
Phillips, Pelton 23Oct1901-21May1943 
Phillips, Reba O'Dell F. [w/o Daniel Preston Phillips) 1Oct1904-12Dec1981 
Phillips, Retha Jolly [m. to Carl G. Phillips 51 years) 30 Sep 1899-7 Sep 1984 
Phillips, Ronnie Lyn [s/o Harvey&.; Ann Phillips] 23Aug1948-4 Oct 1950 
Phillips, Samuel M. 22Aug1872-26 Jul 1936 
Phillips, Vera C. [w/o Everette Phillips, Jr.] 3Oct1925-
Phillips, Warren R. 4Nov1874-25Apr1936 
Phillips, Willie [s/o L. R. &.; Mugaret Phillips] 24 Mar 1879-9 Aug 1918 
Phillips, __ [lnfgr-ch/o E. D. &.: A. Phillips] 1923 
Phillips, __ [lnfs/o Pelton&.; Mamie]. Phillips] 1931-1931 
Phillips, __ [inf s/o S. C. &.: Gussie A Phillips) 22 Oct 1955 
Phillips, __ (lnfs/o S. M. &.: A J. Phillips) b & d 9Mar1897 
Phipps, Dewey Woodrow 31May1914-20 Jun 1990 
Phipps, Vera Willoughby [w/o Dewey Woodrow Phipps) 1Apr1919-
Piner, Allen V. [Pvt US Anny WWII) 1902-1976 
Potts, Helen Simmons [w/o Junius Smith Potts] 19 Feb 1917-7 Jan 1990 
Potts, Junius Smith 1915-1991 (FD) 




























































Powell, Billy Carlysle, Jr. 4Dec1955-2 Nov 1957 
Powell, Carrie H. 27 Jan 1888-30Aug1981 
Powell, Daisy F. (w/o Herbert M. Powell] 16 Jan 1911-
Powell, HerbertM. 14Jul 1911-7Jun1979 
Powell, Jerry Windol [SC PFC Co C 21 lnf] 15 Jun 1931-19Mar1960 
Powell, Jewell 4 Jun 1964-15 Mar 1984 
Price, Ada Jordan (w/o Herman H. Price) 17Feb1915-
Price, F.dgar B. 19Apr1891-5 Jul 1954 
Price, Elvera (cl/o LL Price] 1Jun1913-1Mar1915 
Price, Herman H. 12 Sep 1909-27 Jun 1984 
Price, John M. 15Apr1866-4Oct1946 
Price, Katherine Anne 17 Jun 1980-2 Sep 1986 
Price, Laurence L "Bob" 8 Jun 1871-31 Oct 1967 
Price, Lettie Goodyear [w/oJohn M. Price] 9Jan1870-21 Oct1947 
Price, Sarah M. Hinson (w/o Laurence L "Bob" Price] 29 Oct 1869-14Apr1947 
Price, Virginia Baker (w/o Edgar B. Price] 21Sep1917-1Sep1990 
Pridgen, Craven 19Mar1911-
Pridgen, D. F. 21Feb1892-7May1975 
Pridgen, Delmae Bullard [w/o D. F. Pridgen) 15 Oct 1894-30 Jun 1946 
Pridgen, Elenta [w/o Craven Pridgen?) 19 May ~932-
Pridgen, Hugger J. 21Oct1917-5Aug1919 
Pridgen, Leila B. Gasque [w/o William Albert Pridgen) 5 May 1906-27 Feb 1944 
Pridgen, Luther James 9 Apr 1903-19 Aug 1965 
Pridgen, Martha E. (w/o J. ]. Pridgen) 22 Dec 1849-19 Jul 1903 
Pridgen, Mary M. 30Aug1909-11Sep1911 
Pridgen, Smitha H. [w/o Zeb E. Pridgen) 25Oct1888-1Aug1960 
Pridgen, Tommy C. 31Jan1966-11Feb1966 
Pridgen, William Albert 20 Nov 1901-6 Nov 1965 
Pridgen, Zeb E. 18Aug1887-21Aug1955 
Pridgen, Zellie P. [w/o Zeno E. Pridgen) 19 Jul 1906-
Pridgen, Zeno E. (Om: Keslie, Freddie, M.vgie) 29 Dec 1909-18 Jul 1982 
Pridgen, __ (ch/o W. P. Pridgen, marker fragment) 1909-1911 
Pridgeon, Ida [w/o H. R. Pridgeon] 13Aug1880-12 Feb 190~ 
Pridgon, Ernest T. 1Jul1901-13 Jun 1928 
Prince, Cornie S. [w/o Marvin A Prince] 28 Jun 1908-
Prince, Daniel F. (aged 61 yrs] -14Apr1947 
Prince, Irena Bryant (w/o Pnrifoy Cornelius Prince] 1856-1925 
Prince, John L 15 Aug 1833-12 Apr 1855 
Prince, La Dasca Beauna [cl/o Mattie Ellen Boyd and Hallie V. Prince] 14 Jul 1920-2 Jun 1922 
Prince, Marvin A. 6 Aug 1906-26 May 1972 
Prince, Mary A. 17 Feb 1866-15 May 1922 
Prince, Mary [w/o William Hardee and Solomon Prince] 25Mar1835-19 Feb 1892 
Pulley, Daniel [SC Pvt Coast Artilleiy WWII] 1May1911-20Mar1963 
Pulley, Ida Mae Cooper [w/o James Albert Pulley] 13 Jul 1888-8Dec1965 
Rabon, Emerson 20 Apr1945-26 Apr1945 
Rabon, Newie (f/o Tammy, Teddy, Tony, Teriy) 5May1926-19Aug1985 
Ransom, John E. 11 Sep 1857-30 Apr 1916 
Ransom, William 1849-1933 
Ransome, Betty Housand [w/o Cliff Ransome) 14Nov1903-20Dec1974 
Ransome, Cliff 1902-1978 (FD) 
Ransome, Robert Bruce 18Aug1908-27Aug1950 
Ransome, Thomas Harvey 24 Jun 1932-15 Jul 1972 
Ray, Ashley M. 27Oct1909-
Ray, Florrie 3 Jun 1888-18Dec1947 
Ray, Kelly M. "Bud" 26 Jan 1897-8Dec1980 
Ray, Magdalene Strickland [w/o K. M. "Bud" Ray] 14 Feb 1905-2 Nov 1970 
Ray, Margaret G. [w/o Ashley M. Ray) 19 Aug 1921-26 Dec 1982 




























































Ray, Rudolph 12 Mar1925-5Sep1965 
Ray, __ (inf s/o K. M. & Magdalene Kay] 8Nov1934 
Ray, __ (1nqo E. L. & Mellie Kay, 3 stones) (n.d.] 
Rhodes, __ (inf d/o W. L & Gnssie W. Rhodes] 6 Jan 1925 
Richardson, Marge R. 14Apr1949-15Dec1974 
Richardson, Marion C. [Maj. US Anny Air Corps WWII) 9Nov1921..6Sep1989 
Richardson, Mary 13 Apr 1963-31 Jan 1982 
Richardson, Mildred H. "Mama" 12Dec192~3Aug1971 
Riddick, Preston A., Jr. [SC Cpl US Anny WWII) 13 Jan 1917-29 Apr 1977 
Riddick, __ (inf s/o R. A. & Marian E. Riddick] 27 Jul 1961-28 Jul 1961 
Roberts, Bert A. d . 1982 
Roberts, Bert A. (Mrs.) [w/o Bert A. Roberts] 1888-1986 (FD) 
Roberts, Ernest 29Mar1881-6 Aug 1960 
Roberts, Garfield T. 14Apr1935-
Roberts, Giles S. 19 Jan 1914-14 Jul 1955 
Roberts, Harvey N. (SC Pvt 15 Cav.) d. 19 Feb 1915 
Roberts, Helen A. Blanton (w/o John F. Roberts) 16Aug1869-4 Jul 1898 
Roberts, John F. 1865-1950 
Roberts, John Walter [s/o John F. & Helen Blanton Roberts] 30 Sep 1892-27 Nov J892 
Roberts, Lula Pridgen [w/o ,John F. Roberts) 1877-1946 
Roberts, Mamie Turbeville [w/o Ernest Roberts] 2Oct1897-15 Nov 1977 
Roberts, Roger R. [s/o John F. & Helen B. Roberts) 11 Aug 1895-15 Jul 1896 
Roberts, Ruth Page [w/o Garfield T. Roberts) 14Mar1934-17 Jan 1978 
Rogers, Oeveland 1887-1939 (FD) 
Rogers, Dolly Mincey (w/o Wade Hampton Kogen) 29May1914-
Rogers, E. Penn 25 Jul 1886-18Nov1956 
Rogers, Fearless W. [SC Cpl 1456 SIG Cmd Unit, WWII) 18 Jan 1909-10Mar1967 
Rogers, Fleetwood Price [w/o E. Penn Kogen] 20 Jun 1887-5 Nov 1954 
Rogers, Howard M. (Tee 5 US Anny WWII) 7 Jun 1923-13Dec1988 
Rogers, Ila L. (w/oJoseph Kogen] 21Aug1921-10Aug1966 
Rogers, Joseph 26Oct1894-19Apr1961 
Rogers, Katie S. [w/o Cleveland Kogen] 1885-1966 (FD) 
Rogers, Matilda [w/o Rev. Ruben Kogen] [n.d.] 
Rogers, Meriam Jones [w/o Fearless W. Kogen] 13 Sep 1913-
Rogers, Merl Woodrow 7Oct1914-13 Apr 1984 
Rogers, Minnie E. (w/o Reece Kogen] 15 Jul 1912-11Nov1987 
Rogers, Phillip V. [SC T/Sgt Med Det 17 Annd Bn WWII) 11Apr1921-22 Feb 1972 
Rogers, Reece 30 Marl916-17Mar1981 
Rogers, Robert E. 2 Sep 1883-3 Jun 1956 
Rogers, Ruben (Rev.) [n.d.] 
Rogers, Susan Price (w/o Robert E. Kogen) 5 Sep 1884-28 Aug 1967 
Rogers, Wade Hampton (SFC US Anny WWII, Korea) 7Apr1912-3 Aug 1987 
Rogers, Worth B. [m. Ethel Boyd Dew 25 Dec 1935) 12Dec1907-1Jan1964 
Rowell, Annie Laura P. [w/o James W. Rowell) 3 Aug 1918-
Rowell, Bernice (d/o M. A. & Cordie Rowell) 14 Jan 1928-4 Jun 1947 
Rowell, Bessie Hammon [w/o Charlie W. Rowell7) 12Apr1902-4 Jan 1990 
Rowell, Brendell J. 3 Jul 1946-20Aug1946 
Rowell, C. Lamar 27Jun1902-12 Feb 1979 
Rowell, Charlie W. (Pvt US Anny) 8May1894-2Mar1974 
Rowell, Christine [w/o Dewey L. Rowell) 12 Apr 1939-27Mar1978 
Rowell, Oadius L 27 Jul 1877-26Apr1936 
Rowell, George E. 191~ 
Rowell, Gerbude A. [w/o George E. Rowell) 191~1977 
Rowell,}. Wade 2Feb1921-11Jul1983 
Rowell, James W. 2Nov1919-
Rowell, James W ardie 15 Oct 1869-26 Jun 1903 
Rowell, Jannie B. [w/o C. Lamar Rowell) 24 Aug 1902-21Jan1977 
Rowell, Lizzie H. (w/o Cladius L. Rowell] 3Aug1881-31 Mar 1931 





























































Rowell, Lucille J. [w/o Marion J. Rowell] 16 May 1906-2 Feb 1986 
Rowell, M. A. [h/o Cordie Rowell) 28 Feb 1899-9 Mar 1965 
Rowell, Marion E. (PFC US Anny) 20 Sep 1928-5 Jan 1975 
Rowell, Marion J. 4Aug1906-30Apr1975 
Rowell, Muy M. [w/o J. W. Rowell] 15May1871-12 Jul 1895 
Rowell, Mildred 9 Sep 1943-7 Jan 1961 
Rowell, Ruth [w/oJ. Wade Rowell] 24Apr1927-
Rowell, Willie Lee 1913-1939 
Rowell, __ [inf d/o Hubert L &.: F.stelle C. Rowell] 24 Jan 1956-25Jan1956 
Sadler, Faye Housand [w/o Robert Daniel Sadler) 25 Feb 1950. 
Sadler, Robert Daniel 17Aug1946-19May1982 
Sarvis, Oaud 1909-1945 
Sarvis, D. B. 1898-1956 
Sarvis, D. H. 26 Nov 1876-24 Nov 1902 
Sarvis, F.amesteen (d/o D. B. &.: Nan Sarvis) 1919-1919 
Sarvis, Edgar Bert 25 Mar 1896-28 May 1956 
Sarvis, Ella M. Prince [w/o Lorensy D. Suvis) 1877-1953 
Sarvis, F. Galbreth 13Feb1921-5 Jun 1972 
Sarvis, H. M. 13May1877-7Aug1949 
Sarvis, Lorensy D. 1872-1903 
Sarvis, Lorenzo D. 26 Nov 1926-29Sep1979 
Sarvis, Muy A. [w/o W. J. Sarvis] 1 Dec 1833-21 May 1906 
Sarvis, Muy M. [w/o T. L. Sarvis] Nov 1848-5Aug1926 
Sarvis, Nan Lee [w/o D. B. Sarvis) 1896-1945 
Sarvis, Nora J. Johnson [w/o H. M. Sarvis) 18Dec1878-17 Jul 1948 
Sarvis, P. N. 26Nov1876-24Nov1902 
Sarvis, Robert Mayo (US Anny) 10 Jun 1918-16Apr1976 
Sarvis, Sarah Jane [w/o Dock}. Sarvis) 1867-3 Jan 1910 
Sarvis, Susan Jane Ray (w/o Edgar Bert Sarvis?) 9 Jul 1899-12Dec1985 
Sarvis, T. L (aged 88 yis) -25 Sep 1931 
Sarvis, Unice [d/o John B. &.: Lorene Sarvis) 13 Nov 1923-18Dec1923 
Sarvis, W.J. 21Jan1826-1May1892 
Sarvis, William H. (s/o E. R. &.: Hazel Suvis) 1Nov1947 
Sarvis, __ [inf/o Dock}. Sarvis] b/d 1900 
Schulken, Charles Henry 25May1909-27 Jun 1971 
Schulken, Eliza Mae Walker [w/o Charles Heruy Schullcea) 2 Oct 1913-
Scott, Erenseler 23 Mar 1898-6 Jun 1965 
Scott, Flora b & d 21 Oct 1903 
Scott, J. L 22 May 1855-28Apr1928 
Scott, Martha Ford [w/o J. L. Soott) 16 Sep 1861-20 Jun 1937 
Scott, Nympha F. [w/o Erenseler Soott?) 4 Sep 1895-28Oct1969 
Shannon Elmo 17 Jul 1920-7 Jan 1951 
Shannon, Carlton Oaud 31Oct1914-20 Sep 1972 
Shannon, Girt Frazier 10 Feb 1905-31 Dec 1971 
Shannon, Muy Ann [d/o C. C. &.: Thelma Mae Shannon] 27 Jun 1938-14Oct1938 
Shannon, Muy Stella 5 Jul 1885-19 Feb 1959 
Shannon, Thelma Cox [w/o Carlton Claud Shannon?) 4Mar1920. 
Shelley, Agness [w/o George D. Shelley] 20 Dec 1885-3 Mar 1913 
Shelley, Alice R. (d/o N. A.&.: M. J. Shelley) 20 Feb 1905-20Mar1905 
Shelley, Allene [d/o J.B. &.: R. L Shelley) 9Dec1913-27 Sep 1913 
Shelley, Amelia A. [w/o Volley B. Shelley) 2Sep1870.7 Sep 1928 
Shelley, Anna [d/o D. B. &.: S. O. Shelley) 10 Jul 1916 
Shelley, Anna B. [w/o A. R. Shelley) 1900-1925 
Shelley, Ausro (Bo) 22Mar1925-6 Jun 1975 
Shelley, Bessie Blanton (w/o H. S. Shelley) 24 Sep 1895-29Aug1927 
Shelley, Bethel V. [d/o C. D. &.: Vende Shelley) 6Aug1922-8 Jun 1924 
Shelley, Beven (PFC US Army WWII) 25 Nov 1924-8 Nov 1986 
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Shelley, C. Dudley 8 Jan 1890-31Aug1970 
Shelley, Charles Hudson "Hutt"[m. lrene Williamson 28 Dec 1921] 8 Jun 1892-22Apr1968 
Shelley, Charley P. 27 Sep 1905-28 Jul 1935 
Shelley, Charlie 12 Sep 1911-15Apr1967 
Shelley, Charlie P. 20 Jun 1863-21Jun1935 
Shelley, Charlie P. [s/o J. T. & A. R. Shelley] 7 Jun 1881-4 Jun 1904 
Shelley, Christine Ganis [w/o Daniel Braxton Shelley) 18Dec1915-1991 
Shelley, Corby Dolphus 8 Aug 1897-3 Feb 1941 
Shelley, Daniel [s/o H. S. & B. B. Shelley] 7 Sep 1920.20 Oct 1920 
Shelley, Daniel B. 5May1880-16 Feb 1964 
Shelley, Daniel Braxton [m. Christine Ganis 4 May 1933] 16Aug1909-15 Dec 1983 
Shelley, Daniel J. 12 Jul 1854-[death date not listed] 
Shelley, David 4 Sep 1889-23 Feb 1936 
Shelley, Davis Neil, Jr. (s/o Neil & Ruby Shelley] 30 Jul 1944-9 Nov 1945 
Shelley, F.ddie E. 17Feb1887-27Oct1948 
Shelley, F.ddie N. (s/o J. T. & A. R. Shelley] 22Oct1883-26 Jun 1904 
Shelley, F.dna Earle 6Oct1912-15Mar1982 
Shelley, F.dward Eugene 10 Aug 1948-1 Apr 1990 
Shelley, Effie [w/o David Shelley) 29 Jun 1892-16Dec1951 
Shelley, Ernest Reuben 13 Jul 1903-25Mar1988 
Shelley, Fannie Belle [w/o Willie F. Shelley] 7 Jun 1906-22 Nov 1982 
Shelley, Florence Graham 23Dec1863-15 Feb 1913 
Shelley, Gary G. 1896-1937 
Shelley, George Hirte (w/o Raleigh Graham Shelley] 10 Apr 1884-20Mar1951 
Shelley, George D. 1861-1929 
Shelley, George Roland [m. Rebecca Blanton 19Jaa1918] 25 Sep 1896-24 Feb 1977 
Shelley, Georgie [d/o G.D. & A. S. Shelley] 2Mar1907-22 Aug 1907 
Shelley, Gertie [w/o Mayberry Shelley] 15 Aug 1888-26 Mar 1969 
Shelley, Gussie Jernigan [w/o Ernest Reuben Shelley] 16 Jan 1907-10Apr1988 
Shelley, H. Stanley 27 Feb 1895-7 Jan 1966 
Shelley, Howard (SC Tec5 US Army WWII] 3 Jul 1918-17Mar1971 
Shelley, Irene Williamson (RN) [w/o Charles Hudson Shelley] 9 Jan 1897-26 May 1987 
Shelley, Ivory Victoria [d/o H. S. & B. B. Shelley] 31 Oct 1924-28Mar1925 
Shelley, J.C. & Lacie b/d 1Sep1941 
Shelley, J. Cross 17Dec1898-24May1951 
Shelley, Jack Laverne 18 Mar 1937-6 Jan 1977 
Shelley, James A. 12Oct1894-16Oct1938 
Shelley, James Carlisle 24 Nov 1924-30 Sep 1985 
Shelley, James Earl (s/o W. F. & Bell Shelley) 3Nov1934-9 Jun 1935 
Shelley, James T. 23Dec1839-26 Jun 1917 
Shelley, Jessie J. (s/o J. T. & A. R. Shelley) 1 Oct 1886-29 Jun 1904 
Shelley, Jimmie [PFC US Army WWII] 21Jan1914-15 Nov 1982 
Shelley, John Bright 1892-1931 
Shelley, Kesiah M. Harrelson (w/o Daniel]. Shelley] 17Dec1857-3Aug1927 
Shelley, Lacy W. [h/o Inez Strlddand Shelley] 3 Feb 1916-26Nov1984 
Shelley, Laura Graham (w/o Charlie P. Shelley] 28 Jul 1870.19Mar1957 
Shelley, Leona [d/o J.B. & R. L Shelley] 22Aug1919-26 Sep 1920 
Shelley, Lizzie L. (w/o Eddie E. Shelley) 4Nov1887-25 Jan 1919 
Shelley, Madge S. Williamson (w/o Corby Dolphus Shelley) 16 Jan 1904-11 Sep 1979 
Shelley, Maggie E. [w/o J. Cross Shelley?] 9 Jan 1908-4Apr1984 
Shelley, Mary Williamson [w/o Noah A. Shelley] 9 Feb 1885-29 Jul 1964 
Shelley, Mattie (d/o D. B. & S. 0 . Shelley] 15 Jun 1915-18 Jun 1915 
Shelley, Mayberry 30 Sep 1886-24 Sep 1956 
Shelley, Mildred M. [d/o G. R. & R. Shelley] 31Jan1919-30 Jul 1922 
Shelley, Molloy (d/oJ. A. & Jonnie Shelley] 6 Jan 1929-6May1930 
Shelley, Noah 7May1819-12Dec1902 
Shelley, Noah A. 12 Sep 1886-5Oct1931 
Shelley, Ozelma S. [w/o Gary G. Shelley?) 1906-






























































Shelley, Pelton [s/oJ. A. &Jonnie Shelley] 12Feb1915-19Feb1915 
Shelley, Raleigh Graham 26Oct1900-5Dec1971 
Shelley, Ralph (s/o H. S. &. B. B. Shelley] 27 Jul 1918-10Oct1919 
Shelley, Rebea:a (w/oJ. T. Shelley] 30Aug1848-15May1917 
Shelley, Rebecca Lauraine (w/oJohn BrightSbelley7] 1888-1930 
Shelley, Reedy R. 1892-1954 
Shelley, Sarah H. (w/o Noah Shelley) 14May1824-18May1899 
Shelley, Selana Ray (w/o D. B. Shelley) 17May1888-13May1921 
Shelley; Selena Jane (infd/o Wilber&. Mabel S. Shelley) 27Aug1944 
Shelley, Thurman Davis 15 Apr 1905-23 May 1970 
Shelley, Vana (sfo D. M. & Effie Shelley] 9 Jul 1910-17 Sep 1933 
Shelley, Venice M. (w/o C. Dudley Shelley) 15 Sep 1894-16 Dec 1976 
Shelley, Vivian Pearl (d/o Stanley & Bessie B. Shelley) Age 10 yean 
Shelley, Volley B. 18 Sep 1857-12Dec1913 
Shelley, Willie E. 1905-1986 (FD) 
Shelley, Willie F. 8 Mar 1901-16 Mar 1967 
Shelley, __ (infd/oA. R. &. A A. Shelley) b/d2May1917 
Shelley, __ (inf d/o Brad Shelly) 3 Oct 1930-29 Dec 1930 
Shelley, __ (infs/o G. B. Shelley) b/d 3 May 1926 
Shelley, __ (infs/oN. A.&. M. J. Shelley) 8 Mar1919-2S Mar1919 
Shelton, Daienell Brown 19Mar1938-30 Jul 1981 
Shooter, John 8Dec1876-16Dec1956 
Shooter, Joseph M. 20Apr1912-10Apr1960 
Shooter, Tinie G. 20May1882-27Mar1971 
Shooter, Violet 6Sep1905-25 Jul 1949 
Shutt, Leona Mincey 24Nov1926-7Apr1976 
Simmons, Albert Woodruff 30Nov1911-6Mar1963 
Simmons, Amaziah V. 9Oct1878-11Oct1950 
Simmons, Anson J. 2Dec1923-26 Jul 1979 
Simmons, Bernice C. (w/o Anson J. Simmons?) 6 Jun 1924-13 Mar 1978 
Simmons, Dessie Lenorah (w/o Amaziah V. Simmons) 9 May 1880-28 Jul 1971 
Simmons, Lawrence 28 Jul 1936-3Aug1990 
Simmons, Leon 23Dec1912-
Simmons, Levon 28 Apr 1942-3 Sep 1982 
Simmons, Mary Ellen (w/o Leon Simmons) 11 Aug 1916-
Simmons, Mary Kate 8Dec1882-8Sep1923 
Small, A. M. 6Aug1869-15Apr1954 
Small, Addie Pender ( w/o Julius Calvin Small?) 11Mar1896-31Jan1951 
Small, Alfred McG. 1 Sep 1865-13 Dec 1932 
Small, Allard (s/o J.C. and Addie Small) 26Mar1920-14 Feb 1922 
Small, Ander C. 1858-1929 
Small, Caroline 1847-1892 
Small, Canon Powell 23May1891-2 Feb 1948 
Small, Casty' F. (w/o George P. Small) 1900-1947 
Small, Oarkie Lou McD. 30 Sep 1869-14May1950 
Small, Oifton Howard 24Oct1962-13Dec1980 
Small, Cumie S. (w/o M. D. Small] 20 May 1887-9 May 1969 
Small, Emma M. (d/o AM.&. P.J. Small) 5May1900-9Aug1900 
Small, Eva Lou C. [w/o J. C. Small) 26 Feb 1923-
Small, F. Mciver [s/o A Mc.G. &. C. J. Small) 14May1904-29 Jun 1904 
Small, Franklin Gladstone (SC Pvt 156 Depot Brig.) d. 23Aug1939 
Small, Geneva F. (w/o Sam A Small) 12 Oct 1923-
Small, George P. 1900-1944 
Small, Hazel Harrison (w/o Jimmy Davis Small] 13 Nov 1946-5Dec1988 
Small,Heruy (CoK26SClnfCSA] [n.d.] 
Small, Howard Wayne 1947-1967 
Small, Ivey 1908-1986 
Small, J.C. [WWII, Chn.: Faye, Arnette, Jackie, Susan] 9 Jul 1925-





























































Small, J. F. 22 Dec 1859-4 Aug 1923 
Small,J. Leroy 25Nov1911-24 Mar1984 
Small, Jacob Foster 1 May 1876-27Dec1938 
Small, James Leroy 23 Jan 1929-24 Jan 1929 
Small, James Thomas 27 Sep 1946-14 Jun 1973 
Small, Jimmy Davis 19Sep1942-
Small,JoAnn Coggins [w/o Howard Wayne Small) 1950-1967 
Small, John A. 21Sep1915-15May1974 
Small, Johnnie Shelley [w/o James A. Shelley) 5 Sep 1896-17 Jun 1974 
Small, Julius Calvin 26 Jul 1892-17May1944 
Small, Julius, Jr. "Junior" (SSGT US Air Force Korea) 1 Aug 1929-9 Feb 1975 
Small, Larry Bradley 5 Mar 1989-24 Jul 1989 
Small, Layton C. [SC Pvt US Anny WWI, PH] 7 Apr 1892-19 Oct 1963 
Small, Lest.er Carl (S/Sgl US Air Force Korea) 7 Sep 1932-10 Jul 1985 
Small, Louise L [w/o Ivey Small?] 1914-1980 
Small, Lucille B. 1917-1986 
Small, Lucy Williams (w/o Layton C. Small) 28Oct1905-28Oct1986 
Small, M. Burris [s/o Sarah C. Small) 5 Mar 1879-6 Dec 1962 
Small, M. D. 1873-1936 
Small, Madgie S. 10Mar1892-
Small, Manning 6 Jun 1916-6 May 1951 
Small, May Bell W. 9Aug1930-23 Jul 1989 
Small, Michael [s/o Marion&. Barbara Small) 22 Sep 1962-16Mar1963 
Small, Millie Jane (w/o Jacob Foster Small] 30 Apr 1884-3 Dec 1972 
Small, Mittie McDaniel (w/o Carson Powell Small?] 1Jul190CM Sep 1960 
Small, Molsie Eiubeth Graham (w/o E. H. Small] 11Maf1889-29 Jan 1924 
Small, Pabicia Ann [d/o Leroy&. Effie Small] 1949-1953 
Small, Patty Hooks (w/o William Layton Small] 14 pee 1933-
Small, Pinkney S., Sr. 29Dec1917-14Dec1970 
Small, Pollie Jane [w/o A M. Small] 7 Jun 1872-11 Mar 1939 
Small, Polly Jane (d/o S. &. B. Small) 8Oct1888-25Oct1888 
Small, Priscilla Phillips 4 Apr 1863-8 Oct 1950 
Small,R.J. (Sl US Navy WWII) 3 Mar1918-17Jun1956 
Small, R. S. 1Jan1888-30Aug1914 
Small, Ratchel [d/o AM.&. P. J. Small) 3 Sep 1914-31Jan1915 
Small, Sam A. 11 May 1922-28Aug1979 
Small, Sarah C. 27 Feb 1857-11Feb1899 
Small, Shelby Jane [d/o Leroy&. Effie Small] 1942-1942 
Small, Shrewsberry 1883-1896 
Small, William Layton 20Mar1929-1Oct1971 
Small, William Quincy 20 Nov 1897-25 Feb 1975 
Small, __ (inf d/o A M. &. P. J. Small] 27 May 1919 
Small, __ (infd/o EH.&. Lizzie Small) 4Oct1919 
Small, __ [inf s/o E. M. &. Callie Small] b &c d 22 Jan 1911 
Small, __ [Inf s/o F. &. Grace Small] 20 Jul 1925 
Small, __ [Inf s/o J. F. &. F. L Small] (n.d.) 
Smith, Annie Ruth 8 Jul 1940-9 Jul 1945 
Smith, Bethel P. [h/o Sarah J. Smith?, age about 78 years) (n. d.) 
Smith, Caudia G. (w/o George F. Smith?] 24 Apr 1886-25 Nov 1951 
Smith, Daniel E. [six months old] 1895 
Smith, Ebert 7Oct1945-24 Sep 1947 
Smith, Frank W. 7 Sep 1909-17Apr1938 
Smith, G. Edna [w/o W. James Smith) 22 Nov 191~ 
Smith, George F. 25Mar1875-14Feb1946 
Smith, George Kemper 1908-1976 
Smith, Gilbert Graham 7Oct1952-30Apr1990 
Smith, Raz.el Jean 13 Jun 1947-18 Jan 1966 
Smith, Inez Buffkin [w/o George Kemper Smith] 1912-1953 





























































Smith, John Q. [s/o B. P. &cS. J. Smith) 17Jan1854-5 Dec1919 
Smith, Judy Gail 1 Apr 1947-1 Apr 1960 
Smith, Lola G. (w/o W. Graham Smith] 30 Oct 1879-21 Jan 1945 
Smith, Lorenzo D. [four months old] 1891 
Smith, Mack T. [s/o B. P. 8c S. J. Smith] 12 Jul 1892-5Dec1919 
Smith, Sarah J. [age about 48 years] [n. d.] 
Smith, W. Graham 16Dec1877-16 Feb 1945 
Smith, W.James 5Nov1910-8 Oct1976 
Smith, __ (inflo Bethel 8c Sarah Smith) about 1896 
Soles, Blakely Trany 13Dec1894-[death date illegible] 
Soles, Cecil Smith 24Aug1906-12Mar1978 
Soles, Dolphus 20Nov1905-23 Sep 1956 
Soles, Henry Duffie 29May1901-26Aug1972 
Soles, Ina A. [w/o Heruy Duffie Soles) 22 May 1903-5 May 1989 
Soles, Nina Morris [w/o Blakely Trany Soles) 28 Sep 1909-17Oct1983 
Stansel, Hilda Evington [w/o Robert L Stansel] 8 Sep 1919-23Apr1978 
Stansel, Robert L. 13Aug1913-30 Jun 1981 
Stephens, Garland D. [s/o N. P. 8c N. M. Stephens) 8Apr1887-13 Jun 1898 
Stephens, J. V. 5Aug1888-24May1922 
Stephens, Lizzie (d/o N. P. 8c N. M. Stephens) 4 Sep 1890-24Nov1897 
Stevens, Eizabeth Garrell 1Oct1835-4May1911 
Stevens, Fsther M. [w/o Sam Stevens?) 19 Feb 1914-30 Jun 1990 
Stevens, Lisa Priscilla [infd/o William R. & Dinah R. Stevens) 24Feb1962 
Stevens, Sam 26 Jul 1908-20 Sep 1978 
Stevens, Sam, Jr. 5Nov1934-16Jun 1984 
Stewart, William Hogue (s/o Anna Hogue 8c Joseph Milton Stewart, York County; 
m. Mugaret Ayres 7Jul1930) 1Mar1912-10Oct1970 
Strickland, A.G. 16May1922-19 Feb 1983 
Strickland, A. J. 1899-1951 
Strickland, Alva 22 Sep 1865-9 Jan 1901 
Strickland, Annie J. [w/o Labon Sbicldand) 8May1818-1Jan1902 
Strickland, Arnold G. 3 Nov 1895-1 Jul 1955 
Strickland, Austin Steele [s/o William Lee Strickland) 16Dec19~30Mar1981 
Strickland, Autry. (s/o C. D. 8c Mildred Sbicldand] 8Apr1943 
Strickland, Belle Gerald [w/o Sam Crawn Strickland) 21Nov1891-14Mar1958 
Strickland, Betty Jordan [w Io Roger Wayne Strickland, d/ o Hugh 4c Eva R. J~/o Randy "'Bry'I" Strickland) 
28Jan 1948-
Strickland, C. Daytnn 27Apr1912-18Aug1985 
Strickland, Carolee [d/o M. G. 8c Rosa Sbicldand) 13 Jan 1917-19 Jun 1917 
Strickland, Charlotte L. Anderson [w/o B. G. Strickland) 14 Jan 1889-14 Dec J912 
Strickland, Christine H. [w/o Samuel Herey Strickland) 5 Jul 1912-6Mar1985 
Strickland, Qinton P. (s/o W. M. B. 8c Eliza A. Stricldand) 13Mar1897 
Strickland, Coleman R. 12 Jan 1911-25Aug1982 
Strickland, Cynthia Floyd [w/o W. T. 8c R. A. Stricldand) 11 Dec 1867-15 Dec 1"5 
Strickland, Dayton 14 Jun 1912-25 Nov 1968 
Strickland, Delphia Small 17 Sep 1902-22Apr1971 
Strickland, Dorothy R. Floyd [w/o Ira Labon Strickland, Jr.] 1Dec1923-
Strickland, Douston P. 19Aug1962-28 Apr1979 
Strickland, E.G. 21Jan1898-19Mar1942 
Strickland, &Ina L Lewis [w/o Ira Labou Strickland) 1908-1932 
Strickland, Eias 21May1870-11May1920 
Strickland, Eliza A. [w/o William B. Strickland) 14Dec1865-13Oct19G7 
Strickland, Esie Hewitt [w/o Thurman L. Strickland] 20 Sep 1910-17Dec1979 
Strickland, Emma L. [w/o Elias Strickland] 8 Sep 1870-9 Aug 1925 
Strickland, Fstus B. 15Oct1901-17Dec1976 
Strickland, Evan 1860-1931 
Strickland, Gannie [PFC US Army Korea) 1927-1978 
Strickland, Garland [s/o M. G. 8c Rosa Stricldand] 4Apr1925-23 Jan 1928 


























































Sbicldand, Genevieve Mishoe (w/o Lee Eaton Strickland) 17Nov1920-16Mar1987 
Sbicldand, Graden [s/o M. G. &. R08& Stricldand] 11 Jul 1920-26 Oct 1921 
Sbicldand, Gregory Lynn 3Nov1959-19Nov1974 
Sbicldand, Hattie [w/o Samuel Stricldand) 25 Jan 1872-3 Jul 1942 
Sbicldand, Henry R. 20Mar1890-26 Nov 1914 
Sbicldand, Ira Labon 15 Oct 1898-3 Mar 1964 
Sbicldand, Ira Labon,Jr. ("Bud") 19Jan1930-
Sbicldand, Irene M. [w/o Simp Stricldand7) (n.d.] 
Sbicldand,J. Brice 1922-1955 
Sbicldand, Jasper Wade 29 Sep 189~ Apr 1972 
Sbicldand, Jilla Brown [w/o Amold G. Slricldand] 19Oct1893-24 Apr 1980 
Sbicldand, Jimmy Craig 13Oct1948-27Aug1990 
Sbicldand, L. T. 17Nov1932 92 years 
Sbicldand, Laban M. 2 Jul 1861-6 Apr 1920 
Sbicldand, Leon Prince 7Mar1916-22Jun1978 
Sbicldand, Leona D. (w/o Wallie Strickland) 9 Aug 1911-
Sbicldand, Lest.er Kem [GM/2C US Navy 21Aug1940-12 Jan 1945) 8 Jun 1922-26 Jun 1947 
Sbicldand, Letha G. [w/o Ulon D. Strickland) (n.d.] 
Sbicldand, Lue Etta G. [w/o Jasper Wade Stricldand] 14 Aug 1891-16 Jul 1978 
Sbicldand, Luther 1892-1952 
Sbicldand, Lutie S. [w/o Quin'Y G. Stricldand?] 30 May 1896-11 Nov 1972 
Sbicldand, M. G. 8 Nov 1891-6 Aug 1930 
Sbicldand, Mack M. 24Dec1910-23Dec1971 
Sbicldand, Mack M., Jr. 23 Jul 1945-8Aug1981 
Sbicldand, Malcolm Gorsky 3 Jul 1924-10 Jan 1944 
Sbicldand, Margaret Watts [w/o Leon Prince Stricldand) 10Oct191S. 
Sbicldand, Mark A. (SC Pvt US Army WWI) 29 Mar 18~2 Dec 1962 
Sbicldand, Mary A. [w/o Evan Strickland] 1872-1952 
Sbicldand, Minnie Mae [w/o Mark A. Strickland) 16 Sep 1901-30 Nov 1969 
Sbicldand, Missouri [w/o A. J. Strickland) 1905-1983 
Sbicldand, Myrtle Tyler [w/o Vander Whitaker Stricldand) 4Sep1~11Feb1980 
Sbicldand, Nathan Wade 14May1923-20 Apr1973 
Sbicldand, Nora M. [w/o Solomon Strickland) d. 21Jun1928 Age 69 
Sbicldand, Pettie [d/o William B. &. Eliza A Strickland) 12Aug1901-12 Nov 1901 
Sbicldand, Quincy G. 6 Sep 1896-23Apr1974 
Sbicldand, Rhucile H. [w/o Rufus (Buck) Strickland) 25 Feb 1919-
Sbicldand, Rilla Mae Ray [w/o Sam Mace Strickland) 9 Jul 1904-4Dec1989 
Sbicldand, Robert [h/o Gussie Strickland; PFC US Army WWII] 2Aug1~17 Mar .1978 
Sbicldand, Roger Wayne (h/ o Betty Jordan Strickland, s/ o Buck&: Rhucile Strickland, f/ o i.andy &: Bryan Strickland) 
27 Jul 1945-
Sbicldand, Rosa [w/o M. G. Strickland) 11 Mar 1889-6 Apr 1926 
Sbicldand, Rosa B. (d/o Evan&. Mary A. Strickland] 5 Sep 1890-23 Jul 1902 
Sbicldand, Royce Elease [s/o Robert&. Gussie Stricldand) 7 Dec 1953-29 Jul 1957 
Sbicldand, Rufus (Buck) 18 Jun 1916-19Apr1981 
Sbicldand, Ruth G. (d/o W. T. &. Cynthia Stricldand] 10Mar1904-22 Nov 1908 
Sbicldand, Sallie [w/o Luther Strickland] 1899-1952 
Sbicldand, Sallie Jane Shelley (w/o L M. Strickland] 18 Nov 1878-3 Dec 1960 
Sbicldand, Sam Craven 8Mar1894-17Apr1964 
St,ricldand, Sam Mace (Served USN on USS Utah 1920-1923] 31 May 1902-7 Dec 1964 
Sbicldand, Samuel 10 Sep 1863-1 Feb 1929 
Sbicldand, Samuel Herey 1May1912-15May1975 
Sbicldand, Sarah J. [w/o Mack M. Strickland?] 20 Jun 1927-
Sbicldand, Simp 6Dec1909-20 Sep 1962 
Sbicldand, Solomon 6Oct184S.11Jun1925 
Sbickland, Ulon D. 29Aug1904-27 Jul 1970 
Sbicldand, Vander Whitaker 26 Jun 1894-2Mar1951 
Sbicldand, Vernon 25Jan1920-17Mar1963 
Sbicldand, Virginia W. [w/o AG. Strickland] 26 Sep 1922-




























































Sbickland, W. Math 19Dec1902-31Dec1960 
Sbickland, W.R. 4Sep1886-19 Marl901 
Sbickland, Wallace D. 2 Jan 1937-30 Jul 1979 
Sbickland, Wallie 23Nov1911-11Dec1981 
Sbickland, Walter L 8 Feb 1905-12Mar1960 
Sbickland, William 10Apr1869-25Dec1914 
Sbickland, William B. 8 Jan 1863-7 Jun 1904 
Sbickland, William D. [s/o Evan&. M. Stricldand] 30 Jan 1899-14Oct1900 
Sbickland, William H. 1898-1971 
Sbickland, William T. 5 Jul 1953-16Mar1906 
Sbickland, blphia [w/o William Strickland] 12 Jun 1870-28 Mar 1951 
Sbickland, __ [inf son) [n.d.] 
Sbickland, __ [inf s/o L M. &. S. J. Slricldand] 4 Nov 1912-6 Apr 1913 
Sbickland, __ [inf s/o M. G. &. Rosa Strickland] 1922 
Sbickland, __ [lnf/o A.G. &. V. B. Strickland, 3 stones) [n.d.] 
Sbickland, __ [inQo I. L &. Pauline Strlcldand) [n.d.] 
Sbickland, __ [inQo Quincy G. Strickland] 21 Sep 1935 
Stroud, A. B. 18May1922-13Oct1979 
Stroud, A. Ernestine 14Aug1914-19 Sep 1973 
Stroud, A. Jack 13 Jun 1948-
Stroud, A. Z. 10Od1883-4Oct1957 
Stroud, Abron Scott 6 Feb 1977 
Stroud, Adlaide Floyd [w/o John Stroud) 16 Jan 1853-17Od1921 
Stroud, Alphia D. [w/o Rosher S. Stroud?] 5 Jun 1906-15 Feb 1984 
Stroud, Anna Lois [d/o W. B. Stroud] 26Dec1935-10May1936 
Stroud, Annie Mae [d/o V. M. &. Annie Adams Stroud) 15 Sep 1926-5Mar1980 
Stroud, Annie Mae [w/o Vinson Mayo Stroud] 7 Nov 1894-18Od1969 
Stroud, Annie Saphiria Ransom [w/o Isaac Purifoy Stroud] 19 Dec 1865-20 Oct 1949 
Stroud, Archie 21 Feb 1898-13Apr1955 
Stroud, Bertie Horu"ea [PFC US Army WWII) 24Mar1925-5Apr1984 
Stroud, Bonnie Faye [w/o Garlee Stroud?) 31 May 1942-
Stroud, Bru<E B. [SC S2 USNR WWII) 23 Feb 1921-14 Sep 1965 
Stroud, C. Louise M. [w/o William B. Stroud] 6Feb1912-9Nov1967 
Stroud, Carolyn Floyd [w/o William Cecil Stroud] 24Apr1944-24May1988 
Stroud, Carson O. 18 Sep 1912-6Dec1978 
Stroud, Cathrine L [d/o W. B. &. LC. Stroud) 9 Sep 1933-31 Od 1933 
Stroud, Charles Osborn 26Mar1939-22May1939 
Stroud, Carena? McLeod [SC Cox USNR WWII) 24Apr1923-13Oct1959 
Stroud, Cromwell 12 Jan 1898-11Jul1923 
Stroud, D. Q. 13 Nov 1879-8Dec1903 
Stroud, Daniel 1857-1930 
Stroud, Daniel Lester [m. 21Feb1965) 10Dec1935-27May1990 
Stroud, David Oneal [m. Olean Smith 29Nov1931) 13Dec1910-
Stroud, Dempsey 4Mar1888-16 Nov 1888 
Stroud, Eberts. 5Nov1923-2Dec1932 
Stroud, Edon 9Nov1934-26Aug1970 
Stroud, Eizabeth [w/o Daniel Stroud] 1857-1932 
Stroud, Enita Page 12Apr1900-1 Mar 1983 
Stroud, Emory Delano 15May1934 
Stroud, Essie Lee [w/o Heaiy S. Stroud?] 4Aug1918-19Mar1985 
Stroud, F.stelle McKenzie [w/o Archie Stroud) 19Mar1900-21 Apr1977 
Stroud, Eunice J. [ d/o N. D. &. L J. Stroud] 26 Dec 1918-20 May 1921 
Stroud, F. Louise [d/o W. B. &. LC. Stroud) 8 Nov 1934 
Stroud, Florence [w/o LC. Stroud] 12 Apr 1865-9 Dec 1930 
Stroud, Florrie M. (w/o L Vernon Stroud] 22Aug1917-8Aug1977 
Stroud, Hoyd [s/o Grady&. Mandy Stroud] 2Oct1936-26Apr1938 
Stroud, Frances [w/o McGhee Stroud?) 15Aug1917-
Stroud, Frazier Cleveland [m. Alphla McKenzie 11 Nov1934) 16Od1891-1' Apr 19~5 





























































Stroud, Garlee 30Aug1936-7Apr1982 
Stroud, George W. 15 Apr 1856-16 Dec 1936 
Stroud, Gurtha M. 22Nov1906-23 Jul 1917 
Stroud, Harry Lerue 30 Nov 1940-
Stroud, Helen R. (w/o A. Jack Stroud?] 8 Jul 1950-
Stroud, Henry S. 28 Feb 1909-11 Feb 1989 
Stroud, Henry S. 30 Sep 1895-31Dec1966 
Stroud, I. P. 13 May 1859-14Oct1928 
Stroud, Ida Jane (w/o John Thwman Stroud?] 22Apr1882-6 Apr 1961 
Stroud, Ila (w/o Joe Stroud] 11Feb1903-21Aug1984 
Stroud, Inez F. 6 Jan 1932-23 Mar 1980 
Stroud, Isaac 5 Jan 1863-13Dec1938 
Stroud, J. Junior 29 Jan 1964-9 Jun 1983 
Stroud, Jack Marshall 19 Feb 1960-1 Aug 1981 
Stroud, James Paul "J.P." 2Apr1917-25Sep1985 
Stroud, James Walter (US Navy WWII] 21 Jul 1926-16 Mar 1977 
Stroud, Joe (PFC US Army WWI) 10 Oct 1890-6 Nov 1981 
Stroud, John 5Jan1830-10Aug1912 
Stroud, John Cecil (SC SN USNR Korea) 6 Sep 1922-13Oct1971 
Stroud, John Emoiy 11 Oct1889-14May1960 
Stroud, John Leonard 7Apr1893-22Feb1968 
Stroud, John Thurman 14Nov1885-18Aug1934 
Stroud, Josephine 15 Nov 1939-16 Nov 1939 
Stroud, Juanita Cook Byrd (w/o Mack L Stroud) 5 Apr1932-
Stroud, Kay Frederick 1Dec1900-29May1961 
Stroud, LC. 13Apr1851-30Nov1913 
Stroud, L Vernon 20Mar1920-27Dec1984 
Stroud, Lemon LeRoy 1 Apr1934-9Jan1953 
Stroud, Lemurel [d/o D. 0. &c Olean Stroud) 28 Jan 1939-21Feb1939 
Stroud, Lewis Spencer 3Mar1890-14 Feb 1913 
Stroud, lillie Jane (w/o Needam D. Stroud) 2 Jul 1889-25 Oct 1950 
Stroud, lillie Savannah (w/o Meadie W. Stroud) 1 Mar 1869-5 Jan 1956 
Stroud, lizzie Davis (w/o Sandy Stroud) 8Apr1892-2 May 1921 
Stroud, Lola T. [w/o Robert B. Stroud) 6Nov1911-11Nov1988 
Stroud, Lonnie V. (m. Virginia Boyette 28Jan1939) 6Mar1917-25 Feb 1987 
Stroud, Luther C. 29Apr1932-23Apr1975 
Stroud, Maberiy 15 Jan 1892-6 Mar 1916 
Stroud, Maberiy 18May1903-17 Sep 1932 
Stroud, Mack L. 19Jan1909-19Dec1989 
Stroud, Mae Oare BaWe [w/o Mack L Stroud] 6 Jul 1913-6Apr1977 
Stroud,MarthaJ. [w/oJohn Emory Stroud) 2 May1897-19Dec1966 
Stroud, Maiy d. Aug 1873 
Stroud, Maiy Alice (d/o LG. &c Florence Stroud) 18 Aug 1905-30Apr1907 
Stroud, Mattie Willoughby [w/o A. Z. Stroud) 4 Dec 1887-21Jan1955 
Stroud, Mayberiy, Jr. 16Apr1933-5 Jan 1988 
Stroud, McGhee 2May1908-
Stroud, Meadie W. 15Aug1869-28Nov1924 
Stroud, Needam D. 1 Feb 1882-2Apr1971 
Stroud, Olean Smith (w/o David Oneal Stroud, m. 29Nov1931) 4 Oct 1914-
Stroud, Ora Cox (w/o Walter Enoch Stroud?) 12Apr1891-1Jan1961 
Stroud, Patsy 13Aug1948-12Dec1965 
Stroud, Pauline (w/o A Emestine Stroud) 7 Feb 1923-
Stroud, Pearly 9 Jan 1884-9 Mar 1885 
Stroud, Periy Gasque 9 Feb 1886-8 Jul 1939 
Stroud, Periy Gasque, Jr. (PFC US Army Korea) 1928-1980 
Stroud, Pinkie Blanton [w/o John Leonard Stroud] 3 Sep 1903-18Mar1967 
Stroud, Robert B. 19Dec1911-25 Jan 1985 
Stroud, Robert Leon 13 May 1936-14 Dec 1936 




























































Stroud, Rosa Anna Strickland [w/o W. B. Sboad) 6 Sep 1892-17 Jan 19?8 
Stroud, Rosher S. 13Mar1899-7 Jul 1983 
Stroud, S. S. & R. S. [n.d.] 
Stroud, Sallie B. [w/o A. B. Sboud7) 18 Nov 1923-
Stroud, Sallie Hucks [w/o Hemy S. Sboud) 7.0 Apr 1900-7 Sep 1979 
Stroud, Sandy 25 Sep 1882-29 Nov 1937 
Stroud, Sandy Alard 1930-1990 (FD) 
Stroud, Sarah [w/o Isaac Stroud] 12 Jan 1868-6 Dec 1938 
Stroud, Solon D. 8 Jan 1903-21Nov1908 
Stroud, Stephen Herman 23 Jun 1919-13 Jul 1968 
Stroud, Susanna [w/o Geoige W. Sboad) 24 May 1860-9 Mar 1949 
Stroud, Thelma 9Nov1934-25 Oct1935 
Stroud, Thwston Cromwell [s/o Cromwell a. Brlghtie Sboadl 13Dec:1923,ZS May 1925 
Stroud, Verdie Lorie [d/oJ. S. &.: M. C. Sboud) Nov 1888 
Stroud, Vernie S. [w/o Lather C. Stroud) 16 Sep 1932-
Stroud, Vinson Mayo 3 Jun 1876-21Mar1947 
Stroud, Virginia Boyette (m. Loaaie V. Sboad 28 Jan 1939) 16 May 1922-
Stroud, Von B. (Sgt.) [WWII) 5 Sep 1914-22 Sep 1944 
Stroud, W. McCoy 24Aug1891-21Mar1906 
Stroud, Walter Enoch 3Dec1896-10Aug1954 
Stroud, Walter Monroe 14Nov1893-29Dec1978 
Stroud, Wanda Gale 27 Mar 1950-27 Mar 1950 
Stroud, Wendell (infs/o Gary&.: Dorothy Sboad) 2Sep1961-3 Sep 1961 
Stroud, William B. 30Oct1896-13Feb1985 
Stroud, William Cecil 21 Nov 1936-
Stroud, William P. 10 Jun 1875-22 Jul 1875 
Stroud, Willie J. [s/o W. B. &.: LC. Stroud) 6Nov19~1 
Stroud, __ [Baby) b/d 5 May 1925 
Stroud, __ [inf d/o A. Z &.: Mallie Stroud) 13 Aug 1923 
Stroud, __ [inf d/o H. S. Sboad) b/d 18Oct1937 
Stroud, __ [inf d/oJ. T. &.: 1.J. Sboad) b & d 4Aug1913 
Stroud, __ (inf sjo H. G. Stroud) 3 Jan 1935-3 Jan 1935 
Stroud, __ [inf sjo Hubert &r; Del Stroud] b/d 11 Feb 1947 
Stroud, __ [infs/o M. L. &.: M. C.Stroad) b/d 15 Aug1938 
Stroud, __ (inf/o M. W. &.: Lillie Stroud) [n.d.] 
Stroud, __ [infi'o Sandy&.: Lizzie Sboud, 2 stoaes) [n.d.) 
Suggs, Angela Louise 19Sep1960-26May1961 
Suggs, Bertha J. (w/o Geoige C. Suggs) 20Apr1898-6Dec1974 
Suggs, Daniel 11Apr1843-24 Jul 1905 
Suggs, Doris Louise 21Jul1937-26May1961 
Suggs, George C. 13 Jun 1895-19 Feb 1988 
Suggs, Joe Chest.er 9 May 1940-25 Mar 1985 
Suggs, Lillie B. Hardwick [w/o Samuel Newman Suggs) 8Nov1908-6Dec1946 
Suggs, Louisinda D. 1984-1984 
Suggs, Ollie Kam 1893-1957 (FD) 
Suggs, Rachel P. (w/o Daniel Suggs) 3 Feb 1851-13 Feb 1904 
Suggs, Samuel Newman 31Mar1902-2May1974 
Suggs, Timothy Lee 24 May 1913-29 Sep 1984 
Suggs, William 5 Mar 1801 - 4 Jan 1876 
Suggs, William IL 26Nov1868-15Jun1932 
Taylor, Clifton [Sgt US Army WWII) 1919-1978 
Taylor, Fred M. 17Apr1901-12Aug1968 
Taylor, HaWe D. (w/o James M. Taylor] 22 Feb 1883-19Mar1949 
Taylor, James M. 1 Dec1870-27 Jul 1952 
Taylor, John H., Sr. 1 Nov 1868-31Oct1946 
Taylor, John Howard, Jr. 21Sep1909-27Dec1970 
Taylor, Judy Kaye (d/o S. F. &.: Rath Taylor) 7 Jan 1944-17Oct1945 




























































Taylor, Lena 20 Mar 1902-27 Aug 1988 
Taylor, Leo Rogers 16 Jan 1905-20 Sep 1967 
Taylor, Samuel Franklin 22 Sep 1909-26May1978 
Taylor, Willette R. [w/oJohnR Taylor, Sr.] 28Oct1879-12Jul1954 
Thompkins, Annie S. [w/o Robert L. Thompkins) 2 Jan 1934-4Nov1989 
Thompkins, Gollie M. 3 Aug 1902-28 May 1949 
Thompkins, Robert L 3Dec1937-
Thompson, Margaret Zonie Holmes [w/o ]011eph Walter Thompson) 1 Nov 1887-5 J\111978 
Todd, Irene (w/o]011eph Todd) 31Aug1837-9Jan1929 (interred at Heniford) 
Todd, John F.dward 1951-1987 (FD) 
Todd, Joseph 15Jul1827-27Apr1914 (interred at Heniford) 
Todd, Mahalie d. 10May1921Ageabout60 years 
Treadway, Thelma Godfrey 4 Oct 1905-26 May 1988 
Turbeville, Arther 10 Jan 1883-13Feb1935 
Turbeville, Emma E. [w/o Arther Turbeville] 21 Nov 1892-22 Feb 1974 
Turbeville, F.steliene (w/oJlld<J. Turbeville] 24May1928-
Turbeville, Geneva S. (m. W. Carl Turbeville 24Nov1962) 26Oct1936-11Aug1986 
Turbeville, Jack J. 29 Mar 1925-5 Nov 1986 
Turbeville, W. Carl [m. Geneva S. 24Nov1962) 19Mar1936-25 Sep 1984 
Turner, Dessie B. (w/o Hope R Turner] 20 Jun 1906-
Turner, Hope IL 17Aug1897-11Aug1964 
Turner, Ivey Jean 1938-1989 (FD) 
Turner, Lou Venia (w/o Willis Turner] 14 Jan 1903-11Sep1963 
Turner, Pratt 31Oct1927-17Dec1987 
Turner, Shester Sue 17Aug1937-9May1!t39 
Turner, Wendy N. 24 Apr1981-18Aug1981 
Turner, Willis 1May1900-15Aug1969 
Turner, Willis Wendell (US Army Korea) 22Sep1932-20Oct1983 
Tyler, Elias Short 23Sep1889-28Dec1968 
Tyler, Elva Coats [w/o Hyland T. Tyler?) 2 Jul 1905-13 Nov 1980 
Tyler, Flossie B. [w/o L. G. Tyler] 24 May 1888-25 Mar 1907 
Tyler, Grant Devine 8 Nov 1913-19Aug1973 
Tyler, Hyland T. 20Jan1908-3May1959 
Tyler, June Gail [d/o Coleman and Muy Tyler) 30 Jul 1958-28 Jan 1959 
Tyler, Kerby 13 Apr 1888-3 Apr 1943 
Tyler, Lenneau [b/o Aileen Branton Tyler) 8 Jan 1925-1Jun1988 
Tyler, Leo 12 Jan 1929-1 Sep 1974 
Tyler, Linda Ann [d/o Frank & Aileen Branton Tyler) 24Apr1947-28 Jun 1962 
Tyler, Pearle S. [w/o Kerby Tyler) 3 Jul 1886-13Aug1952 
Tyler, Thelma Meares 25 Jun 1902-4 Feb 1991 
Tyler, __ [B.by Boy) b/d 1970 
Tyler, __ [infs/o H. T.and Elva Tyler) 29Nov1927-1Feb1928 
Vaught, Miriam Marlene 12Jul 1945-23Dec1955 
Vaught, Patricia Faye 8 Aug 1940-5 Feb 1951 
Vaught, __ [inf s/o Earl E. & Lottie Ford Vaught) 27 Apr 1943 
Walker, Oarise [w/o William S. Walker, Sr.) 22 Sep 1971 
Walker, Grace King 8Feb1890-25Nov1968 
Walker, Harry Lee, Jr. 18 Nov 1910-19 Jan 1960 
Walker, Joseph P. (RMl US Navy WWII) 7Feb1923-30Aug1977 
Walker, Sheldon A. [Sl US Navy WWII) 27May1924-4 Jul 1981 
Walker, William S., Jr. (s/o William S. & Oarise Walker) [n.d.] 
Walker, William S., Sr. 2 Sep 1915-22 Sep 1988 
Walters, Donnie B. 1 Jan 1893-
Walters, Maybelle [w/o Donnie B. Walters) 15Aug1905-10Apr1965 
Walters, Mittie C. 2Dec1888-16 Jun 1968 
Ward, Almon R. 22Aug1912-17 Apr1971 
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Ward, Almon Richard [s/oWayne&JudyWard,grs/oAlmonR.&OllieWard) 18Jan1963-15Jan1970 
Ward, Eunice S. [w/o Leslie Ward?) 7 Sep 1920-28 Dec 1952 
Ward, Leslie 14 Jun 1918-26Oct1968 
Ward, Ollie J. (w/o Almon R. Ward] 19 Jun 191M Jan 1984 
Watson, lillian [d/o D. E. &. Temperence Wiiison) 1Dec1876-27Oct1879 
Watts, Alice Ann 26 Jan 1952-13 Sep 1 961 
Watts, Allen Gene 1May1952-15Sep1974 
Watts, Bobbie Jean [d/o Wilford&. Maebelle J. Watts) 31 Dec 1935 
Watts, Cole 5May1916-9Nov1961 
Watts, Dessie Dee Shelley [w/o John Thomas Watts) 23Apr1893-31 May 1989 
Watts, Eligan (s/o J. H. &. Elizabeth Watts) 10Aug1900-20May1901 
Watts, Eugene Oifton [SC PFC US Army WWII) 30Nov1927-1Feb1972 
Watts, Frannie R. [w/o Homer Watts] 25May1896-2 Jul 1973 
Watts, Hany 30Nov1941-23 Oct1943 
Watts, Hartford [US Anny) 17Dec1940-20Mar1984 
Watts, Hattie S. [w/o Johnie S. Watts] 6Aug1903-24Aug1975 
Watts, Homer 6Mar1891-15Aug1958 
Watts, Jack 4Aug1873-7Nov1940 
Watts, James [Sl Sgt Co W 60th In 9th Div WWII) 15 Jan 1920-16Mar1946 
Watts, James E. (USAF Ret.) 25 Oct 1930-4 May 1984 
Watts, James E., Jr. 2 Feb 1955-27 Jun 1982 
Watts, James F. [Pvt US Anny WWII) 23 Apr 1928-13Oct1988 
Watts, James H. [S/SgtCoM 60th Inf 9th Div WWII) 15Jan1920-16 Marl9'6 
Watts, John Thomas [Pvt US Army WWI) 18Apr1897-11Dec1984 
Watts, Johnie S. 4 Mar 1889-3 Jan 1962 
Watts, Maebelle J. [w/o Wilford Watts) 30May1917-
Watts, Mary Lois [d/o Marshall&: Orilla Watts) 24 Apr1930-14May1947 
Watts, Olen 1912-1986 (FD) 
Watts, Orilla W. [w/o Marshall Watts] 21Sep1896-11Oct1959 
Watts, S. C. (PFC 503 Parachute In WWII) 31May1919-.5Aug1944 
Watts,S. S. [PFCUl Inf8InfDivWWII) 14 Mar1925-26Feb1945 
Watts, Tom [n.d.) 
Watts, Wilford 8 Jun 1913-28 Jul 1986 
Watts, __ [infs/o Olen Watts] [n.d.) 
Weatherford, Britbtey 1987-1988 (FD) 
Weston, Carrie Mae Patterson 11Jan1913-3Dec1971 
Williams, A. B. 11 Mar 1861-23 Dec 1937 
Williams, Auty 1913-1980 (FD) 
Williams, B. T. [s/o A. B. Williams) [n.d.) Mt. Olive 
Williams, Beatrice Graham [w/o Daniel Wright Williams?) 25 Feb 1893-31 Jul 1974 
Williams, Bishop Pierce 30 Mar 1877-24 Feb 1951 
Williams, Bishop Whitt 19Oct1909-12 Jan 1959 
Williams, Cecil Maybell [w/o Bishop Whitt Williams) 1911-1989 (FD) 
Williams, Oaude ["Brother") 28Dec1912-14Oct1931 
Williams, Daniel Preston [Pvt US Army WWI) 2 Feb 1892-12Jan 1972 
Williams, Daniel Wright 19Jun1889-6 Marl961 
Williams, Eddy [s/o A. B. Williams] 20 Oct 1893-4 Oct 1918 
Williams, Edgar [s/o A. B. Williams] [n.d.) 
Williams, Edna Elnita Fowler [w/o George Allanl Williams) 5 Apr 1921-
Williams, Ellen Pridgen (w/o Daniel Preston Williams?] 24 Jun 1899-18 Jun 1947 
Williams, Emma Mae [w/o R. Fitzhne Williams] 14 Jan 1884-8 Feb 1966 
Williams, Gene D. [SC SP 4 US Anny Vietnam] 29 Jun 1949-21Mar1974 
Williams, George Allard 15Sep1911-2 Mar1962 
Williams, Gerthesea [d/o A. B. Williams) [n.d.) 
Williams, Gladys S. 18Feb1908-19 Sep 1918 
Williams, Jane d. 6 Dec 1931 Age 86 
Williams, Jimmy 9Nov1942-7Mar1976 
Williams, Joanna [w/o Wright}. Williams) d. 16Mar1913 Age 73 years 




























































Williams, Joe [m. 22Sep1935] 5 Jan 1913-12Jan1981 
Williams, John Age 85 [n.d.] 
Williams, Joshua Jeremey 8 May 1989-8May1989 
Williams, Leon S. 3Dec1909-16Jul1910 
Williams, Lettie [w/o A. B. Williams] 3 Sep 1853-[n.d. listed) 
Williams, lily Bell [w/o B. P. Williams) 25 Mar 1887-9 Feb 1957 
Williams, Lola G. 1892-1958 (FD) 
Williams, Lucy W. [w/o Auty Williams] 1909-1980 (FD) 
Williams, Manthia 1850-1939 
Williams, Mary 21Aug1871-30Nov1952 
Williams, Mary Missouria [w/o William Oliver Williams] 1888-1946 
Williams, Mary P. [w/o John Wl.lliams?] Dec 1851-4Oct1930 
Williams, Minnie W. [w/o Olen Williams] 1Oct1919-
Williams, Moisey 14 Jun 1833-15 Jul 1896 
Williams, Olen 28 Jun 1912-3Aug1985 
Williams, R. Htzhue 20Aug189o-16 Sep 1946 
Williams, Roger E. 1934-1956 (FD) 
Williams, Ruth S. [w/o Joe Williams] 20 Nov 1918-
Williams, Sarah Floy~ (w/o B. P. Williams] 23Apr1883-10 Feb 1917 
Williams, Tillmon (SC Pvt TRPC 92 Cav Remn Sq, WW II] 18 Sep 1920-16 Dec 1952 
Williams, William Oliver 1888-1954 
Williams, Wright J. 20 Feb 183o-23 Apr 1914 
Williams, __ [infs/o E. L Willlams] 11 Aug 1939 
Williams, __ (iuqo B. P. &.: Agnes Williams, 3 stones] [n.d.] 
Williamson, Annie Bryant (w/o Samuel Joseph Williamson] 6 Jan 1906-25 Jun 1974 
Williamson, Annie Jane Enz.or (w/o John Williamson) 3 Sep 1846-22 May 1908 
Williamson, C. L 3 Feb 1870-11 Sep 1937 
Williamson, Charles H. 1885-1917 
Williamson, D. L [s/o A. R. &.: F. V. Williamson] 3 Aug 1903-24Oct1903 
Williamson, Dock, Sr. 28 Jan 1907-24Mar1991 
Williamson, Duncan 9 Mar 1913-25 May 1990 
Williamson, &Ina 1959-1959 (FD) 
Williamson, EllaN. (w/oL.B. Williamson,m. 22Jun1886;d/oJ. B. &:MA. W~ 29Nov 1866-30feb1895 
Williamson, Eula Edna (d/o D. B. &.: E. N. Williamson] 20 Sep 1890-8 Nov 1908 
Williamson, Eunice Alford [w/o Charles H. Williamson] 1898-1932 
Williamson, F. V. [w/o A. R. Williamson] 23 Apr 1880-21 Sep 1903 
Williamson, Gertrude Ayers [w/o John G. Williamson] 13Feb1897-30 De\: 1980 
Williamson, Gurthy Allard 19Jun1905-13 Mar1987 
Williamson, J.B., Jr. 3Dec1871-18Dec1890 
Williamson, James L 1921-1992 (FD) 
Williamson, James Woodrow [s/o M. M. & Ovella Williamson] 17Nov1927-23 Jan tt~z 
Williamson, John 22 Jan 1846-22Oct1928 
Williamson, John B. 25Apr1836-13Mar1904 
Williamson, John G. 21Aug1901-16May1968 
Williamson, John Gee, Jr. (US Army] 1Feb1931-19Apr1989 
Williamson, Jory Dan [s/o Wanda & Don Williamson] 14 Feb 1977-15 Feb 1977 
Williamson, Lillie (w/o Willard W. Williamson] 6 May 1875-9 Sep 1962 
Williamson, Martha A. [w/o John B. Williamson) 7Sep1838-6 Jan 1916 
Williamson, Mary Doreetha [w/o Sumers E. Williamson] 15 Jun 1879-20 Nov 1932 
Williamson, Mary Page [w/o C. L. Williamson] 22 Feb 1873-30 Dec 1910 
Williamson, McKeever 10Oct1897-18May1984 
Williamson, Miriam (d/o J. H. &.: Inez Williamson] 20 Mar 1947-21 Feb 1948 
Williamson, Ovella Phillips [w/o McKeever Williamson] 1Sep1903-
Williamson, Perry J. 17 Jun 1896-12Oct1918 
Williamson, Retha [w/o Gurthy Allard Williamson] 22Aug1909-15Mar1980 
Williamson, Robert Alford 16Oct193o-27 Feb 1989 
Williamson, Roger E. [s/o Francis and Vida Williamson] 27Aug1942-2Mar1943 
Williamson, Samuel Joseph 11Nov1884-12Feb1960 





























































Williamson, Sumers E. 21Mar1874-26Mar1942 
Williamson, W. Bright [s/oD. B. &E. N. Williamson;gr-t1/0J. B. &MA. Williamson) 19 Jul 1893-30 Jul 1923 
Williamson, Willard W. 26 Marl87'l-15Nov1936 
Williamson, __ (inf d/o C. L &. Moy Page Williamson) 28 Dec 1910 
Williamson, __ [infgr-s/oJ. B. &.M.A. Williamson] 9Sep1895-15Jun1896 
Williamson, __ [in~o W.W.&. Lillie William8on, 2 stones] [n.d.) 
Willis, Clarence Leslie (m. Nellie E. King 17 Jul 1913) 2 Dec 1893-2 Feb 1%1 
Willis, Nellie King (w/o Claience Leslie Willis) 27 Jan 1899-12May1978 
Willoughby, Alma Blackmon [w/o Oscar J. Willoughby) 12 Jun 1905-29Oct1983 
Willoughby, Belle G. [w/o C. M. Willoughby] 29 Jan 1893-19 Feb 1983 
Willoughby, C. M. · 11Jan1891-30 Apr 1948 
Willoughby, Charles P. 12 Feb 1861-10Aug1928 
Willoughby, Fannie Jane Skipper (w/o Oscar J. Willoughby] 13 Jul 1897-23 Aug 1922 
Willoughby, John A. 10Oct1859-10 Jul 1920 
Willoughby, Lou Mae 23Oct1930-30Apr1948 
Willoughby, Mantha D. (d/o C. P. & P.A. Willoughby) 27 Jul 1897-10 Jun 1921 
Willoughby, Mary S. [w/o John A. Willoughby] 22 Jun 1861-19Mar1941 
Willoughby, Oscar J. 24Mar1892-2 Sep 1957 
Willoughby, Polly A. [w/o Chades P. Willoughby) 4 May 1860-23 Apr 1937 
Willoughby, Robert T. 18Mar1900-4 Jan 1970 
Willoughby, Sandra Gail 28 Jan 1948-17May1954 
Willoughby, W. Damascus 19 Feb 1886-3 Jul 1956 
Wise, Willie 27Feb1910-9Oct1963 
Woodbeny, Carrie Phillips [d/o Mr.&. Mrs. W. R. Phillipe] 22May1901-8Oct1918 
Woodbeny, Desday [w/o William M. Woodbeny?) 20 Jul 1857-30Mar1931 
Woodbeny, William M. 28 Oct 1854-6 Apr 1909 
Woodbeny, __ [inf s/o C.R. & Carrie Woodbeny) b & d 6Oct1918 
Woodbwy, Elizabeth (w/o Sam Woodbwy] 5 Sep 1893-8Aug1960 
Woodbwy, Harold D. [SC PFC 72 Eng Combat Co. Korea) 31 May 1931-3 Aug 1950 
Woodbwy,Joe T. 1890-1945 
Woodbwy, Joseph F. [SC SP3 US Navy WWII] 6 Jan 1924-4Dec1971 
Woodbwy, Mattie [w/o Joe T. Woodbwy] 1897-1957 
Woodbwy, Polly H. (w/o William Foster Woodbwy] 10 Oct 1893-20 Jul 1974 
Woodbwy, Sam 1885-1936 
Woodbwy, Wardie B. [AlC USAF, Korea) 1932-1975 
Woodbwy, William Foster 15 Jul 1882-23Dec1960 
Woodbury, William Melvin 4May1915-19Oct1961 
Woodbury, __ [inf/o 0 . T. &. Leo Woodbwy) b & d 22Jul1918 
Worley, Coleman 1890-1920 
Worley, Eugenia Drennan [w/o Smith Worley) 26Oct1901-23 Jun 1981 
Worley, Fannie Floyd [w/o Rey Worley) 29Oct1862-16Mar1926 
Worley, Floyd 27 Apr1897-19Apr1969 
Worley, Jackson 10 Oct1847-17May1910 
Worley, Jennie [w/o Jackson Worley) 16 Jul 1872-30 Jun 1909 
Worley, John [s/o Rey & Fannie Worley) 30May1893-29Nov1905 
Worley, Rey 14 Nov 1849-19 Feb 1924 
Worley, Rey L. 19Dec1905-29Nov1965 
Worley, Sara Phillips [w/o Rey L Worley) 19May1910-
Worley, Smith [m. 23Mar1923) 14 Jun 1895-22 Nov 1946 
Worley, __ [inf fl/o R. &. F. D. Worley] 20 May 1878-15 Jun 1878 
Worley, __ [in~oJ. &Jennie Worley) 21 Apr1904-9May1904 
Wright,. Cora L. [w/o John W. Wright] 20 Sep 1881-1Sep1961 
Wright,. J. D. 18Oct1925-2 Jan 1943 
Wright,. John W. 11 Jun 1882-22Nov1951 
Wright,. Varomay 22Aug1923-30 Jan 1934 
Young, William IL 17 Oct1988-7Nov1960 
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